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F O R E W O R D

Foreword

I

t is my pleasure to present to you this year’s
Accomplishments and Opportunities for the NIST Center
for Neutron Research. This year we celebrated the 50th

anniversary of the reactor. Though the historical reliability of
the reactor has been very good, we are striving to improve
the reactor’s operational reliability via a robust aging reactor
management program. As part of this effort, we had an
extended outage of the reactor to perform several major
upgrades to the reactor plant (primary cooling pumps and
safety shim arm drives) and we brought online the new,
higher-capacity cold source refrigerator in anticipation of
installation of the liquid D2 cold source in the early 2020s.
Details of these reliability enhancements can be found in
the section on facility developments in this report.
Considerable progress was also made in our instrument
development program with the commissioning of VSANS and

instrumentation development. In accordance with the report,

its entry into the user program. As of this writing, the first paper

we are planning several future improvements to the NCNR.

containing VSANS data has been submitted and we expect

Most importantly, we will replace our current liquid hydrogen

the scientific productivity of this instrument to rapidly increase.

cold source with one based on liquid deuterium thereby

Major assembly work on CANDOR is underway and we are

enhancing our cold neutron flux by about a factor of two at

looking forward to detecting “first neutrons” in CY 2019. In

long wavelengths. We will take the opportunity to install the

addition, the thermal neutron imaging station was upgraded,

guide for the SPINS replacement, upgrade our cold neutron

now enabling simultaneous X-ray and neutron radiography.

imaging station, and replace the NG-7 guide and relocate the

As we complete VSANS and CANDOR, design work continues

α−γ instrument to NG-7 resulting in a significant performance

for the next set of instrument ideas discussed at the 2014

gain for this instrument.

instrument development meeting. The design of a new cold
neutron triple-axis spectrometer to replace SPINS on NG-5

Our continuing goal is to provide the scientific community with

is underway.

the best tools to perform research with a reliable source of
neutrons. The research produced by the users of the NCNR was

As we look to the long-term future of the NCNR, it is essential

outstanding as evidenced by the high quality of science results

that we make improvements that assure the availability of

contained in this report. I am delighted to share with you this

neutron measurement capabilities and a reliable source of

report containing a cross-section of the impressive research

neutrons to the U.S. scientific community. A recent report

from the past year.

by the American Physical Society titled “Neutrons for the
Nation,” recommended increasing investments in neutron

ii
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The Center supports important NIST measurement needs but is also
operated as a major national user facility with merit-based access made
available to the entire U.S. technological community. Each year, about
2000 research participants from government, industry, and academia
from all areas of the country are served by the facility (see p. 59). Beam
time for research to be published in the open literature is without cost to
the user, but full operating costs are recovered for proprietary research.
Access is gained mainly through a web-based, peer-reviewed proposal
system with user time allotted by a beamtime allocation committee
twice a year. For details see www.ncnr.nist.gov/beamtime.html. The
National Science Foundation and NIST co-fund the Center for High
Resolution Neutron Scattering (CHRNS) that currently operates five of
the world’s most advanced instruments (see p. 62). Time on CHRNS
instruments is made available through the proposal system. Some access
to beam time for collaborative measurements with the NIST science staff
can also be arranged on other instruments.

N E U T R O N
F O R

WAVELENGTHS − in practice range from ≈ 0.01 nm
(thermal) to ≈ 1.5 nm (cold) (1 nm = 10 Å), allowing the
formation of observable interference patterns when
scattered from structures as small as atoms to as large
as biological cells.
ENERGIES − of millielectronvolts, the same magnitude
as atomic motions. Exchanges of energy as small as nanoelectronvolts and as large as tenths of electronvolts can be
detected between samples and neutrons, allowing motions
in folding proteins, melting glasses and diffusing hydrogen
to be measured.

C E N T E R

There are currently 29 experiment stations: 12 are used for neutron
physics, analytical chemistry, or imaging, and 17 are beam facilities for
neutron scattering research. The subsequent pages provide a schematic
description of our instruments. More complete descriptions can be
found at www.ncnr.nist.gov/instruments/. The very small angle neutron
scattering instrument (VSANS) was commissioned in 2017, and a quasiwhite beam neutron reflectometer (CANDOR) is under development.

Neutrons reveal properties not readily probed by photons or
electrons. They are electrically neutral and therefore easily
penetrate ordinary matter. They behave like microscopic
magnets, propagate as waves, can set particles into motion,
losing or gaining energy and momentum in the process, and
they can be absorbed with subsequent emission of radiation
to uniquely fingerprint chemical elements.

SELECTIVITY − in scattering power varies from nucleus to
nucleus somewhat randomly. Specific isotopes can stand
out from other isotopes of the same kind of atom. Specific
light atoms, difficult to observe with X-rays, are revealed
by neutrons. Hydrogen, especially, can be distinguished
from chemically equivalent deuterium, allowing a variety
of powerful contrast techniques.

N I S T

The NCNR’s neutron source provides the intense, conditioned beams of
neutrons required for these types of measurements. In addition to the
thermal neutron beams from the heavy water moderator, the NCNR has
two liquid hydrogen moderators, or cold sources which supply neutrons
to three-fourths of the instruments. One is a large area moderator and
the other is smaller, but with high brightness. These moderators provide
long wavelength guided neutron beams for industrial, government, and
academic researchers.

Why Neutrons?

T H E

N

eutrons provide a uniquely effective probe of the structure and
dynamics of materials ranging from water moving near the
surface of proteins to magnetic domains in memory storage
materials. The properties of neutrons (outlined below) can be exploited
using a variety of measurement techniques to provide information not
otherwise available. The positions of atomic nuclei in crystals, especially
of those of light atoms, can be determined precisely. Atomic motion
can be directly measured and monitored as a function of temperature
or pressure. Neutrons are especially sensitive to hydrogen, so that
hydrogen motion can be followed in H-storage materials and water flow
in fuel cells can be imaged. Residual stresses such as those deep within
oil pipelines or in highway trusses can be mapped. Neutron-based
measurements contribute to a broad spectrum of activities including
engineering, materials development, polymer dynamics, chemical
technology, medicine, and physics.

R E S E A R C H

The NIST Center for Neutron Research

MAGNETISM − makes the neutron sensitive to the
magnetic moments of both nuclei and electrons, allowing
the structure and behavior of ordinary and exotic magnetic
materials to be detailed precisely.
NEUTRALITY − of the uncharged neutrons allows them
to penetrate deeply without destroying samples, passing
through walls that condition a sample’s environment,
permitting measurements under extreme conditions
of temperature and pressure.
CAPTURE − characteristic radiation emanating from specific
nuclei capturing incident neutrons can be used to identify
and quantify minute amounts of elements in samples as
diverse as ancient pottery shards and lake water pollutants.
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I N S T R U M E N T S

NIST Center for Neutron Research Instruments (as of December 2018)

[1] BT-5 Perfect Crystal Ultra-Small Angle Neutron
Scattering (USANS) Diffractometer for microstructure up to 104 nm.
[2] BT-4 Filter Analyzer Neutron Spectrometer with
cooled Be/Graphite filter analyzer for chemical
spectroscopy and thermal triple axis
spectrometer.
[3] BT-2 Neutron Imaging Facility for imaging
hydrogenous matter in large components such
as water in fuel cells and lubricants in engines,
in partnership with General Motors and DOE.
[4] BT-1 Powder Diffractometer with 32 detectors;
incident wavelengths of 0.208 nm, 0.154 nm,
and 0.120 nm, with resolution up to
Δd/d ≅ 8 x 10-4.

[5] BT-9 Multi Axis Crystal Spectrometer (MACS II),
a cold neutron spectrometer for ultra high
sensitivity access to dynamic correlations in
condensed matter on length scales from
0.1 nm to 50 nm and energy scales from
2.2 meV to 20 meV.
2
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[6] BT-8 Residual Stress Diffractometer optimized
for depth profiling of residual stresses in large
components.
[7] BT-7 Thermal Triple Axis Spectrometer with
large double focusing monochromator and
interchangeable analyzer/detectors systems.
[8] VT-5 Thermal Neutron Capture Prompt
Gamma-ray Activation Analysis Instrument
used for quantitative elemental analysis of
bulk materials including highly hydrogenous
materials (≅ 1 % H) such as foods, oils, and
biological materials.
[9] NG-A Neutron Spin-Echo Spectrometer (NSE)
for measuring dynamics from 5 ps to 100 ns.
[10] NG-B 10 m SANS for macromolecular structure
measurements.

[22] NG-6 Precision measurement of neutron flux.
[23] NG-6 LAND detector development, neutron
source calibration, and neutron cross section
measurement.
[24] NG-6 Cold Neutron Imaging Facility for imaging
hydrogenous matter in large components such
as water in fuel cells and lubricants in engines.
[25] NG-7 30 m SANS for microstructure measurements, in partnership with ExxonMobil and
University of Minnesota’s IPrime.
[26] NG-7 PHADES Cold neutron test station.
[11] NG-B 30 m SANS for microstructure measurements.
[12] NG-C Neutron lifetime experiment.

[27] NG-7 Neutron Interferometry and Optics Station
with perfect crystal silicon interferometer. A vibration isolation system provides exceptional phase
stability and fringe visibility.

[13] NG-D Cold neutron capture Prompt Gamma
Activation Analysis, for quantitative elemental
analysis of bulk materials.

[28] NG-7 Neutron Physics Interferometry Test Bed
for quantum information science.

[14] NG-D MAGIK off-specular reflectometer for
studies of thin-film samples with in-plane 
structure.

[29] NG-7 Horizontal Sample Reflectometer allows
reflectivity measurements of free surfaces,
liquid/vapor interfaces, as well as polymer
coatings.

R E S E A R C H

[21] NG-6 Precision measurement of the magnetic
dipole moment of the neutron.

N E U T R O N

[20] NG-5 Cold Neutron Depth Profiling for profiling 
of subsurface elemental composition.

F O R

[19] NG-5 Spin-Polarized Triple Axis Spectrometer
(SPINS) using cold neutrons with position sensi
tive detector capability for high-resolution studies.

C E N T E R

The Center for High Resolution Neutron Scattering
(CHRNS) is a partnership between NIST and the National
Science Foundation that develops and operates neutron
scattering instrumentation for use by the scientific
community. The following instruments are part of the Center:
1 (USANS), 5 (MACS II), 9 (NSE), 11 (NG-B 30m SANS),
16 (HFBS), and 17 (VSANS).

[18] NG-4 Disk Chopper Time-of-Flight Spectrometer
for diffusive motions and low energy dynamics.
Wavelengths from ≅ 0.18 nm to 2.0 nm and energy
resolutions from ≅ 2 meV to < 10 µeV.

N I S T

[17] NG-3 VSANS Single measurement investigation 
of lengths from 1 nm to 2 micron.

I N S T R U M E N T S

[16] NG-2 Backscattering Spectrometer (HFBS) high
intensity inelastic scattering instrument with
energy resolution < 1 µeV, for studies of motion
in molecular and biological systems.

[15] NG-D Polarized Beam Reflectometer (PBR) 
for measuring reflectivities as low as 10-8 to
determine subsurface structure.
2018 ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
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NCNR Images 2018

4

NCNR Health Physicist Susan Deeb re-enlisting for another tour of duty in the
U.S. Navy Reserves.

Taufique Hassan (NCNR) and SURF student Hannah Burrall testing a new
solenoid for NSE.

NCNR instrument scientists Grethe Jensen and Liz Kelley setting up a
measurement at VSANS.

Craig Brown (NCNR) and Takafumi Yamamoto (Kyoto University, Japan) at DCS
studying dynamics of hydrides.

Scott Dewey (NCNR) supervising Ripan Biswas (Tulane University) as he
replenishes liquid Helium for the neutron lifetime experiment at NG-C.

SURF student Temi Okusolubo preparing a sample of lipid vesicles for
measurement on SANS.

NIST CENTER FOR NEUTRON RESEARCH
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Tim Reeder from the Institute for Quantum Matter at Johns Hopkins University
installing a microwave device on the 10 T magnet in preparation for a MACS
experiment.

In May, Bing Zheng, Xiaoxi Yu, and Amanda Carr from SUNY-Stony Brook
became the first external users on VSANS.

NCNR technicians Sean Mullendore, Doug Ogg, Doug Johnson, and
Mark O’Brien installing the RF flipper at CANDOR.

Summer school students aligning a sample at the NG-7 reflectometer.

Howard Wang (SUNY Binghamton) studying a new battery material at CNDP.

2018 ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
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Shannon Watson, Yiming Qiu, and Taufique Hassan of the NCNR testing the
3He horseshoe cell and the new orange cryostat at MACS.
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Small-angle neutron scattering proves crucial for
characterizing the structures of (poly)ubiquitin
complexes with small-molecule inhibitors
B I O L O G Y

D. Fushman1 and S. Krueger2

E

ukaryotic cells which have a cell nucleus containing DNA
are the basis of multicellular organisms including plants and
animals. Essentially every aspect of cell biology in eukaryotes,
including protein turnover, DNA repair, signal transduction,
cell division, and differentiation is regulated by a critical posttranslational covalent attachment of a small 76 amino-acid
protein called ubiquitin (Ub) to other cellular proteins [1]. The
most well studied and vital ubiquitin-mediated signaling pathway
involves the ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS), which is the
principal negative regulatory mechanism for short-lived cytosolic
proteins [2]. Deficiencies in components of the UPS – such as
mutations in the enzymes, receptors, and the Ub molecule itself –
have severe consequences, including cell death and the onset of
disease. Proteins destined for degradation are post-translationally
tagged with Ub or a chain of Ub molecules (polyUb) attached
to a lysine side chain on a modified protein through the action
of a cascade of enzymes. Provided the protein is appropriately
modified with Ub, shuttling factors facilitate its transport to
the 26S proteasome where dedicated receptors initiate its
degradation (Figure 1) [3].
Thus far, peptide-based proteasome inhibitors (such as
bortezomib and carfilzomib) which bind to the proteolytic
β-subunits in the 20S core of the proteasome are the only
clinically approved therapeutics targeting the UPS. Because
malignancies such as multiple myeloma require enhanced UPS
function, these cells are particularly susceptible to proteasome
inhibitors [4]. However, through mechanisms that are not clear,
some patients relapse as the cancer becomes resistant to these
inhibitors [5]. Unlike the enzymatic components of the UPS,
ubiquitin is significantly less likely to tolerate mutations and
therefore is potentially a more robust drug target.
Ubistatins are a family of small molecules that inhibit
degradation of polyubiquitinated proteins by the UPS [6].
Ubistatins act upstream of the proteasome by directly binding
to (poly)Ub and preventing its recognition by downstream
receptors. The discovery of ubistatins has made Ub itself a
potential therapeutic target. Although ubistatins have the
potential for drug development and clinical applications,
the lack of structural details of Ub-ubistatin interactions has
impeded their development. To address this deficiency, in this
study [7], a panel of ubistatin derivatives was synthesized and
examined using a combination of functional and NMR-based
1
2

6

FIGURE 1: Degradation of a protein via the Ubiquitin Proteasome System (UPS)
involves covalent attachment of one or more Ub molecules to the substrate
protein followed by degradation of the (poly)Ub-tagged substrate protein by
the 26S proteasome. Tagging with Ub – ubiquitination – is achieved through a
cascade of chemical reactions catalyzed and controlled by several enzymes (E1,
E2, E3) and can be reverted by deubiquitinating enzymes (DUBs). Ubiquitin is
covalently attached through an isopeptide bond between its C-terminal glycine
(G76) and the side chain of a lysine on the target protein or another Ub in a polyUb
chain. (The inset illustrates the isopeptide bond between G76 of one Ub and the
side chain of lysine K48 of another Ub.) This K48-linked polyUb tag acts as the
principal signal for proteasomal degradation. The tagged substrate protein is
either directly recognized by the proteasome or transferred to the proteasome
by several shuttle proteins. The Ub tag is removed by proteasomal DUBs prior
to the substrate’s degradation, such that Ub molecules can be re-used by the
cell for the next rounds of ubiquitination.

binding assays. Based on this screening we focused our
structural efforts on ubistatin B (ubiB) as the most promising
one (inset, Figure 2 (A)). UbiB binds preferentially to Ub chains
linked via the lysine at the 48th amino acid position (K48), so
the results described here apply to K48-linked Ub chains.
The molecular symmetry of ubiB necessitated the synthesis
and use of a half-ubistatin B compound (hemi-ubiB), to enable
unambiguous assignment of the NMR-derived interatomic
contacts between ubiquitin and ubiB. Our NMR structure of the
Ub:hemi-ubiB complex revealed direct interactions of hemi-ubiB
with the hydrophobic patch on Ub’s surface and the basic/polar
residues surrounding it; these interactions were then confirmed
by site-directed mutagenesis. Furthermore, using NMR, we
found that both ubiB and hemi-ubiB bind to the same surface
on Ub, suggesting that hemi-ubiB is the fundamental Ub-binding

University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742
NIST Center for Neutron Research, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899
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unit in full ubiB. However, scaling up the structure from half- to
full ubistatin presented a number of challenges. Specifically, both
15N relaxation and small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) data
revealed that Ub:ubiB complex comprises two Ubs bound to the
same ubiB molecule. With two Ub-binding units, each having
two surfaces/sides capable of binding, there are a number of
possible arrangements. NMR-based docking analysis was unable
to discriminate between two possibilities depicted in Figure 2
(C and E). SANS data shown in Figure 2 (D and F) are consistent
with only one of these two complexes.
Extending the studies to di-ubiquitin (Ub2) and longer chains,
one would expect that the presence of two Ub-binding units/
halves in ubiB could result in even more complicated binding
scenarios. In fact, both NMR (15N relaxation) and SANS data
indicated that K48-linked Ub2 binds ubiB in at least 2:1 stoichiometry. Importantly, our SANS data suggest that the structural
arrangement of di-Ubs in this complex might resemble that in
the compact form of K48-linked tetra-ubiquitin (Ub4) [7, 8].
These results demonstrate the sensitivity of SANS data to the
global arrangement of individual components of a complex.
This feature nicely complements the local inter-atomic contact
information attainable by NMR. Combined NMR and SANS data
allow both the spatial arrangement of individual components
as well as their orientations with respect to each other to be
determined. When NMR data produce multiple possible models
involving different global arrangement of the components,
SANS data can often distinguish between them.
The structural details of ubiB interactions with (poly)Ub revealed
by our studies will guide future development of small-molecule
inhibitors targeting UPS and other ubiquitin-signaling pathways.
By binding to the functionally critical hydrophobic patch on
Ub’s surface, ubiB can outcompete high-affinity Ub receptors
from proteasomal shuttles and shields polyUb chains from
disassembly by a range of DUBs including the proteasome
itself. Furthermore, we found that ubiB penetrates cancer cells
and causes accumulation of polyubiquitinated substrates, thus
altering the cellular ubiquitin landscape. Ubistatins present
many advantages over other existing synthetic Ub-binding
molecules: the ubistatins are highly specific for Ub, bind Ub
tightly, penetrate cells, have well characterized in vitro and
in vivo outcomes, and provide a fluorescent readout. Moreover,
the chemical properties of ubistatins combined with resistance
to proteases offer advantages compared to the peptidebased drugs targeting the UPS. Even if some other factors
limit ubistatins as therapeutics, the intrinsic fluorescence and
the ability of ubistatins to accommodate modular substituent
groups will allow them to serve as powerful reagents in
biochemical studies.

FIGURE 2: SANS intensity (A) and pair distribution function (B) for Ub or K48-Ub2
alone and in the presence of an equimolar amount of ubiB. (D) Agreement
between the I(q) calculated (solid line) for the structure shown in (C) and the
experimental SANS intensity (I(q), open circles). (F) Agreement between the I(q)
calculated (solid line) for the structure shown in (E) and the experimental SANS
intensity (I(q), open circles). (G) Possible structural arrangements of K48-linked
Ub2 in complexes with ubiB that could lead to SANS data in (A) (B).
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Insertion of Dengue E into lipid bilayers
studied by neutron reflectivity and
molecular dynamics simulations
B I O L O G Y

J. M. Vanegasa,1 F. Heinrich,2,3 D. M. Rogers,1 B. D. Carson,1 S. La Bauve,1 B. C. Vernon,1 B. Akgun,2
S. Satija,2 A. Zheng,4 M. Kielian,4 S. B. Rempe,1 and M. S. Kent1

D

engue virus is a flavivirus that is endemic to tropical and
subtropical regions of the world. Dengue is an enveloped
virus having a dedicated protein that promotes fusion
between viral and host membranes. Fusion proteins are critical for
infectivity and are therefore targets of therapeutic intervention. All
fusion proteins have a hydrophobic peptide sequence that inserts
into the host membrane although the sequences and structures
vary considerably among the different enveloped viruses. The
precise roles of fusion proteins and their hydrophobic peptides are
under considerable debate. Possible functions include anchoring
into the host membrane strongly enough to support the high
membrane bending that must occur to form a fusion stalk;
promoting positive curvature in the target membrane and dimple
formation or promoting negative curvature in the target membrane
as required to form a fusion stalk; and disrupting the local ordering
of the host membrane to facilitate mixing with the viral membrane.
With regard to the latter, prior studies have shown that fusion
peptides lower the rupture tension of membranes. Molecular
simulations have suggested that the fusion peptide of influenza
promotes splaying of lipid tails, such that one tail protrudes from
the host membrane, thereby promoting fusion. Substantial work
is needed to understand fully the detailed mechanisms by which
such proteins promote fusion and the roles of the fusion peptides.
The characterization of membrane proteins under physiologically relevant conditions remains a difficult problem in structural
biology. Neutron scattering techniques and in particular neutron
reflectometry, have unique advantages as they allow the study of
this class of proteins in a biomimetic, fluid-immersed state using
model membrane systems. The disadvantage of neutron reflectometry is the comparatively low resolution and a spatial sensitivity
along one axis only, which is typically the membrane normal.
Therefore, neutron reflectometry data is routinely combined with
atomistic MD simulations to overcome these experimental limitations (integrative modeling). Here we demonstrate this approach in
an application to a biomedically relevant problem – the membrane
association of the Dengue virus fusion protein (see Figure 1),
which represents the first step in viral infection [1].
The envelope protein of the Dengue virus is comprised of three
domains and is arranged as a head-to-tail dimer in the mature
virus but reorganizes into head-to-head trimers upon exposure
to low pH within endosomes. A small number of residues at
1
2
3
4
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FIGURE 1: Crystal structure of the Dengue envelope protein trimer. In MD
simulations, a shorter truncated form of the protein was used. The fusion loops
are shown in tan.

the tip of the trimer that inserts into the target membrane form
a fusion loop (see Figure 1). The NR results show that the tip of
the envelope protein containing the fusion loop is located at the
interface of the headgroups and acyl chains of the outer leaflet
of the lipid bilayers, in good agreement with prior predictions.
The results also indicate that E tilts with respect to the membrane
normal upon insertion, promoted by either the anionic lipid POPG
or CHOL (see Figure 2).
MD simulations demonstrated that tilting of the protein correlates
with hydrogen bond formation between lysine and arginine
residues located on the sides of the trimer close to the tip and
nearby lipid headgroups (see Figure 3). These hydrogen bonds
provide a major contribution to the membrane anchoring and
may help to destabilize the target membrane. While much prior
work has focused on the importance of the FL, we have shown
that those residues are important in the interaction of Dengue E
with the target membrane. Our simulations indicate that hydrogen
bonds formed between these residues and phosphates in the lipid
headgroups provide substantially more binding energy than the
interaction of the fusion loop with the membrane.
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FIGURE 2: A) Composition-space modeling result for the NR data for Dengue E bound to a cholesterol-containing tethered lipid bilayer. Volume occupancy profiles
are shown for molecular components of the lipid bilayer and the protein. Protein occupancy profiles were obtained from a free-form spline model (red trace) and a
rigid body modeling approach using a high-resolution X-ray structure of the Dengue envelope protein (PDB 1OK8) (black trace). Composition-space modeling directly
parameterizes the real-space volume occupancy distributions of sub-molecular groups of a biological interfacial structure, such as the one shown here [2]. This
model provides significant advantages over traditional slab models in that it allows for overlapping molecular groups, such as a protein penetrating a lipid membrane.
Further, it is more efficient in utilizing available external information such as molecular volumes, chemical connectivity, and molecular stoichiometries across the
interface. B) Orientation probability plot from the fit using the X-ray structure (see black trace on the left) parameterized using two Euler angles: the tilt (β) and a
rotation along the long axis of the protein (γ ). The protein assumes an approximately 20º tilt from a fully upright position and either one of three identical sites faces
the membrane plane. The trifold symmetry is a consequence of the envelope protein forming a trimer.

In summary, we have shown how the Dengue envelope
protein interacts with the lipid membrane under biomimetic,
fluid-immersed conditions. Contrary to previous knowledge,
the protein does not associate with the membrane head-on,
but rather at an angle leveraging additional interactions between
peripheral lysine and arginine residues and the membrane.
We propose that these interactions play the dominant role
in membrane anchoring and may also play a role in initiating
mixing of the outer leaflets during the fusion process. At the
same time, our results indicate avenues for future research.
Our simulations show a propensity of the Dengue envelope
protein to bend the membrane (see Figure 3). While most likely
biologically relevant, such a deformation is greatly suppressed
in the planar solid-supported model membranes used for the
neutron reflectometry experiments that are optimized for a
high spatial resolution. Other scattering techniques and model
systems that do not rely on lipid membranes this close to a
solid substrate should be used to characterize the effect of the
Dengue envelope protein on membrane bending. Further, the
protein in the simulation shows a much larger variability in tilt
angles than observed in the experiment, which indicates either a
subtle mismatch of experimental and simulation parameters, or
an imperfect description of the atomistic and molecular forces in
the simulation. As this is a rather common problem, steered MD
simulations in which the experimental data directly affects the
simulation trajectory are under development.

FIGURE 3: Simulation cross-section of truncated trimers interacting with
(A) PC:PG and (B) PC:PE:CH membranes while fixing the protein vertical
orientation (θ < 10o) with respect to the membrane normal. PC:PG system
simulated for 700 ns and PC:PE:CH system simulated for 600 ns. Lipid carbon
atoms are shown in tan color, cholesterol atoms in yellow, protein atoms in cyan
except fusion loop (orange) and Lys residues (magenta). Panels on the right
(C) and (D) show cross-sections for the analogous systems without orientational
restraint (free to tilt).
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M

onoclonal antibodies are a major class of therapeutic
proteins, often administered as solutions. Such
solutions sometimes destabilize, and a small fraction
of the protein forms aggregates known as subvisible
particles (SVP, 2 µm to 100 µm in size). This instability can
be exacerbated by material incompatibility, which is not well
understood. We therefore seek to know what happens to
protein that adsorbs to material surfaces. The NIST mAb (shown
schematically in Fig. 1) is an extensively studied reference
material (RM 8671) with excellent stability in solution, and we
measured its adsorption to stainless steel, a material commonly
used for pistons and nozzles during the final “fill/finish” step
of product manufacture. In addition to standard biophysical
and analytical approaches, we applied neutron reflectometry
and a flow-cell sample environment to investigate adsorption
and particle formation, testing the effect of shear and
different interface materials [1].
To obtain nm resolution of the adsorbed film, the roughness
of the substrate surface must be at most of comparable scale.
Smooth and ultrathin (approximately 15 nm) layers of the test
materials (stainless steel and alumina) were thus sputtered onto
silicon wafer (111, roughness Ra ≈ 0.5 nm) by the NanoFab
group at the NIST Center for Nanoscale Science and Technology.
The sputtered layers were characterized by X-ray reflectivity.
The sample environment was assembled with these wafers
as shown schematically in Fig. 2.
The test surface is somewhat less than half of the total surface
in contact with the protein solution, and so one wonders
if particle generation might also occur from any of these
other surfaces. Nevertheless, the number of SVP was largely
governed by the test surface; for example, more than five times
as many particles were produced consistently by flow past the
stainless steel when compared to flow past alumina under
the identical flow conditions and protein concentration. SVP
concentration increased with protein concentration in each
case. The test surfaces could be used and cleaned repeatedly
without degradation, demonstrating that particle formation
here occurred by shedding protein only and did not occur by
shedding substrate material. We only measured SVP (2 µm
to 100 µm in size). Smaller particles and the total amount of
protein shed were not measured. The total amount of SVP
1

FIGURE 1: NIST mAb reference material (RM 8671).

produced is smaller than the amount of material adsorbed to
the surface at any given moment. The mass of the protein in
the monolayer adjacent to the interface (measured by quartz
crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) and
neutron reflectivity, see Fig. 3) is roughly (200 to 350) ng/cm2.
A few cm2 has sufficient adsorbed mass to account for the total
mass of SVP generated during flow. The total test surface area
is 33 cm2.
The NISTmAb antibody adsorbs readily to stainless steel and
alumina. Even at very low protein concentration (0.1 g/L), a
substantial monolayer adsorbs (see Fig. 3). At 0.1 g/L mAb
solution concentration, a simple, ≈ 6 nm thick layer was
observed (Fig. 3). The thickness and neutron scattering length
density (nSLD) profile of the layer was like a monolayer of
mAb molecules oriented flat at the interface. Surface coverage
(area occupied) for this layer, however, was well below the
surface coverage of a densely-packed, native monolayer. At
50 g/L mAb solution concentration, the volume fraction and
structure of the adsorbed layer changed noticeably with the
% area occupied substantially increasing near the stainless steel
interface. Interestingly, the thickness remained ≈ 6 nm which
suggests that the conformation of the adsorbed mAb changed
rather than the molecules adopting a new orientation such as
standing upright. Thus, the structure of the adsorbed mAb was
no longer comparable to the modeled native mAb monolayer
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FIGURE 2: The shearing flow cell sample environment: protein solution in contact
with a thin smooth model interface, which is probed by neutron reflectometry.

and the shape of the antibody must be distorted. At 100 g/L
mAb, the resulting structure and thickness of the adsorbed
mAb layer was similar to the layer formed at 50 g/L bulk mAb
solution concentration. The structure of the primary layer was
therefore found to vary with mAb solution concentration.
At these higher solution concentrations, the nSLD profile hints
of additional protein adsorbed further from the interface.
QCM-D detects this additional, much lower density, viscoelastic
layer in contact with the adsorbed monolayer. Since the volume
fraction of bulk protein solution is approximately (3.5 and 7) %
at (50 and 100) g/L, respectively, reflectivity results indicate
that the volume fraction of the secondary layer must be like
the volume fraction of the mAb solution. If the volume fraction
of the secondary layer was only a few percent more than the
solution concentration and the secondary layer was very thick
(e.g., > 100 nm), it would be challenging to capture through
neutron reflectivity.
Neutron reflectivity measured the structure of the protein
layer that adsorbs onto stainless steel. At even modest protein
concentrations (50 g/L), the shape of the antibody adsorbed
is distorted, providing a likely mechanism or path to particle

FIGURE 3: Structure of the antibody adsorbed, expressed as a relative
concentration, as a function of distance from the interface with stainless steel.
The curve in black is the profile expected for a close-packed (albeit hydrated)
undistorted monolayer of the antibody lying flat with Fc and Fab domains adjacent
to the interface. When the antibody concentration in solution is low (0.1 g/L), the
profile (blue curve) indicates substantial (yet not close-packed) adsorption and is
consistent with well-spaced undistorted molecules lying flat. When the antibody
concentration is higher (50 g/L and above, red curve), adsorption increases,
and the profile is no longer consistent with undistorted molecules; the highest
concentration of protein segments is within approximately 2 nm from the surface.

formation. Significant differences of particle production
were observed when solution flows over different surfaces.
This sample environment is thus advantageous to measure
protein adsorption and to produce protein particles derived
from the surface, making it an important tool to study surface
interactions, as a function of surface and/or solution chemistry.
These results are relevant to the biopharmaceutical formulation
sciences and process engineering communities because
solid-liquid interfaces play a critical role in protein stability,
particularly in the presence of shear or other external forces.
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Perovskite nickelates as electric-field
sensors in salt water
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D

esigning materials to function in harsh environments,
such as conductive aqueous media, is a problem of
broad interest to a range of technologies, including
energy, ocean monitoring, and biological applications. The
main challenge is to retain the stability and morphology of
the material as it interacts dynamically with the surrounding
environment. Materials that respond to mild stimuli through
collective phase transitions and amplify signals could open up
new avenues for sensing. On the other hand, some marine
organisms such as sharks have evolved naturally to detect
their environment through various sensory organs, positioning
them as apex predators [1]. The electroreceptive sensor organ,
popularly known as Ampullae of Lorenzini (AoL), enables
sharks to detect bioelectric fields emitted by prey fish.
In this study, the discovery of an electric-field driven, watermediated phase transition in a prototypical, strongly correlated
semiconductor, SmNiO3 (SNO), which enables direct mimicking
of the mechanism of AoL is reported [2]. Fig. 1(a) illustrates SNO
submerged in water in the presence of an electric bias generated
by a counter electrode. Under negative electric potentials, the
protons intercalate into the SNO lattice, which is accompanied by
an uptake of electrons from oxidation at the counter electrode.
As a result, a saltwater-mediated transition from pristine SNO to
the hydrogenated phase (HSNO) occurs under bias. Accompanied
with this proton influx is an entire modification of the electronic
configuration of the Ni 3d orbitals. As Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) show,
the partially filled eg orbital, which has a low transport gap
for charge carriers in SNO, becomes half-filled in HSNO where
strong Mott-Hubbard electron-electron interactions localize
the charge carriers. Figure 1(d) shows the electrical resistivity
of SNO after applying negative electric potentials up to – 4.0 V
(vs. Ag/AgCl) in 0.6 mol/L NaCl. Upon application of a negative
electric potential, the electrical resistivity of SNO increases
more than 5 orders of magnitude and exhibits a noticeable
color change, indicating the occurrence of a water-mediated
phase transition. We find that the electrical resistivity of SNO
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FIGURE 1: (a) Schematic of the saltwater-mediated phase transition in SmNiO3
(SNO). Under bias, the protons intercalate and diffuse into the SNO lattice accompanied by electron transfer from the counter electrode. (b) and (c) Schematics of
the electronic structure of the Ni 3d orbital in pristine (c) and H-doped SNO (b).
(d) Electrical resistivity and color change of SNO thin film after applying various
bias potentials in 0.6 mol/L NaCl for 60 s. (e) The change in the electrical resistance (∆R) for bias potentials ranging from 0.5 V to 5 mV. The resistance change
beyond the present measurement window is estimated by linear extrapolation.
UUV, unmanned underwater vehicle. Adapted from Ref [2].

can change consistently following the switching of the bias
potential ranging from ± 0.5 V to ± 0.005 V over multiple cycles,
indicating their capability to act as sensors. Figure 1(e) shows
the modulation of the electrical resistance of SNO when the
bias potential is lowered to the level of millivolts to evaluate the
sensitivity of SNO to numerous documented sources of electric
signals in oceans. The sensitivity of the present SNO device can
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be extrapolated further to show its ability to detect signals in
oceans down to microvolts, which spans the bioelectric potentials
generated by numerous marine species all the way up to galvanic
potentials from ship and unmanned underwater vehicles (UUV).
To investigate the microscopic mechanism of environmental
sensing, neutron scattering, which is sensitive to hydrogen
isotopes, was utilized to detect protons in solids. The neutron
reflectometry (NR) measurements [3] were performed in air with
procedures similar to those found in the literature [4]. The samples
were characterized over the Q range (0 to 0.18) Å-1. The NR data
fitting was performed with the NIST Refl1d software package [5].
For the NR isotope substitution measurement, an ≈ 70 nm thick
SNO sample was grown on a Si (100) substrate. The sample was
cleaved into two pieces. One piece was characterized first in the
pristine state as a reference. This sample was then treated at
-4.0 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) for 30 s in 0.01 mol/L KOH/H2O solution.
To observe the contrast from isotope substitution, the other piece
of SNO was treated at -4.0 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) for 30 s in 0.01 mol/L
KOH/D2O solution. After the treatment, both samples were
cleaned in isopropanol and dried in ambient conditions before
measurements.
Neutron reflectivity (NR) curves of SNO are shown in Fig. 2 for
the pristine film as well as after treatment in D2O (heavy water)
and H2O solutions respectively. The surface roughness fitted
from the NR results remains at 0.7 nm for both pristine and
water-treated SNO, which indicates the absence of corrosion
and morphological degradation during treatment. The decrease
in oscillation period in the NR results after either H2O or D2O
treatment (Fig. 2 inset) corresponds to ≈ 6.9 % film expansion
and a decrease of the scattering length density from 5.4×10 -6Å-2
in pristine SNO to 4.6×10 -6Å-2 in deuterated SNO and

FIGURE 3: Neutron scattering length density profiles of heavy-water-treated
SNO. The scattering length density (SLD) was fitted to the data shown in Fig. 2
for the SNO/SiO2/Si thin film devices. The isotope contrast between water and
heavy-water treated sample indicates the intercalation of D+ from D2O into the
lattice after the treatment. Adapted from Ref [2].

C H E M I C A L

FIGURE 2: Neutron reflectivity, error bars, and associated fits for pristine, hydrogenated, and deuterated SNO thin films. The inset shows an enlarged area comparing
oscillations normalized to the peak at Q ≈ 0.03 Å-1. Adapted from Ref [2].

4.1×10 -6Å-2 in hydrogenated SNO. The fitted neutron scattering
length density (SLD) profiles (Fig. 3) show significant increase in
the SNO region when H2O is replaced with D2O, consistent with
the larger coherent neutron scattering cross section of D relative
to H. The isotopic substitution results therefore show clearly the
intercalation and transport of H (or D) from the solution to SNO,
which is similar to the ion transfer process observed in naturally
occurring AoL membranes.
In conclusion, our work reveals the potential of strongly
correlated nickelate perovskites as tunable hydronic devices,
operable in saltwater and oceanic environments, capable
of measuring a wide range of electric fields due to proton
intercalation. The material stability coupled with environmental
and bioelectric potential sensing capability open up new
frontiers in deep-sea explorations and may provide new
insights into the marine world.
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In-situ neutron reflectometry reveals
structure-property relationships at
Nafion thin-film interfaces
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D

ue to its high ionic conductivity and stability, Nafion is
the polymer electrolyte material of choice for a range
of electrochemical energy devices, including polymer
electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). Its properties depend
on the phase segregation of its constituent groups (Teflonlike backbone and sulfonic-acid side chains), the nature of
which is sensitive to Nafion’s chemical environment. However,
commercialization of PEMFC for clean electric vehicles is currently
impeded by the poor understanding of these properties in
the PEMFC catalyst layer (CL), where many limiting processes
occur. This understanding is hindered by the complex, nanoscale CL structure, where thin Nafion layers coat clusters of
carbon-supported Pt particles, and by the influence of material
interfaces and operating conditions on Nafion’s properties.
Here, we highlight the use of neutron reflectometry (NR)
to study structure-property relationships at Nafion thin film
interfaces [1]. Because transport in Nafion is driven by local
species gradients, composition depth profiles are required to
correlate structures within the thin film to resulting transport
properties. Nafion forms alternating water-rich and waterpoor lamellae (i.e., extended planar features) at SiO2 substrate
interfaces with composition variations that decay toward an
average composition [2]. More than 12 nm from the substrate,
planar features are no longer observed; instead an “outer
layer” forms in which the nano-scale compositional variations
are oriented randomly in three dimensions. In this study, NR
for a series of 10 films with thicknesses ranging from 5 nm
to 153 nm, coated onto SiO2 substrates, was measured at
the NCNR on the MAGIK and PBR reflectometers and fit
using Refl1D software.
The fitted SLD profiles for the 10 films (Figure 1) show that water
uptake in the outer layer increases (indicated by a decreasing
SLD) with increasing thickness for equivalent Nafion thickness,
t Naf < 60 nm, but above 60 nm these layers have constant
water uptake, similar to bulk membranes. Our results also show
variations in the lamellae with varying Nafion thickness, as seen
in the Figure 1 inset for selected samples. Of particular note,
the average SLD of the lamellae drops significantly for films
with t Naf ≥ 60 nm, indicating an increase in water uptake.
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FIGURE 1: SLD profiles for Nafion thin films. Sample name ‘tXX’ indicates the
equivalent Nafion thickness (i.e., thickness if all water were removed), in nm,
e.g., sample t18 has an equivalent Nafion thickness of 18 nm. Inset focuses on
the lamellar region, including best fits (solid lines) and 68 % confidence intervals
(shaded regions) for select samples.

Figure 2 shows the water volume fraction as a function of
film thickness, averaged over three different regions of the
sample: (i ) Vwater,lamellae: the lamellar region, (ii ) Vwater,outer: the
outer layer, and (iii ) Vwater,average: the entire sample (i.e., regions
i and ii ). The Nafion water uptake falls into three distinct
regimes of sample thickness. In the truncated regime, for
t Naf ≤ 7 nm, the entire film consists of lamellae. For the thin-film
regime, with 7 nm < t Naf < 60 nm, a thin outer layer is added
between the lamellae and the vapor environment, which has
a low water uptake that increases approximately linearly with
increasing thickness. The upper boundary of this regime roughly
corresponds to when the outer layer thickness equals the Nafion
radius of gyration. Thus, the suppressed but increasing water
uptake of the outer layer is likely due to decreasing confinement
effects. Furthermore, this outer layer significantly suppresses
the water uptake in the lamellae, which tracks slightly above
that of the outer layer. In the thick-film regime for t Naf ≥ 60 nm,
both Vwater,bulk-like and Vwater,lamellae are roughly constant with
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thickness, the former leveling off at the amount consistent
with the linear trend in the thin-film regime but the lamellar
water uptake abruptly increasing, indicating a decoupling of
the influence of the outer layer on the lamellae as the radius of
gyration is reached. These results demonstrate the importance
of depth profiles to explain the variations in total water uptake
with Nafion film thickness. For example, the added information
of knowing how the water is distributed throughout the film
helps to explain previous counter-intuitive results such as the
increase in water uptake for films thinner than 20 nm.
To understand how these observed interfacial structures
might affect species transport and PEMFC performance, we
calculated the effective in-plane ionic conductivities. σparallel,
for the Nafion thin films, taking the interfacial lamellae into
account. These conductivities were fit to experimental results
on similar thicknesses, published by Karan and colleagues
(Paul, et al. [3]). While standard models for Nafion describe
a linear relationship between the water uptake and the ionic
conductivity, fits to the experimental data required a model
where, additionally, the conductivity of individual layers
decreases with proximity to the SiO2 interface. These in turn
were used to predict the conductivity in the through-plane
direction (σnormal). Figure 3 shows the individual layer and
sample average conductivities fitted to the experimental data
at T = 50 °C for samples t5, t7, and t42. The individual layer
conductivities help to explain the measured total sample
conductivity trends with increasing thickness and show the
importance of the composition depth profile when predicting
Nafion conductivity in the CL. For samples t5 and t7, in
the ‘truncated’ regime, we observe high conductivities in
the water-rich lamellae, and very low conductivities in the
water-poor lamellae. In the ‘thin-film’ regime (sample t42),

the water-rich layer adjacent to the SiO2 retains a high
conductivity, but the conductivities of the subsequent waterrich layers quickly decay toward that of the outer layer. While
the water-rich layer conductivities for t42 are generally less
than those in the ‘truncated’ regime (which has greater water
uptake in the lamellae), we observe that for t42, σparallel is
similar to and σnormal exceeds those in the truncated regime,
owing to the dominating influence of the thick outer layer.

P H Y S I C S
C H E M I C A L

FIGURE 2: Water volume fraction as a function of equivalent Nafion thickness
tNaf, including the lamellae, outer layer, and whole-film average. Results show
increasing influence of the water-rich lamellae as the total film thickness
decreases. Error bars represent 68 % confidence intervals and do not include
systematic error or sample-to-sample variations.

FIGURE 3: Predicted layer and sample average (σparallel and σnormal) conductivities
for samples t5, t7, and t42, at T = 50 oC. The results explain the non-monotonic
conductivity trends with increasing thickness and the significant anisotropy in
sample t5. σio,theory is the conductivity for bulk Nafion membranes at RH = 92 %
and T = 50 oC.

These results provide new insights into the evolution of Nafion
interfacial morphology as a function of film thickness. At
thicknesses relevant to PEMFC catalyst layers (< 60 nm), a
re-entrant behavior is observed where water uptake is initially
reduced for thinner films but increases again below 12 nm.
This can be explained by the presence of interfacial lamellae
and the influence of the outer layer with vastly different water
uptake and coupling to the lamellae for thicknesses below
vs. above the radius of gyration of Nafion. Fitting against
experimental conductivity measurements establishes the effect
of the interfacial lamellae and the re-entrant water uptake
on ionic conductivities. Calculations demonstrate how the
thickness, interfacial morphology, and water uptake influence
anisotropic conductivity in the PEMFC catalyst layer. These results
motivate further accurate measurements of Nafion properties
and structure-property relationships as a function of thickness,
substrate, and chemical environment relevant to operating
PEMFCs.
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Elucidating the nature of high methane
uptake in porous coordination cages
via neutron powder diffraction
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atural gas, which is primarily comprised of methane, has
recently been touted as an alternative to gasoline as a fuel
in the transportation sector. Since methane is the most
gravimetrically energy dense hydrocarbon fuel, its combustion
releases less carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides,
and particulates than more typical fossil fuels. Additionally, its
abundance makes it a promising fuel across power generation
and transportation sectors. However, for the latter, the low
volumetric energy density of methane has prevented its
widespread usage. Adsorbed natural gas (ANG) systems, where
methane is stored in a cylinder packed with a high-capacity
adsorbent material, have shown promise as an alternative to
cryogenic or ultra-high-pressure storage strategies. The challenge
with ANG systems is the development of the appropriate highcapacity adsorbent material. Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)
are a relatively new class of porous adsorbent materials that
have been widely investigated for methane storage applications.
These materials are three-dimensional solids composed of metal
ions connected with organic linkers and can display surface
areas approaching 10,000 m2 /g. Although MOFs display the
highest methane capacities reported to date, their structures
contain significant pore space that is not advantageous for
adsorbing methane at relevant pressures. Porous molecular solids
represent a new class of adsorbents that may show promise for
high-pressure methane storage, as they are molecular versions
of the pores found within metal-organic frameworks. This
could potentially endow them with favorable properties, such
as tailored syntheses, flexibility upon adsorption, cooperative
binding, and increased ease of processability. However, they
have remained relatively unexplored as compared to MOFs,
and their gas adsorption properties are poorly understood [1].
In designing the optimal molecular adsorbent material,
carbazoledicarboxylate (cdc2–) cages were targeted, as MOFs
based on these types of building units have shown interesting
high-pressure H2 and CH4 adsorption properties (Figure 1) [2].
Carbazole-based Metal12Ligand12 molecular cages have been
reported, although they displayed no porosity. However, as
chromium(II) cages have recently shown high surface areas [3],
Cr12(cdc)12 was targeted. The resulting material, which was
synthesized via air-free reactions, displayed high surface areas
upon solvent evacuation. Its Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET)
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FIGURE 1: (Left) Structure of PCN-81, a metal-organic framework based on
covalently linked carbazoledicarboxylic (cdc) acid cages. (Right) Structure of
M12(cdc)12 (where M = Cr, Cu, or Mo), a molecular adsorbent based on similar
coordination cages. Notable in this material is the lack of three-dimensional
connectivity leading to less unusable void space. For both solids the polygons
represent potentially gas-accessible pore volume.

surface area of 1235 m2 /g represents a record for molecular
metal-organic materials. Adapting the precise synthesis, solvent
exchange, and activation procedures used on the chromium(II)
material similarly afforded high surface area Cu12(cdc)12 and
Mo12(cdc)12 with BET surface areas of 657 m2 /g and 1108 m2 /g,
respectively.
The record surface areas of these materials prompted highpressure methane measurements. All three materials display high
methane adsorption capacities from 0 bar to 65 bar at 298 K.
At 35 bar the total gravimetric uptakes follow the surface area
trends with capacities of 148 cm3/g, 135 cm3/g, and 81 cm3/g
for Cr12(cdc)12, Mo12(cdc)12, and Cu12(cdc)12, respectively
(Figure 2). Methane uptake increases up to at least 65 bar with
the Cr12(cdc)12 displaying the highest gravimetric capacity of
194 cm3/g while Mo12(cdc)12 has the highest volumetric capacity
(150 cm3/cm3). Both the gravimetric and volumetric capacities
are the highest observed for a porous molecular assembly. The
carbazole-based metal-organic framework (PCN-81) similarly
displays high methane capacity. As a result of its significantly
increased surface area of 4050 m2 /g, the MOF has a CH4
capacity at 35 bar and 298 K of 305 cm3/g, which increases
to 449 cm3/g at 65 bar, exceeding that of HKUST-1. Given the
low density of the material, its volumetric capacity at 35 bar is
significantly lower at 147 cm3/cm3. For adsorption/desorption
conditions relevant to natural gas storage, PCN-81 has a
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deliverable capacity of 190 cm3/cm3, which is comparable to
the highest values reported for any solid adsorbent.
Neutron powder diffraction offers a unique opportunity to gain
insight into the nature of CH4 adsorption in these materials.
Although the porous coordination cages retain crystallinity
upon solvent removal, it is decreased during activation to the
point of precluding the use of diffraction studies to interrogate
binding sites. PCN-81, however remains highly crystalline upon
degassing. At a CD4:Cu loading of 1:1 three main adsorption
sites are apparent in the framework. Although the framework
is comprised of three types of pores, the methane is exclusively
adsorbed in the M12(cdc)12 cage. A primary adsorption site is the
open copper(II) center with a Cu–C distance of 2.777 Å and an
occupancy of 0.63(3). A site with similar occupancy (0.64(3)) is
at the edge of a carbazole ligand with Cmethane –Cligand distances
of 3.27 Å and 3.69 Å. Together, these two adsorption sites form
the basis for the lowest occupancy site (0.28(3)) in a triangular
pocket between two of the metal bound CD4 and a carbazolebound CD4 with methane-methane distances of 2.79 Å - 4.13 Å.
(Figure 3). At 2.0/Cu a number of additional sites are populated.
At this loading the final two triangular windows of the cage are
populated at their three corners. An additional adsorption site
on the inside of the cage and the copper on the exterior bind
methane at this loading. Increasing the methane dose to 4.0/Cu
reveals no additional CD4 binding sites, although the overall
occupancy increases.
Interestingly, at this loading the small cage in PCN-81 remains
the only one that is occupied. Nine methane adsorption sites are
related by symmetry to afford a total methane capacity of 49
molecules per cage. This corresponds to a methane adsorption
capacity of approximately 260 cm3/g, a value PCN-81 reaches by
35 bar. At this pressure the two additional pores in the material
remain unoccupied but would allow for additional storage at
higher pressures. At lower pressures the two other pores are
essentially empty space that is detrimental to the density, and
thus volumetric capacity of the material. This is consistent with
the nearly equal volumetric adsorption capacities of PCN-81,
Cr12(cdc)12, and Mo12(cdc)12 at 35 bar and 298 K.

FIGURE 3: (Top) Neutron powder diffraction data (black triangles) along with
Rietveld fit (red line) from the structural model of PCN-81 with adsorbed methane.
(Bottom left) Three individual methane adsorption sites (pink, yellow and cyan)
are coordinated to the copper paddlewheel, benzene ring, and bridging between
methane molecules, respectively, are identified. (Bottom right) A space-filling
representation of the packing inside the pore.

C H E M I C A L

FIGURE 2: (left) Total volumetric methane adsorption in the MOF PCN-81 (blue)
and the molecular clusters of M12(cdc)12 (Cr = purple, Mo = orange, Cu = green).
At lower pressures the molecular materials display higher volumetric uptake than
does the MOF as a result of minimal void space in their structures. (right) High
pressure methane adsorption plotted as total gravimetric uptake.

In conclusion, this work shows that with precise synthesis,
solvent exchange, and activation procedures, high surface areas
are attainable for porous coordination assemblies. Although the
surface areas displayed by these materials currently fall short of
the record values displayed by metal-organic frameworks, porous
cages show potential utility for the high-pressure storage of
natural gas. Neutron diffraction experiments suggest that the
M12(cdc)12 cage, which is also present in PCN-81 and a number
of related MOFs ,may be the optimal pore environment for highpressure methane storage. An ideal methane storage material
may consist nearly entirely of M12(cdc)12 cages, whether it is
molecular or an extended solid.
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O

ne of the great triumphs of theoretical physics has been
the development of a phenomenology of classical phase
transitions between a phase where there is long-ranged
order, and one where there is not. The central paradigm has
the ordered phase growing within the disordered phase. At
temperatures that are large compared to the critical temperature
TC where the phase transition occurs, the ordered phase only exists
over a limited length scale and has a limited lifetime. The length
scale and lifetime of the ordered phase diverge as T→TC , where
the ordered phase spans the sample and becomes static. This
scenario has received extensive experimental support in a variety
of systems hosting phase transitions that are as diverse as the onset
of magnetic or superconducting order, structural modifications, or
even liquid-solid or liquid-gas phase transformations. We report
here [1] the first direct experimental evidence for an entirely new
type of phase transition where the ordered phase is limited to
the shortest length scales, while the fluctuations of individual
magnetic moments become perfectly correlated in time.
This local phase transition has been observed in inelastic
neutron scattering measurements carried out on the compound
YFe2Al10, whose structure can be visualized as layers of
square nets of Fe atoms, each of which bears a moment of
≈ 0.5 µB (Fig. 1A). No ordering of these moments is found
at temperatures as low as 0.07 K, and the divergence of
the magnetic susceptibility χ(T ) ~ T -1.4 is evidence that the
associated phase transition happens exactly at T = 0 (Fig. 1B),
and so the dynamics associated with this phase transition
necessarily reflect quantum, not thermal, fluctuations.

FIGURE 1: (A) The layered crystal structure of YFe2Al10. (B) The dc magnetic
susceptibility of YFe2Al10 diverges as T→0, χ(T ) ~ T -1.4 when the 40 x 103 A/m
measuring field is oriented within the Fe planes.
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FIGURE 2: The scattered neutron intensity S measured at 0.07 K and a fixed energy
transfer of 0.5 meV, with similar data measured at 9 T subtracted (A) and the 9 T
background (B). (C) The form factor for the dxz Fe orbital in YFe2Al10 computed
using Density Functional Theory. (D) Once the scattered intensity is corrected for
the form factor in (C) it no longer has any significant wave vector dependence.

Proximity to a conventional magnetic phase transition involves a
growth of scattered neutron intensity near wave vectors that are
associated with the spatial periodicity of the magnetic moments
in the ordered phase. As shown in Fig. 2A, the situation is
very different in YFe2Al10. A broad ridge of scattered neutron
intensity S (qK) is observed for wave vectors qK that lie in the
plane of the Fe moments. The suppression of this scattering
by magnetic fields (Fig. 2B) confirms its intrinsically magnetic
character. Comparing S (qK) to the form factor of an isolated
Fe2+ ion, or alternatively to theoretical computations of the
Fe d xz orbitals (Fig. 2C) reveals that this very broad wave vector
dependence arises only from the spatial distribution of the Fe
moment itself, and in YFe2Al10 they provide no evidence for the
spatial correlations that accompany magnetic order. Indeed,
once the form factor is divided from S (qK), the result is entirely
independent of wave vector (Fig. 2D), indicating that, within the
accuracy of the neutron scattering experiment, each magnetic
moment acts independently of every other moment.
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What physics could lead to a local phase transition? In the
absence of long-range magnetic order, it is appealing to think
that it is the emergence of the Fe moments themselves that drives
this purely dynamical transition. The unusually small magnitude of
the Fe moments may suggest that, YFe2Al10 is on the verge of a
Mott-like transition where the Hund’s and Coulomb interactions
are just the right strength to localize a d xz orbital, introducing
a magnetic moment on the Fe atoms. In this scenario, the
quantum critical dynamics correspond to fluctuations between
two different electronic configurations: one where the underlying
Fermi surface is small, and the localized d-electron is excluded,
and another where the Fermi surface is large, and the d-electron
is delocalized. An alternate suggestion is that YFe2Al10 is very
close to a topological phase transition, where its layered nature
could justify its description within the quantum 2DXY model [2,3].
In this case, the relationship between correlation length and
correlation time that is central to conventional phase transitions
is largely broken, and the fundamental excitations are vortices
whose dynamics can be described as warps, or `wrinkles in time’.
Our neutron scattering measurements on the model compound
YFe2Al10 provide the first experimental evidence for the existence
of a new type of phase transition that does not involve the
growth of long-range spatial correlations that culminate in a
broken symmetry at TC. Such phase transitions have previously

M A T T E R
FIGURE 3: The energy dependence of the magnetization squared M 2
of the fluctuating moments at 0.07 K and magnetic field B = 0.025 T.
The solid blue line shows E -1.4.

C O N D E N S E D

The T = 0 phase transition in YFe2Al10 involves only the temporal
correlation of individual Fe moments. Evidence that these local
magnetic dynamics correspond to a phase transition comes
from the energy dependence of the scattered intensity S (qK)
(Fig. 3). Taking advantage of the very small background signal
and the significant signal intensification available in the multiaxis spectrometer MACS, we are able to show that S (E ) exhibits
a strong divergence as E→0, i.e., S (E ) ~ E -1.4. This buildup of
spectral weight at the lowest energies is a universal feature of
phase transitions that is referred to as `critical slowing down’,
where the dynamics of Fe moments are increasingly occurring
on the longest time scales that can be experimentally probed.
A remarkable picture of a local phase transition emerges from
our neutron scattering observations, where the spectrum of
excitations for each Fe moment is exactly the same, but that
this occurs without the individual Fe moments developing
any spatial correlations. Unlike conventional phase transitions,
our experiments find no evidence that this phase transition is
related to a broken symmetry, such as time reversal symmetry.

been theoretically proposed within the contexts of different
models and Hamiltonians appropriate for quantum electronic
matter, although there was no certainty that the localized aspects
of the physics truly dominate in real materials. Increasingly,
it is understood that quantum phase transitions involve the
interplay of broken symmetries, electronic confinement, and
also topological character and protection. The new results
that we have outlined here remind us that the possibilities are
vast, both for the types of order that can be realized in theory
and experiment, but also for the way in which real systems
transition among these different phases at T = 0.
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Screened moments and extrinsic
in-gap states in samarium hexaboride
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W

hile condensed matter physics has long encompassed
technologically relevant materials, the recent
incorporation of ideas from topology has led to
surprising insights with tantalizing future applications. Strong
electron-electron correlations are a well-known driver of exotic
physics, yet our understanding of topological materials with
strongly interacting electrons is in its infancy. Kondo insulators
have strongly interacting, localized 4f electrons hybridized with
conduction electrons. The resultant correlated, insulating state
and the potential for topological non-triviality present an ideal
confluence in the search for novel topological phenomena [1].
Samarium hexaboride (SmB6) is the first proposed topological
Kondo insulator. With an experimental description that has
stoked curiosity for decades, SmB6 is a paramount compound
in the emerging class of topological materials.
Topological insulators have protected metallic surface states
that become apparent at low temperatures as bulk carriers
are depleted. As the surface begins to dominate conduction
channels, the temperature dependence of the resistance
flattens (typically below about 5 K in SmB6). This energy scale
has naturally come under renewed scrutiny in SmB6. Quantum
oscillations, anomalous optical conductivity, large linear specific
heat, and more form a myriad of perplexing experimental results
below 10 K that seem to belie an insulating ground state. These
low-energy phenomena are found below the bulk electronic
gap (≈ 20 meV) and commonly referred to as in-gap states. The
surface states are themselves a manifestation of the bulk band
structure, which defines the electronic gap. Understanding
these in-gap states is crucial to a comprehensive understanding
of both the bulk and surface of SmB6.
The unconventional phenomenology of SmB6 has been difficult
to explain in part because of differences between samples.
Rare-earth purification is exceedingly difficult, and impurities
are a natural suspect for the sample dependency in SmB6.
Isotopic purification greatly reduces contaminants, but due to
isotopic mass overlap, dilute quantities of Gd-154 remain even
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FIGURE 1: Magnetization and heat capacity of Gd-doped SmB6. (A) Van Vleck
component has been removed and magnetization scaled by impurity concentration
to reveal a reduced effective paramagnetic Gd moment. Inset shows that scaling
by the effective moment collapses magnetization. (B) Specific heat of variously
doped SmB6. Inset shows specific heat after removal of lattice contribution and
scaling by reduction in moment |Jη | from (A).

in highly-purified samples of 154Sm11B6. We used an isotopically
purified sample as well as moderately doped samples to
examine the heat capacity and magnetization over more than
two orders of magnitude of impurity concentration [2]. These
results indicate that magnetic impurities introduce a magnetic
low-energy density of states (LEDOS). Our neutron scattering
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experiments furthermore show no intrinsic excitations below
the well-established 13 meV spin-exciton.
The relationship between magnetic impurities and the
LEDOS is made clear by comparing the magnetization
and specific heat of variously doped samples, as shown in
Figure 1. Subtracting the linear Van Vleck magnetization that
arises from non-magnetic Sm2+ reveals a paramagnetic-like
component in the magnetization (Fig. 1(A)). Fitting the residual
magnetization with a paramagnetic Langevin function extracts
both an effective moment size (µEff = µGd(1-|Jη |)) and impurity
concentration. Meanwhile, the specific heat of Gd-doped
samples exhibits a dramatic enhancement at low-temperatures,
far greater than that from doping the non-magnetic lanthanum
(Fig. 1(B)). By scaling the specific heat with the reduction in
effective Gd moment obtained by fitting the magnetization
(|Jη |), we achieve a data collapse. This indicates that the
LEDOS is associated with a screening of the impurity magnetic
moments, accounting for the specific heat of our samples.
Impurities in the Kondo lattice are distinct from those typical
of semiconductors. The dynamic screening effect we observe
demonstrates the importance of the magnetic character of the
impurities. The consequences of magnetic impurities in a Kondo
insulator bear resemblance to the well-known Kondo impurity
effect in metals, now exhibited in a small-gap semiconductor.
In addition to the thermo-magnetic relationship described
above, we used neutron scattering to probe directly the
low-energy magnetism of SmB6. We found no indications
of magnetism in the low energy regime of the doublyisotopic sample at both zero and high field (9 T). Figure 2

Following these results, along with our previous neutron
scattering work [3], the bulk low-energy regime of SmB6 can
be succinctly understood as a Kondo insulator with a gap
to a collective bound state extracted from the continuum of
particle-hole excitations. The experiments described here reveal
an absence of intrinsic low-energy magnetism as well as a stark
sensitivity of this insulating state to even dilute quantities of
impurities. Defects and impurities are certainly not unique to
SmB6, and so it is natural to wonder why such impurity effects
are not noted in other similar compounds. The most dramatic
difference between SmB6 and other heavy fermion materials
is that SmB6 has a truly insulating bulk ground state. As such,
the density of states at low energies introduced by impurities
is unmuffled by the typically large contribution from heavy
electrons, themselves often on the brink of magnetism. In
SmB6, instead of low energy degrees of freedom approaching
critically, the magnetism is manifested in the gapped spin
exciton, which is readily marred. Our results help to explain
the seemingly paradoxical metal-like bulk phenomena and
indicate that SmB6 has the prerequisite Kondo insulator
ground state of a putative topological Kondo insulator.

C O N D E N S E D

FIGURE 2: Low-energy neutron scattering of SmB6 taken at 1.6 K and 200 mK
in zero field and 9 T. Only residual Bragg scattering is seen in both zero-field and
high-field measurements. (A) Energy integrated from 0.2 meV to 1.3 meV. Left
shows 9 T data with the 0 T data subtracted (9T - 0T). Right, averaged (9 T + 0 T).
(B) 0 T data from 1.5 meV to 5 meV. (C) 9 T - 0 T data along H00 (D) Average of
9 T and 0 T data along H00.

Our neutron scattering results provide crucial constraints on
theories of the intrinsic low energy magnetism in SmB6 as well
as help to interpret other experimental results. Magnetic neutron
scattering is well-suited for probing magnetic excitations such
as those proposed for SmB6 (e.g., spinons, excitons, etc.), and
our experiments place a tight upper limit on any low-energy
excitations with a 4f electron form factor. Given the absence of
magnetic neutron scattering, as well as the continued trend to
lower heat capacity with improved sample quality, it is reasonable
to assign most if not all of the low energy DOS typically observed
in SmB6 to extrinsic origins. The variety of metal-like properties
induced by impurities that we have documented even in nominally
pure samples is an important part of the phenomenology of this
cornerstone Kondo insulator.

M A T T E R

shows the scattering in the HKK plane of the doubly-isotopic
sample. Aside from residual nuclear Bragg scattering due
to the spectrometer resolution, no momentum, energy, or
field dependence of the neutron scattering cross section
is observed.
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T

he quantum spin liquid is a much sought-after magnetic
state of matter that exists in the limit where quantum effects
dominate [1]. Whereas a typical magnetic material will tend
to order or freeze at sufficiently low temperatures, a quantum
spin liquid will remain disordered and dynamic even at absolute
zero temperature. Much in the way that quantum mechanical
zero-point fluctuations suppress solidification in liquid helium-3,
quantum spin liquids are unable to order magnetically because of
intense quantum mechanical spin fluctuations. Herein lies a major
dilemma: so long as the temperature is above zero, it is always
possible that the spins may order or freeze at some still lower
temperature. Thus, there is currently no indisputable experimental
proof of the quantum spin liquid ground state. However, to bolster
the candidacy of a putative quantum spin liquid, one can look for
a key signature with inelastic neutron scattering: fractionalized
excitations. In a typical ordered magnet, the spin excitations are
quantized as magnons, which carry S = 1. In contrast, the elementary spin excitation of a quantum spin liquid is called a spinon
and carries a fractional quantum number, S = ½. In an inelastic
neutron scattering experiment, pairs of spinons are created which
divide the energy and momentum transferred by the neutron
and thus manifest themselves as a continuum of scattering.
Rare-earth pyrochlore materials, with the chemical formula
R 2M2O7 (R = rare earth, M = transition or post-transition metal)
are amongst the most successful platforms for the study of exotic
magnetism, such as the quantum spin liquid state [2]. The reasons
for this are numerous and include: (i) chemical versatility and
flexibility; the pyrochlore structure can host a large fraction of the
elements on the periodic table, (ii) many of these materials are
insulating, allowing their magnetism to be studied independently
from electronic degrees of freedom, and (iii) the R and M
atoms in this structure each form a network of corner-sharing
tetrahedra. This lattice is imbued with a special property known
as geometric frustration: the connectivity often makes it more
challenging for the material to find a favourable ordered state,
resulting in the suppression of magnetic order. Frustration is thus
a crucial characteristic for a quantum spin liquid candidate [1]!
Er2Pt2O7 is a rare earth pyrochlore in which the magnetism
is carried by Er3+ and Pt4+ is non-magnetic. The synthesis of
platinum-based oxides is challenging due to the propensity of
platinum to reduce into its base metal form. Thus, the preparation
of this material requires high-pressure methods, which we

performed at the National Institute for Materials Science in
Tsukuba, Japan. The heat capacity of Er2Pt2O7 contains a sharp
peak, signifying that this material undergoes a long-range
magnetic ordering transition at TN = 0.3 K (Figure 1) [3]. This
observation is noteworthy because other erbium pyrochlores,
such as Er2Ti2O7 and Er2Ge2O7 where only the non-magnetic
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FIGURE 1: Inelastic neutron scattering measurements were performed on powder
samples of Er2Pt2O7 at the DCS. Measurements were performed at (a) 1.5 K
(b) 0.6 K (c) 0.3 K and (d) 0.1 K, where in each case an 8 K background has
been subtracted. The temperatures of these data sets are indicated with respect
to the low temperature heat capacity, reproduced from Ref. [3]. (a-b) Above the
ordering transition, short-range spin correlations are observed to build up at the
elastic line. (c-d) Then, below TN = 0.3 K, this scattering segregates into magnetic
Bragg peaks and a gapped spin excitation.
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element is varied, order at significantly higher temperatures.
While these non-magnetic substitutions do slightly alter the size
of the crystal lattice, one would generally expect their effect to
be rather minimal. Therefore, the more than 75 % suppression of
ordering temperature in Er2Pt2O7 is anomalous and hints that this
system may be at the cusp of a quantum spin liquid state.
In Figure 1 (a-d) we present the temperature dependence of
the spin excitations in Er2Pt2O7 measured on the Disc Chopper
Spectrometer (DCS), where the temperature of each panel is
labelled for convenience in the heat capacity. Above TN = 0.3 K,
one can observe a broad shoulder in the heat capacity centered
at T * = 1.5 K. Inspection of the corresponding inelastic neutron
scattering spectra reveals that this broad anomaly is correlated
with developing short-range quasi-static spin correlations. These
correlations are peaked near Q = 1.1 Å-1, an antiferromagnetic
zone center. When Er2Pt2O7 is cooled below TN = 0.3 K, this scattering is observed to segregate into resolution-limited magnetic
Bragg reflections and a flat, well-defined inelastic mode centered
at 0.2 meV, as could be expected for a magnetically ordered
state. In the remainder of this report, our analysis will focus on
the data presented in Figure 1(d), first starting with the elastic
scattering and then moving on to the inelastic scattering.
The elastic scattering from Er2Pt2O7 can be isolated by performing
an integration in energy from -0.05 meV to 0.05 meV. The
resulting diffraction patterns are presented in Figure 2. In the
inset, a comparison of spectra collected at T = 8 K and 0.1 K is
presented where one can clearly observe that additional intensity
is present in the 0.1 K spectra. This additional intensity is located
on symmetry positions allowed by the pyrochlore crystal structure, signifying that the symmetry group for the magnetic order
is identical to that of the crystal structure. In order to determine
the nature of the magnetically-ordered state, we can isolate the
magnetic diffraction pattern by subtracting the two data sets,
which is shown in the main panel of Figure 2. Using symmetry
analysis and Rietveld refinement we determined that the magnetically ordered state of Er2Pt2O7 belongs to the Γ7 irreducible representation, which is often dubbed the Palmer-Chalker state [4].
The spin configuration for this antiferromagnetic state is also

presented in Figure 2 where on a single tetrahedron the spins are
oriented in two orthogonal pairs of anti-parallel spins.
Having solved the magnetic structure for Er2Pt2O7 we can next
turn to the inelastic spectra at T = 0.1 K, presented in Figure 3,
where the intensity range has been modified to enhance the
features of the inelastic signal. Using linear spin-wave theory,
we refined the exchange couplings in Er2Pt2O7 and the resulting
calculated spin wave spectrum is presented in Figure 3. This
calculation provides a very good description of the flat band
centered at 0.2 meV, reproducing both its lack of dispersion
and its Q-dependence. However, there is a striking discrepancy
between the calculation and the experimental spectrum at higher
energies: two dispersive bands are predicted that are absent in
the measured data. Instead, the spectral weight associated with
these branches is smeared out into a continuum of scattering
reminiscent of our earlier description of what can be expected
for a quantum spin liquid.

M A T T E R
C O N D E N S E D

FIGURE 2: The diffraction pattern of Er2Pt2O7 was isolated by taking an integration
over the elastic channel of the DCS data, shown in Fig. 1. Below TN = 0.3 K,
Er2Pt2O7 undergoes a long-range magnetic ordering transition and magnetic Bragg
peaks are observed to form, as shown in the inset. The magnetic structure was
solved using symmetry analysis and a Rietveld refinement. The resulting structure
is a k = 0 antiferromagnetic state referred to as Γ7 or the Palmer-Chalker state.

FIGURE 3: Linear spin wave theory was used to refine the exchange couplings for
Er2Pt2O7. The resulting powder averaged spin wave calculation describes well the
flat band centered at 0.2 meV observed in the experimental spectrum. However,
the calculation also predicts two dispersive branches at higher energies that are
strikingly absent from the experimental data. The spectral weight associated with
these upper branches is instead smeared out into a continuum of scattering,
reminiscent of the expected behavior of a quantum spin liquid.

In this work, we demonstrate that Er2Pt2O7 has the characteristics
of proximity to a quantum spin liquid state: strong suppression
of magnetic order and a spin excitation continuum [4]. The
quantum spin liquid state is of significant interest because of
its quantum entangled nature, which places it at odds with our
classical intuition about matter. Related theoretical work provides
a framework through which we can understand the origin of this
behavior [5, 6]. Having identified a material that is close to the
boundary of a quantum spin liquid state, we can next explore
perturbations such as pressure or chemical substitution that
might push this system ever closer to the quantum limit.
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Amplitude mode in the planar triangular
antiferromagnet Na0.9MnO2
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A

mplitude modes reflect an oscillation in the magnitude
of a complex order parameter, and in condensed
matter systems, they are often sought to be studied
as potential solid-state physics proxies of the Higgs boson.
Detecting amplitude modes is difficult, as they are typically
unstable to decay, and observations have generally been
limited to low-dimensional and highly quantum spin lattices
close to instabilities, such as in chemically one-dimensional
antiferromagnetic chain systems where interchain coupling is
close to the critical strength of driving the formation of longrange magnetic order [1]. This work reports α-Na0.9MnO2 single
crystal neutron scattering results that show an alternate route to
realizing amplitude modes in an anisotropic triangular lattice of
conventional spins in a two-dimensional antiferromagnet [2].
Fig. 1(a) illustrates the three-dimensional antiferromagnetically
ordered phase of the S = 2 (Mn3+) spins in the ac -plane of
α-Na0.9MnO2. The moments are ordered parallel along the
c -axis, pointing along the elongated apical oxygen axis of the
MnO6 octahedra, and are fixed by a uniaxial single-ion anisotropy
term in the spin Hamiltonian. Fig. 1(b) shows the anisotropic
triangular lattice of a single Mn layer and the corresponding
projection of the ordered spin state onto the ab -plane. Nearestneighbor Mn ions form chains along the b -axis, and a strong
exchange interaction between spins drives antiferromagnetic
ordering. Each ion has four next-nearest neighbors, where
a weaker antiferromagnetic exchange interaction introduces
frustration and renders the system quasi one-dimensional. As is
common for monoclinic crystals, the structure has a propensity
to form twin boundaries; two crystallographic twins (t1 and t 2)
plus two allowed magnetic domains (q1 and q2) form the basis
for a four-domain model, which was needed to interpret the
inelastic neutron scattering data.
Quantized coherent fluctuations of spins are quasi-particles
called magnons, and inelastic neutron scattering is a powerful
tool for studying the propagation of these excitations in
reciprocal space. The neutron spectra reveal information about
the strength of interactions within a system and are indicative
of the underlying physics driving the observed static magnetic
structure. The triple-axis spectrometer at BT-7 was used to
1

FIGURE 1: Summary of the crystal and magnetic structures of α-NaMnO2. (a) The
3D magnetically ordered state with moments shown as black arrows in the
ac-plane. The black rhombus denotes the chemical unit cell. (b) Projection of the
3D magnetically ordered state onto the ab-plane. The black rectangle denotes the
chemical unit cell. The gray shaded region highlights the chain direction between
nearest neighbor Mn atoms.

study the inelastic magnetic spectra for single crystals of
α-Na0.9MnO2. Fig. 2(a) follows the dispersion as it propagates
with energy and momentum, and Fig. 2(b) shows the same data
summarized as an intensity color map. Energy scans at the 3D
zone center, Q = (0.5, 0.5, 0), in Fig. 2(c) reveal two gapped
modes at approximately 6 meV and 11 meV. An additional scan
at the 1D zone center, Q = (0, 1.5, 0), shows that both modes
have very little dispersion along the interchain direction and
are quasi one-dimensional.
Linear spin-wave theory (LSWT) predicts two degenerate,
transversely polarized magnons in α-Na0.9MnO2, which
correspond to the 6 meV mode. The results of fitting to this
model are shown as solid lines in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), and
the appearance of the additional excitation at 11 meV was
unexpected. A polarized neutron scattering experiment was
designed to further explore the physics behind this mode.
Polarized neutrons can be utilized to determine if the nature
of scattering intensity is nuclear or magnetic and can provide
information about the orientation of magnetic structures
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and fluctuations. All nuclear scattering will appear in the
non-spin-flip (NSF) scattering channel, and when the neutron
polarization, P, is parallel with respect to the scattering vector,
Q, all magnetic scattering will appear in the spin-flip (SF)
channel. Fig. 3(a) shows that both the 6 meV magnon and the
11 meV excitations appear in the SF channel, indicating they are
both magnetic in origin. When the neutron polarization, P, is
perpendicular with respect to the scattering vector, Q, magnetic
scattering can appear in the NSF or SF channel depending on
the moment and fluctuation direction. The experimental results
from this geometry are shown in Fig. 3(b), and because the
moment direction is known in the α-Na0.9MnO2 samples, the
scattering of the 11 meV mode into the NSF channel determined
that this is an excitation resulting from fluctuations along the
spin direction and thus is longitudinally polarized.
The higher energy mode’s gap is not at the energy expected for a
conventional two-magnon process involving two noninteracting
magnons; at the zone center, the gap should be twice that of the
transverse mode’s gap. The difference in energy between this
scenario and the data is 2Egap – Elong = (1.2 ± 0.1) meV, which
implies an attractive potential between magnons. Theoretical
calculations examined the problem of coupled magnons in the
T = 0 K and large-spin limit for the 1D antiferromagnetic chain

M A T T E R
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FIGURE 2: Inelastic neutron scattering data at T = 2 K. (a) Momentum scans at
various energies through Q = (0.5, 0.5, 0). Solid lines are resolution convolved
fits to the data. (b) An intensity color map summarizing the scattering data from
(a) along with dispersion of modes comprising the fits to the data in (a). Lines
show fits to the expected transverse modes from the different crystallographic
and magnetic domains within the sample: t1-q1, t1-q2, t2-q1 and t2-q2. The black
dot-dashed curve highlights the longitudinal mode in the spectrum. (c) Constant
energy scans at the 3D (0.5, 0.5, 0) and quasi-1D (0, 0.5, 0) antiferromagnetic
zone centers. Error bars in (a) and (c) represent one standard deviation.

FIGURE 3: Polarized inelastic neutron scattering data about the quasi-1D zone
center Q = (0, 1.5, 0). (a) Data collected with the neutron polarization P parallel
to Q. The two modes appear only in the SF channel and so are both magnetic in
origin. (b) Data collected with the neutron polarization P parallel to the [−1, 0, 1]
axis. Transverse spin fluctuations appear in the SF channel, and longitudinal
fluctuations appear in the NSF channel. Data in both (a) and (b) were taken in
the 3D ordered state at T = 2.5 K, and black dashed lines indicate the expected
bleed through from the SF channel into the NSF channel due to imperfect neutron
polarization. The red dashed line in (b) represents the expected bleed through
from the NSF channel into the SF channel. Solid lines in (a) and (b) are Gaussian
fits parameterizing each mode. Error bars represent one standard deviation.

with single-ion anisotropy and found that a stable bound state
of two magnons exists with a binding energy driven by the
strong single-ion anisotropy of the material. The T = 0 K limit of
this model is an ordered state, and the longitudinally polarized
mode is reflective of a modulation of the order parameter
magnitude, i.e., an amplitude mode.
Our neutron scattering results unambiguously reveal the
presence of a longitudinally polarized mode. The geometricallyanisotropic triangular lattice of S = 2 spins with uniaxial
single-ion anisotropy renormalize the spin interactions to be
quasi-1D. This in turn drives the system into the limit where
easy-axis (Ising-like) single-ion anisotropy within a Heisenberg
spin chain stabilizes an amplitude mode comprised of bound
magnons. This study motivates the search to find additional
systems with similar lattice topologies and magnetic interactions,
which were perhaps not considered in the past to be candidate
materials where amplitude modes may be observed.
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Structural “delta-doping” to control
magnetism in complex oxide heterostructures
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elta-doping, in which a thin layer of dopants is inserted
into a heterostructure to change the local charge density
[Fig. 1(a)], has been an enabling strategy to realize
new fundamental physical phenomenon in high mobility
semiconductors and improve performance in electronic
devices [1]. This charge-based, delta-doping approach has
been applied to a range of material systems including silicon,
compound semiconductors, and oxides. The important role
played by the lattice degrees of freedom in complex oxides
points to new strategies for delta-doping, namely a structural
approach in which the local bond angles are the target of the
“doping” and not the electron density. Within AB O3 perovskite
oxides, the B -O- B bond angles can deviate from 180° through
collective rotations of the corner-connected B O6 octahedra.
Decreasing the B -O- B bond angles is known to decrease the
electronic bandwidth, making carriers more localized and
often suppressing magnetic ordering temperatures. In recent
years, there has been significant interest in using thin films and
superlattices to gain control of octahedral rotations through
epitaxial strain and heterointerfaces as a means to engineer
new functionality in oxide heterostructures [2]. In this work,
we demonstrate a structural analogue to delta-doping by
controlling octahedral rotations at the single unit cell level,
thus providing a new means with which to engineer the
local magnetism at the sub-nanometer length scale [3].
We demonstrate local control of octahedral rotations in a
superlattice with repeated bilayers consisting of 20 unit cells
of La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 (LCMO) and 2 unit cells of La0.5Sr0.5MnO3
(LSMO) grown by molecular beam epitaxy. These two manganites are isoelectronic, which mitigates charge transfer between
the two materials, thus isolating the role of local structure on
magnetic properties. In bulk form, the octahedral rotations in
LCMO are larger than those in LSMO, with LCMO exhibiting
Mn-O-Mn bond angles of 160.8° compared to 169.9° and 180°
in LSMO. The implication of inserting thin LSMO layers within
a thicker LCMO host is that the octahedral rotations will be
suppressed within the ultrathin LSMO region, giving rise to a
confined layer with increased electronic bandwidth compared
to the LCMO regions [Fig. 1(b)].
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FIGURE 1: Schematic illustration of charge-based delta-doping (a) and structural
“delta-doping” (b) in an AB O3 perovskite oxide heterostructure. The B O6 octahedra
are shown in blue while the A-site cations are depicted as isolated spheres.

FIGURE 2: Structural confirmation of the (LCMO)20/(LSMO)2 superlattice obtained
from (a) X-ray reflectivity and (b) scanning transmission electron microscopy. (c)
The layer-resolved projected inclination angles of the MnO6 octahedra, overlaid on
an annular bright field image, reveal an increased Mn-O-Mn bond angle consistent
with suppressed octahedral rotations within the two unit cell thick LSMO layers.
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The presence of chemically distinct LSMO and LCMO layers
within the superlattice was confirmed by X-ray reflectivity
[Fig. 2(a)] and scanning transmission electron microscopy
measurements [Fig. 2(b)]. The rotations of the MnO6 octahedra
across the LCMO/LSMO interfaces was mapped out using
annular bright field imaging within the scanning transmission
electron microscope, a technique that allows for the metal
cations and oxygen sub-lattices to be directly visualized. As
shown in Fig. 2(c), the MnO6 octahedral inclination angle (Φ),
which is a relative measure of the octahedral rotations, is
suppressed within the thin LSMO layers. This result confirms
that octahedral rotations can be controlled over sub-nanometer
length scales using this structural “delta-doping” approach by
altering the local A-site cation composition.
To probe the magnetic effects of the structural “delta-doping,”
we carried out polarized neutron reflectometry (PNR) at several
temperatures on a (LCMO)20/(LSMO)2 and (LCMO)20/(LSMO)4
superlattice. The PNR measurements were performed on the
PBR beamline and are summarized in Figure 3. Fits to the
reflectivity and spin asymmetry confirm the presence of a
modulated magnetic profile, in which the net magnetization
within the LSMO layers is enhanced compared to the adjacent
LCMO layers. Comparing the temperature dependence of the
average magnetization within the LSMO and LCMO layers, we
find that magnetization is quenched in LCMO at 250 K, while
still persisting in LSMO, indicating a higher ordering temperature
in the regions of reduced octahedral rotations. This behavior is
consistent with enhanced electronic bandwidth in the ultrathin
layers hosting increased Mn-O-Mn bond angles.

C O N D E N S E D

FIGURE 3: (a) Data and fits to the spin asymmetry measured at 50 K and 250 K from a (LCMO)20/(LSMO)2 superlattice. (b) The magnetization depth profile obtained
from the PNR measurement and fits. (c) The average magnetization within the LSMO (red squares) and LCMO (black circles) layers demonstrates that both the
magnetization and ordering temperatures are enhanced in the structurally “delta-doped” regions of the superlattice.

The implications of this work extend beyond manganite
superlattices, as the observed design strategy can be broadly
applied to confine bandwidth-controlled electronic and ferroic
properties spatially in perovskite superlattices. As such, this same
approach will be operable for perovskites that exhibit metalinsulator transitions and a variety of ordered magnetic states,
as both ferromagnetic double-exchange and antiferromagnetic
superexchange are strongly coupled to the local bonding
environments. Additionally, the ability to confine magnetic states
spatially without altering the local charge density or truncating
the crystal offers a new means with which to study magnetism
in the ultrathin two-dimensional limit without introducing
surface perturbations. We therefore anticipate that this study
will catalyze future experimental and theoretical work focused
on structure-driven confinement of functional properties in
complex oxide heterostructures.
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Applying nuclear methods to learning the secrets
of ancient Chinese jade and bronze dagger-axes
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D

uring the Shang dynasty in ancient China, ca. 1600 BCE 1046 BCE, jade and bronze dagger-axes (ge ) were made
and used by the elite as ritual symbols of power and
prestige. These ceremonial weapons consist of a nephrite
jade [Ca2(Mg, Fe)5Si8O22(OH)2] blade mounted in a bronze
haft. Several examples of these dagger-axes are included in
collections in the United States. Neutron radiography provides
a potential method to image the jade tang hidden within the
bronze haft and uncover early manufacturing techniques.
As a preliminary feasibility test, a simulated dagger-axe was
made using a modern replica blade carved from nephrite
from Wyoming and copper alloy plates. After imaging the
mockup dagger-axe, it was also examined using cold neutron
prompt gamma activation (PGAA) and alpha/beta radiation
autoradiography to evaluate the ability of these techniques
to identify the nephrite source.
The simulated dagger was first imaged by X-ray and neutron
radiography at the NIST Neutron Imaging Facility [1]. The
details of the jade tang within the copper alloy haft were
clearly visible (Fig. 1). Subsequently, the nephrite blade and
the copper alloy plates were analyzed by PGAA at the Cold
Neutron PGAA station at NIST. Three nephrite specimens in
the Smithsonian collection from China, Siberia and Taiwan,
characterized previously by electron microprobe analysis, were
used as comparative standards. For the blade, three positions
along the long axis were measured to evaluate the effect of
variations in blade thickness on the PGAA results. The values
for the three spots on the blade are the same within experimental uncertainties. The major nephrite elements – Ca, Mg,
Fe and Si – were analyzed with uncertainties in the range of
0.3 % - 0.4 %. Three of the trace elements conventionally
used for sourcing nephrite, Cr, Mn and Ni, were analyzed with
similar uncertainties, as shown in Fig. 2, where the mean value
of Fe, Cr, Mn and Ni from the three spots from the blade are
compared with the results from the various nephrite sources.
The results are given as molar ratios to Si, because the PGAA
data are typically normalized by a characteristic element, in this
case Si, to compensate for beam hardening and self-shielding
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FIGURE 1: a) X-ray radiograph of the dagger blade and haft. b) Neutron radiograph
of blade tang and haft area. See Fig. 1a for the position of this image on the dagger.

in the sample. The variations in the elemental ratios between
the different regions are much larger than the uncertainties,
which indicates that the PGAA would be a suitable method for
sourcing nephrite. Nephrite #2 from Xinjiang, China, has the
lowest ratios across all elements and no measurable Ni, which
implies a low content of accessory minerals. This was corroborated by the higher Mg content for this specimen. In addition,
it was found that the Ca ratios for all the samples show good
agreement with nephrite stoichiometry.
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FIGURE 2: Major (Fe) and minor (Mn, Cr, Ni) elemental ratios in the nephrite
blade compared to nephrite standards sourced from various regions. No Ni was
detected in the Xinjiang sample.

The residual radioactivity of the objects was below the NRC
exempt limits 3 months post irradiation. The samples were
previously determined to have a natural gamma radioactivity
level of 226Ra and 235U in the (10-20) Bq range. Post PGAA
analysis, the blade was imaged by autoradiography for alpha
and beta particle activity using a storage phosphor image
plate which is sensitive to both alpha and beta radioactivity.
An image plate exposed to the blade for roughly 22 days, and
then it was scanned in a reader to obtain a spatial map of the
activities (Fig. 3). The three regions of induced beta radioactivity
from the neutron beam used for PGAA are clearly shown. In
the area between these regions, possible hits by alpha radiation
from the natural sources 226Ra and 235U are highlighted in
red. This radiation is actually emitted all over the blade, but it
is obscured in the irradiated areas by the much more intense
induced beta activity. This natural alpha radiation, produced
by the decay of uranium and thorium daughter products,
could provide another set of elemental data that may be
used to source the nephrite.

We have applied neutron beam techniques to the nondestructive examination of cultural artifacts. While neutron and X-ray
imaging revealed hidden structural information, prompt and
delayed gamma ray emission and spectral analysis provided
quantitative elemental information aiding the classification
of the sources. In addition, natural and induced alpha/beta
emission measured by the highly sensitive imaging plate can
provide further information about these artifacts. As a result
of this study a collaboration has been established with Chinese
researchers to identify jade sources in Dunhuang region in
Gansu Province in northwestern China.

H E R I T A G E
C U L T U R A L

FIGURE 3: Storage phosphor autoradiography image of alpha and beta radiation
of the nephrite blade. The shape of the blade is outlined in black; the gray areas
are induced beta radiation from the PGAA neutron irradiation and the red symbols
indicate possible alpha or beta particle hits from natural radioactivity.
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Residual stress in additive manufactured
nickel alloy 625 parts
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W

hile additive manufacturing (AM) has increased in
popularity for efficiently manufacturing customizable
parts through the layer-by-layer fabrication approach,
the potential to build-up residual stress in metal parts limits
design capabilities and product robustness. In fact, the dimensional distortions caused by residual stresses are one of the
biggest obstacles to the wider adoption of AM based production of metal parts. In the laser-based, powder-bed fusion
process, a laser selectively fuses unheated metal powder layer by
layer generating residual thermal stresses from the temperature
gradients, which can lead to severe deformations and losses
of part tolerances. Residual stresses are ‘frozen’ in through the
cooling conditions during the build process in which a spot
(≈ 100 µm) of rapid melting and solidification moves at speeds
of 8 m/s to 9 m/s in specific patterns (Figure 1). The resulting
stresses are generally strongly compressive in the interior of
an AM part, with stress balance provided by tensile stresses
near the surface. The size of the build and features such as wall
thickness, aspect ratios, and proximity to free surfaces strongly
affect heat flow and cooling rate, both of which strongly affect
the magnitude of the final residual stresses. It is notable that
residual stresses from successive “micro-quenching” in laserbased AM are the opposite of what would be found if the
same part were heated and quenched as a whole, resulting
in compressive stresses near the surface and tensile stresses
in the interior.
Post-build heat treatments largely eliminate residual stresses;
however, the process increases cost, and in some of the
frequently used materials, it may lead to the formation of
unwanted phases that have inferior mechanical properties.
The metal powders most often used for laser-based AM are
either of the Inconel type or stainless steels, both of which
may form other phases due to heat treatments.
In order to develop strategies that provide some control over
the stress build-up during the AM process, the stresses first
need to be quantified and correlated to intrinsically linked
dimensional parameters such as thickness and aspect ratio.
This study [1] explores what stresses are present in a simple
part design and how geometric changes affect the amount
of stress in three dimensions.
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FIGURE 1: Progression of the laser beam in skin exposure.

Cylindrical Inconel 625 samples were designed with varied
outer diameters, inner diameters, and heights, and samples
were extracted with the base of the build plate still attached
(Figure 2). Due to its high mechanical strength, Inconel 625 is
widely used in laser-sintering based additive manufacturing.
High strength, particularly at elevated temperatures, virtually
guarantees high levels of residual stresses at the yield level in the
finished build, thus providing good sensitivity due to large stress
changes from the effect of geometric features. Stresses in laserbased AM are strongly triaxial in nature, which mostly excludes
surface-based measurement methods, and it favors neutron
diffraction as a method for non-destructive evaluation.
The principal stresses in cylindrical coordinates are shown in
Figure 3 with the principal features of stresses on display, such
as compressive stresses in the bulk and tensile stresses near the
outer surfaces. The highest magnitudes are found in the axial
direction.
The axial stresses near the top show a transition region that
indicates a length scale of about 5 mm at which axial stresses
go from zero directly at the surface to the plateau region of
≈ -850 MPa in the center. The radial stresses are by far the
smallest in magnitude due to the proximity of a free surface,
which forces a reduction in the stress component parallel to
the surface normal. The effects of inner and outer diameter
for the axial stresses are shown in Figure 4.
The introduction of an inner bore not only reduces the radial
stress to near zero (stress component normal to this surface),
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FIGURE 3: Stresses in MPa for cylinders with 12 mm diameter and 25 mm height.

FIGURE 4: Stress reducing effect of outer and inner diameters at constant height
of 40 mm. The bore diameter was 2 mm and outer diameters were 12 mm and
6 mm, respectively.

FIGURE 2: Samples a) as displayed from a CAD model and b) as built. After
fabrication, the build plate was cut (yellow lines left) to isolate each specimen
for stress measurements. The upper right corner shows the arrangement of
neutron gage volumes.

but also it also decreases the axial stresses (Figure 4, middle,
wall thickness 5 mm). The steep drop in the axial stresses for
the 2 mm wall thickness (6 mm diameter, 2 mm wall thickness)
indicates that a minimum dimension exists that is critical for
maximum stress build-up. In comparison, the reduction of axial
length has an effect on the magnitude of the stresses (Figure 5)
only once the height reaches the diameter (d = h = 12 mm) for
which maximum stresses are 20 % lower.
Most efforts to predict the outcomes of additive manufacturing
focus on residual stress as the quantity responsible for part
distortions. While distortions can be measured very accurately
to compare with calculations, the models actually predict elastic
strain, wherein distortions are the result of an integration over
the entire 3D strain distribution. With elastic strain being the
quantity measured in neutron diffraction, the value of the results
presented here lies in the ability to compare and evaluate model
predictions directly, thus aiding the ongoing improvement of
finite-element models.

FIGURE 5: Axial stresses for solid cylinders of different height (left to right: 40 mm,
25 mm, and 12 mm; diameter: 12 mm).
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Burial diagenesis and multiscale porosity in the
St. Peter sandstone
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andstones are defined as indurated sands of siliceous
character, rocks largely composed of sand-sized grains
of silicate minerals such as quartz and feldspars, although
non-silicates can also be present. They are extremely important
rocks, both in terms of their regional extent and applications.
Large sandstone formations may cover thousands of square
kilometers and be thousands of feet thick. For instance, the
Navajo Sandstone, which forms much of the scenic geology
national parks and monuments in southern Utah covers about
265,000 km2 in parts of Arizona, Colorado, Nevada and
Utah, and is up to 700 m thick, and the St. Peter sandstone,
covers over 600,000 km2 in parts of Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana,
Minnesota, Missouri and West Virginia, and averages 30 m to
60 m thick. Sandstone provides key properties to dimension
stone, flagstone, and crushed stone; its porosity and permeability
make it important as natural aquifers and oil and gas reservoirs;
and it has significant potential for geological CO2 sequestration.
Understanding the nature of the pore structures of sandstones,
and how they evolve when subjected to both geological and
anthropogenic process is, therefore, critical to understanding
how these geologic environments evolve and how these
resources can be utilized.
The focus of this study [1] was to evaluate changes in the pore
structure of the St. Peter Sandstone from the Illinois and Michigan
Basins with burial diagenesis, in which slow burial over geologic
time has subjected the original sand sediments to increasing
pressure and temperature and fluid-mediated chemical transport.
To do so we obtained 36 rock samples from five wells at depths
from 2703 feet to 10,835 feet (820 m to 3300 m) and combined
image analysis at larger scales, with small, very-small and
ultra-small angle neutron scattering data to characterize pore
dimensions over a seven order of magnitude range, from the
centimeter to the nanometer scale.
Figure 1 shows backscattered electron (BSE) images of four of
the samples studied. These images clearly show a decrease in
overall porosity at the SEM image scale with increasing depth
and indicate that this decrease is attributable to a combination of
compaction and cementation. Most grains are at least moderately
well-sorted and rounded, and a transition occurs with depth
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FIGURE 1: Backscattered electron images, high- and low-porosity samples versus
depth. Each image is 6.35 mm across. All four samples consist largely of quartz
grains, although small percentages of other materials are apparent, and significant
dolomite cement is present in the sample from 10,835 feet.

from a grain-supported to a more cement-supported structure.
The latter, however, only dominates one of two deep samples
from the Michigan Basin. Image-scale grain boundary contacts
become more common with depth as do sutured, fractalappearing grain boundaries. These images were analyzed for
total porosity, multifractal behavior and lacunarity, and two-point
autocorrelation analysis was used to combine the imaging results
with those from neutron scattering to quantify the pore structures
from scales ranging from several nm to ≈ 1 cm or larger [2-5].
From two to 19 samples were examined from each drill core (each
core covering a relatively restricted depth range). As expected
from Figure 1 the average total porosity decreased approximately
logarithmically with depth. Figure 2, however, shows the Porodtransformed scattering data (including the image results) for
the lowest and highest porosity samples at each depth. While
standard log(I ) vs. log(Q ) plots suggest a near linear relationship
that can be modeled as a surface fractal, greater complexity is
apparent in this projection. The high- Q data are composed of
a series of steps or peaks, often at similar Q values.
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The data show a distinct pattern of changes with depth. At larger
scales (near Q = 10 -5 Å-1), the intensity of the scattering curve, and
therefore the porosity of the sample in that size range, decreases
with depth. This is as expected and reflects the loss of the larger
pores with depth due to compaction and cementation. At smaller
scales (near Q = 10 -2 Å-1), however, the deepest samples have
the largest intensity, implying increased nanoscale porosity with
increasing depth.
Increasing depth and decreasing overall porosity decreases
absolute porosity only at scales larger than 106 Å; when
normalized to 100 %, however, all fractions at scales larger
than 104 Å increase, although only a slight decrease occurs
in the absolute porosity between 104 and 106 Å. In both the
normalized and the absolute cases, the fractions of pores with
radii below 104 Å increase with depth. Although changes in the
absolute pore fraction are small, this ratio increases significantly,
by a factor of nearly seven, which implies a large increase in the
number of such small pores. Assuming this is connected or that
these represent pore throats, this result may have a dramatic
impact on available reactive surface area.
In addition to changes in total and relative pore volumes, the
fractal dimensions of the pore surfaces and pore structure also
change with depth. Figure 3 shows the fractal dimensions of the
pore structure at smaller scales derived from the average slope of
the scattering curve (left) and at larger scales from the BSE images
(right). Fig. 3 (left) shows the surface fractal dimension D s as a
function of depth from the average slope of the scattering data.
These increase as a function of depth, reflecting a roughening of
the grain boundaries from projected values of 2.34 at the surface
to 2.67 at 12,000 feet. This is consistent with the presence of
grain suturing in the more compacted materials. The change in
D s also reflects changes in the pore-size distribution. Since the
intensity I(Q ) ~ cQ D-6, then dI/dD = I log Q. This is necessarily
negative since log Q is negative over the range of measurements.
Thus, as Ds increases, I (Q ) decreases and, therefore, an increase
in the surface fractal dimension reflects a decrease in the pore
size number distribution.

G E O L O G Y

FIGURE 2: Porod-transformed scattering curves with calculated additions from
backscattered electron images for the four lowest porosity samples (left) and the
for the five highest porosity samples (right) at each depth (in feet). Approximate
ranges of data for each instrument are shown, although some overlap exists.

FIGURE 3: (left) Surface fractal dimension, Ds, derived from the overall slope of the
scattering data as a function of depth for all analyzed samples (black diamonds),
averages for each depth (red squares), the highest porosity samples for each depth
(blue triangles), and the lowest porosity samples for each depth (green circles).
(right) Monofractal dimension D (0) (squares) and multifractality D (0) – D (10.75)
(triangles) derived from the SEM images as a function of porosity for both the
highest porosity (red) and lowest porosity (blue) samples at each depth.

At the image scale results are somewhat different. Fig. 3 (right)
shows the monofractal value [D (0)] and the multifractality
[D (0) – D (10.75)] of the highest and lowest porosity samples
from each drill hole calculated from the SEM images. Values
for D (0) decrease with decreasing porosity, and therefore with
depth. This is opposite the trend observed at smaller scales from
the scattering data. The multifractality of the pore structures,
however, increases with decreasing porosity. Thus, the differences
in fractal dimension between the low-concentration and highconcentration parts of the image increase as porosity decreases
with depth, but the fractality of the system decreases overall
(the pore system becomes smoother).
This study showed that changes in pore structure with burial
diagenesis are significantly scale-dependent. Whereas overall
porosity decreases with depth due to the combined effects of
compaction and cementation, smaller-scale pores become a
significantly larger fraction of the whole. Fractal dimensions
decrease at larger scales (surfaces smooth) with increasing depth
but increase at smaller scales (surfaces roughened) and pores
become more isolated (higher lacunarity). Thus, evaluation of
changes in the pore structures of sandstones appears to be an
inherently multi-scale problem well addressed by a combination
of small angle scattering and imaging techniques.
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A neutron far field interferometer
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I

nterferometers are sensitive probes of nature; the recent
detection of gravity waves by LIGO was only possible using
an exquisitely stable, sensitive, and very long baseline
interferometer. The neutron, a quantum particle, can also be
“split” so that it can be made to interfere with itself after having
sampled one of two paths. A conventional neutron interferometer
employs a monolithic, perfect single crystal of silicon that through
Laue diffraction by three blades, creates a beam splitter, mirror,
and combiner, i.e., an analog of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(Figure 1). This geometry creates well-separated paths (of order
several centimeters) through the interferometer and enables
measurements of the potential differences between the two
paths. This has made possible precise measurements of the
coherent scattering lengths of light nuclei, which inform the
binding energies needed in many-body calculations, searches
for exotic forces and particles, fundamental studies of quantum
information theory, and the first demonstration of the equivalence
principle wherein a quantum particle experiences a gravitational
potential [1].
While highly sensitive, the perfect single crystal interferometer has
some limitations. The first is that the single crystal only accepts a
very narrow neutron energy bandwidth so that the count rate is
low. Diffraction from the lattice planes requires alignment of the
blades at the sub-nm scale. Vibrations or temperature gradients
can easily spoil the contrast, requiring instruments with large
vibration isolation and excellent temperature control. It is difficult
to fabricate a new interferometer with highly visible interference
fringes. One starts with an ingot of silicon (which limits the length
to about 10 cm), and then machines the blades into the crystal.
The machining process leaves surface defects and dislocations
that irreversibly dephase the wavefunction as it transmits through
the blade and consequently reduces fringe visibility. Etching can
remove many of these imperfections, but experience shows that
this is far from a repeatable process. The length limit of 10 cm
constrains the kinds of samples and sample environments that can
be used within the interferometer. The low intensity demands long
counting times and generally prohibits acquiring phase images,
which is undesirable as having access to the neutron phase can
increase the sensitivity to density variations 1000-fold.
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FIGURE 1: Top view of a conventional neutron interferometer. The first blade
(shown in purple) on the right splits the neutron wavefunction via Bragg diffraction
in the Laue geometry. The middle blade acts as the mirror in the Mach-Zehnder
geometry, while the left blade recombines the neutron paths. Interference between
the paths is measured as intensity oscillations in the two detectors.

The recently realized far-field interferometer using X-rays uses a
potential geometry that would alleviate the fabrication woes, the
low intensity, and space constraints [2]. There are two variants
of the far-field interferometer: the two- and three-phase grating
interferometer [3, 4] (Figure 2). In the two-grating version, two
π /2-phase shifting gratings with nominally the same period (Pg)
are placed close (D ≈ 1 cm) to one another. When illuminated by
a divergent beam, one can view the pair of gratings as a single
grating composed of highly diffracting regions and non-diffracting
regions that produce a diffraction pattern in the far-field. The
period of the diffraction pattern is Pd = Pg L / D, where L is the
distance from the source slit to the detector. With L ≈10 m and
Pg ≈ 1 µm, the period of the diffraction pattern is Pd ≈ 1 mm,
which is readily resolvable by a neutron imaging detector (spatial
resolution of 20 µm is routine). In the three-grating version, a
π-phase-shifting grating is placed between the two π /2 gratings.
The first π /2 grating and the π grating are separated by a distance
D1 ≈ 1 m, which creates a virtual grating a distance D1 from the
π grating. Placing the second π /2 grating a distance D2 = D1 + D
creates an analogous geometry to the two-grating interferometer.
There are several remarkable features of the family of far-field
interferometers. The use of phase gratings allows one to use a
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FIGURE 2: Geometry of the two grating (top) and three-grating (bottom) far-field
interferometers.

large beam with a much broader energy bandwidth so that one
has an imaging interferometer. Also, since the interferometer is
constructed of trenches etched in silicon wafers, the development
cost to realize a new interferometer is much reduced and nanofabrication procedures are more repeatable. The grating period is 104
times larger than the lattice spacing in silicon, and these interferometers are significantly less susceptible to vibrations while the
overall geometry requirements to realize good contrast are much
relaxed compared to those for the perfect crystal instrument.
In the two-grating version, the period of the interference pattern
can be changed over many orders of magnitude by changing the
separation, D, of the two gratings. Since the autocorrelation length
in the sample probed by the interferometer is ξ = λ Z / Pd (where
λ is the wavelength and Z is the sample to detector distance),
one can easily vary ξ by orders of magnitude. Since the change
in visibility as a function of ξ is a measure of the system’s pair
correlation function, one can obtain spatially resolved small angle
scattering data – and in three dimensions. As an example, the
porosity and pore radius of additively manufactured steel dog
bones subjected to fatigue has been measured, which showed
(see Fig. 3) that there was pore migration and pore radius
reduction as a function of fatigue [5].
The three-grating interferometer allows one to create a meterslong interferometer, allowing for bulky sample environments and
an increased path length for interaction. As a first demonstration
with neutrons, the visibility of the three-grating interferometer
was measured for several total interferometer lengths, as shown in
Figure 4. As claimed, the three-grating far field interferometer has
measurable contrast for a 4 m total length. However, the measured
contrast is about a factor 10 less than expected based on the
analysis developed by Miao et al [2]. We are actively pursuing the

P H Y S I C S
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FIGURE 3: Far-field analysis of printed stainless steel plates subjected to fatigue.
The dark field image at ξ = 607 nm of a fractured and pristine specimen (left)
and fringe visibility variations (right) taken from all the dark field images. The
change in visibility is modeled by dilute, monodisperse spheres to obtain a pore
radius and porosity.

FIGURE 4: Measured visibility or contrast as a function of difference in position
from the echo for overall L = 10 cm (left) and the maximum observed contrast
for instrument length 10 cm to 4 m (right).

source of this low visibility and believe it is most likely due to the
π grating being imperfect, so that there was a significant intensity
in the zero-order diffraction whereas for an ideal π grating there
should be none.
We have demonstrated a novel grating-based neutron
interferometer [3, 4] capable of long path lengths, accepting
higher intensities, increased sensitivity, and better robustness
with the ability to perform dark-field neutron imaging. This new
interferometer has 106 greater intensity than conventional neutron
interferometers, can have a total length of 10 m allowing for a
wholly unique measurement of Newton’s gravitational constant,
and enable phase imaging applications to realize a factor 103
increase in sensitivity to material density variations. Although
there remains work to be done to improve aspects of the device,
such as contrast, this technique has potential in measuring density
variations and boundaries at intriguing lengths scales of materials
and for fundamental physics applications such as Newton’s
Gravitational Constant. We see the far-field interferometer
as being a key addition to the NCNR’s instrument library.
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Relationship between segmental dynamics
and conductivity in polymer electrolytes
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Q

uasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) experiments
on mixtures of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and lithium
bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide (LiTFSI) salt, a standard
polymer electrolyte, led to the quantification of the effect of salt
addition on segmental dynamics in the 1 Å to 10 Å length scale.
The monomeric friction coefficient characterizing segmental
dynamics on these length scales increases exponentially with
salt concentration. More importantly, we find that this change
in monomeric friction alone is responsible for all of the observed
non-linearity in the dependence of ionic conductivity on salt
concentration. Our analysis leads to a surprisingly simple
relationship between macroscopic ion transport in polymers
and dynamics at monomeric length scales.
The mechanism of ion conduction in conventional liquid
electrolytes, e.g., mixtures of solvents with high dielectric
constants such as alkyl carbonates and salts such as LiPF6
used in current lithium-ion batteries, is well established. At
low salt concentrations, ionic conductivity increases linearly
with salt concentration due to an increase in charge carrier
concentration. Charge screening, usually modeled using the
Debye-Hückel theory, results in deviation from this linear
dependence. At high enough concentration, the viscosity of
the solution increases significantly and conductivity decreases
with increasing concentration. The dependence of conductivity
on salt concentration is thus characterized by a maximum.
One approach for improving the performance of rechargeable
lithium batteries is to replace the flammable liquid electrolyte
with a high molecular weight polymer. The prototypical polymer
electrolytes are mixtures of polyethers such as PEO and LiTFSI
salt. Similar to the case of liquid electrolytes, conductivity
versus salt concentration also exhibits a maximum. However,
the conductivity of polymer electrolytes is independent of
viscosity; the viscosity of polymers, η, increases sharply with
molecular weight, M, as η ~ M 3.4, while ionic conductivity at a
fixed salt concentration is independent of M (for M ≥ 4 kg/mol).
Instead, the conductivity of high molecular weight polymers is
determined by segmental dynamics which slow down due to
associations between polymer chains and salt molecules. In this
highlight, we clarify the origin of the conductivity maximum
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FIGURE 1: (a) Normalized incoherent structure factor, Sinc (Q,ω) ⁄ Sinc,max (Q,ω), in
the frequency domain, plotted as a function of energy, ħω, at Q = 0.47 Å-1 and
363 K measured by QENS. (b) Mean-square displacement, < r 2 >, as a function of
time, t, with solid lines representing fits to the Rouse model scaling, < r 2 > ~ t 1/2.

observed in polymer electrolytes. We particularly address the
relative importance of screening and segmental dynamics.
We quantify the underlying segmental dynamics at 363 K in
polymer electrolytes consisting of PEO (35 kg/mol) and LiTFSI salt
concentrations, rs = 0, 0.08, 0.15 and 0.20 (rs is the molar ratio
of Li+ to ethylene oxide monomers) and establish the quantitative
relationship between segmental dynamics and ionic conductivity.
We characterize segmental dynamics measured by QENS using
the monomeric friction coefficient, first introduced by Ferry [1],
and show its direct correspondence with ionic conductivity.
Data are collected using the CHRNS high-flux backscattering
spectrometer over timescales ranging from 0.1 ns to 2 ns, and
reciprocal space ranging from Q = 0.25 Å-1 to 1.75 Å-1. Due to
the large incoherent scattering cross section of hydrogen, the
scattering intensity is primarily dominated by the incoherent
scattering from the polymer backbone.
The dependence of the normalized incoherent structure factor
Sinc(Q,ω) on energy, ħω, obtained at a representative scattering
vector Q = 0.47 Å-1 from these electrolytes is shown in Figure 1a.
The instrumental resolution is obtained by measuring the sample
at 20 K and appears as a purely elastic signal (solid black line) in
the QENS spectra. The decreased width of the structure factor
with increasing salt concentration is a signature of the slowing
down of segmental dynamics due to associations between
polymer segments and salt.
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The dependences of < r 2(t ) > obtained from the electrolytes at
a representative value of Q = 0.47 Å-1 through the relationship,
Sinc(Q,t ) = exp [ < r 2(t ) >], are shown in Figure 1b. Over most
of the available time window, < r 2(t ) > scales as t 1/2. This is a
standard signature of segmental dynamics. The solid lines in
Figure 1b represent the least squares fit through the data and
are used to determine the Rouse parameter, pR = < r 2(t ) >/t 1/2.
We then use the Rouse model to relate pR to the monomeric
friction coefficient, ζ = (12k BT l 2 ⁄p2Rπ), where l is the statistical
segment length. In our analysis, we neglect changes in l due
to the presence of salt. Using the known value of l for PEO
(5.8 Å), we obtain the dependence of ζ on salt concentration. In
Figure 2a, we plot the normalized monomeric friction coefficient,
ζ (rs) ⁄ ζ (0), as a function of salt concentration. It is evident that the
monomeric friction coefficient increases exponentially with salt
concentration: at rs = 0.20, ζ of the electrolyte is a factor of 10
larger than that of neat PEO. The curve in Figure 2a quantifies
the dependence of ζ on rs according to
where the dimensionless constant 0.085 quantifies the exponential slowing of segmental relaxation due to the presence
of salt in PEO/LiTFSI at 363 K. The values of ζ determined from
pR (= < r 2(t ) >/t 1/2) reflect the friction experienced by a coarsegrained Rouse segment, and both glassy and rubbery relaxation
processes contribute to this ζ. Experimental data indicate that at
temperatures well above the glass transition temperature (true
for systems examined in this study), the friction coefficients
associated with these two processes exhibit similar temperature
dependencies. Thus, at fixed temperatures, the ratio ζ (rs) ⁄ ζ (0) can
be utilized to quantify the effect of salt on segmental dynamics.
In Figure 2b, we plot the conductivity of the electrolytes,
measured by ac impedance spectroscopy, as a function of salt
concentration. The data exhibit a maximum in the vicinity of
rs = 0.08, consistent with literature [2]. The curve in Figure 2b
represents eq 2:

M A T T E R
S O F T

FIGURE 2: (a) Normalized friction coefficient, ζ (rs ) ⁄ζ (0), as a function of salt concentration, rs. The solid curve represents eq 1. (b) Conductivity, σ, measured at 363 K
from ac impedance spectroscopy plotted as a function of salt concentration, rs.
The solid curve represents eq 2.

where we have combined the expected effects of increasing
rs: a linear increase in charge carrier concentration and slowing
of segmental dynamics measured by QENS. The pre-factor,
0.043 S/cm, is the specific conductivity of dilute PEO/LiTFSI
electrolytes (with the electrolyte concentration, rs, being a
dimensionless quantity). To our knowledge, eq 2 represents
the first attempt to quantify, on a purely experimental basis,
the relationship between ionic conductivity and segmental
relaxation. It is evident from Figure 2b that the data are consistent
with the proposed relationship. The wide concentration range
over which our result is valid is noteworthy; eq 2 applies to
PEO/LiTFSI electrolytes with salt concentrations ranging from
(0 to 4.5) mol/kg. While this expression applies to data at 363 K,
we expect the same form to apply at other temperatures in
which the conductive media forms a single phase. The reported
dependence of conductivity on salt concentration in Figure 2b
is consistent with the vast literature on PEO/LiTFSI mixtures.
Likewise, our QENS data are also consistent with previous
studies [3]. The main advance is that we conducted ac impedance
and QENS on the same polymer samples, and sought to relate
results from these separate experiments. While many have noted
the correlation between ion transport and segmental motion, the
direct connection between conductivity and monomeric friction
that eq 2 embodies has not been recognized. It is important to
realize that eq 2 is not a fit through the conductivity data. The
agreement between eq 2 and the data in Figure 2b indicates
that all of the non-linearity of the dependence of conductivity
on salt concentration can be explained by monomeric friction
coefficients measured independently by QENS. In other words,
the slowing of ion transport of both Li+ and TFSI - ions due to
salt-polymer interactions is accurately reflected in the motion
of hydrogen atoms on the polymer backbone. Deviations from
the linear scaling of conductivity with salt concentration thus do
not arise due to charge screening, as is the case in conventional
liquid electrolytes.
In summary, we have used QENS to quantify the effect of salt
on segmental dynamics in a standard polymer electrolyte, PEO/
LiTFSI. The Rouse model was used to determine the effect of salt
addition on the monomeric friction coefficient. The deviation
from linearity of the dependence of ionic conductivity on salt
concentration is quantitatively consistent with changes in the
monomeric friction coefficient determined by QENS. While the
importance of segmental dynamics in polymer electrolytes has
been noted by many, we are not aware of any previous study
that suggests that it is the only effect that is responsible for the
non-linear dependence of conductivity on salt concentration.
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P

olymers are attached to nanoparticle surfaces for a variety
of purposes, including improving their dispersion within a
material or to enhance compatibility with a solvent. When
grafted to surfaces, the physical properties of the polymers, such
as the size of the chains and time scales over which segments of
the chain move, can be significantly altered relative to free chains
due to the presence of the nanoparticle surface as well as the
presence of nearby chains. At low polymer grafting densities on
flat surfaces, individual polymer chains are far apart from one
another, and the chains adopt a “mushroom” conformation in
which the size of the chain scales with its length (N ) as R ~ N 0.5
in a polymer melt or theta solvent or R ~ N 0.6 under good
solvent conditions. In contrast, at high grafting densities, two
regions of conformation emerge as shown in Fig. 1. Close to the
nanoparticle surface, in the concentrated polymer brush (CPB)
region, a high concentration of polymer causes the chains to
become highly stretched. Farther away from the nanoparticle
surface, the polymer density is lower in the semi-dilute polymer
brush (SDPB) region and polymer chains have more free volume,
allowing them to adopt more ideal conformations. The cutoff
distance, rc , between these two regions of conformation can be
estimated from scaling theories and depends primarily on the
size of the nanoparticle and the grafting density of the polymer
chains [1]. We hypothesized that the portion of the chains in these
two regions would exhibit different relaxation dynamics, which
can affect quantities such as their mechanical properties. Using
small-angle neutron scattering (SANS), a new scattering model,
and neutron spin echo (NSE) spectroscopy, we directly measured
both the structure and relaxation dynamics of the CPB and SDPB
regions for the first time.
Neutron scattering presents a unique opportunity for polymer
science because of the large difference in scattering length
density of hydrogen and deuterium containing molecules,
which allows us to selectively suppress scattering from different
regions of a polymer sample. For this study, we polymerized
methyl acrylate from the surface of SiO2 nanoparticles
(diameter ≈ 12 nm) using surface-initiated reversible additionfragmentation chain-transfer polymerization (RAFT). As depicted
in Fig. 1, we synthesized two systems of poly(methyl acrylate)grafted SiO2 nanoparticles. Partially deuterated methyl acrylate,
SiO2, and our solvent 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane-d2 have similar
scattering length densities, which allowed us to suppress
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FIGURE 1: Illustration of the structure and deuteration scheme of a poly(methyl
acrylate) chain grafted to a SiO2 nanoparticle. In the concentrated polymer brush
(CPB) region, a high concentration of polymer chains leads to highly stretched chains,
and a thickness that scales with the length (N ) of the chain as hCPB ~ N 0.8. In the
semi-dilute polymer brush (SDPB) region, a lower concentration of polymer chains
causes the polymers to adopt more ideal conformations, with a size that scales as
hSDPB ~ N 0.6 in solution. For neutron scattering, the polymer is selectively deuterated. In the top figure, scattering from SDPB region is suppressed due to contrast
matching with the solvent and nanoparticle core. In the bottom figure, scattering
from the CPB region is suppressed when the deuteration scheme is reversed.

scattering from either the CPB or SDPB region depending on the
order of blocks of hydrogenated (PMA-h6) and deuterated methyl
acrylate (PMA-h3d3) on the grafted polymer. The molar mass of
the polymer in the CPB region was approximately 17 kg/mol, and
the molar masses of the SDPB region were 6 kg/mol (top system)
and 20 kg/mol (bottom system). On the basis of scaling theories,
we estimated that rc ≈ 18 nm.
We first performed SANS measurements on the two nanoparticle
systems in Fig. 1 to ensure that our deuteration scheme/contrast
matching conditions were successful, as well as to directly
measure the conformation of the CPB and SDPB regions of
the brush. Our measurements were performed at 25 ˚C and
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M A T T E R
FIGURE 2: FIGURE 2: (Left) SANS measurements of poly(methyl acrylate)-grafted
SIO2 nanoparticles, along with fits to the CCC model (red). (Right) The structures
of the two systems measured are illustrated, along with the sizes of the regions
determined from fitting. The results are in excellent agreement with theory and
previous measurements [1].

S O F T

analyzed using a core-chain-chain (CCC) model that we recently
developed, which models the scattering from a spherical
nanoparticle core that is grafted with polymers with two distinct
regions of conformation. The results are shown in Fig. 2, along
with illustrations of the structure of the nanoparticle systems
that were inferred from fits to the SANS measurements. Our
analysis confirmed that the portions of the polymer chains in
the CPB region are highly stretched, that the chains transition
to an ideal conformation in the SDPB region, and yielded a value
of rc close to our estimate. In the sample with the deuterated
CPB region (Figure 2, bottom right), poor contrast between the
CPB region, nanoparticle core, and solvent resulted in scattering
that largely resembled that from free chains in solution. From
our measurements [2], we confirmed that NSE measurements
would be sensitive primarily to the dynamics of the portions of
polymer chains that were fully hydrogenated. In addition, our
measurements, for the first time, directly and simultaneously
confirmed the local structure of the CPB and SDPB regions of
grafted polymer chains.
NSE measurements were performed on the same set of samples
at 80 ˚C, approximately 70 ˚C above the glass transition
temperature of poly(methyl acrylate). The NSE measurements
[2] were fit to the Zimm model of polymer dynamics to extract
the characteristic relaxation times of the CPB and SDPB regions
(τq) as a function of scattering vector q. The results are shown
in Fig. 3. Qualitatively, from the NSE measurements we readily
observe that the CPB region (dashed lines) relaxes more
slowly than the SDPB region (solid lines), demonstrating that
confinement in the CPB region significantly impacts the motions
of the chains. The relaxation times we obtained from NSE
measurements (Fig. 3b) show that dynamics in the CPB region are
approximately three times slower than those in the SDPB region,
even at high q (small length scales). The inset of Fig. 3b shows
that the relaxation times scale as τq ~ q-2.5, indicating that, while
the dynamics of the CPB region are slower than the SDPB region,
the dynamics nevertheless obey the Zimm model due to the
presence of solvent.
In conclusion, we used a combination of SANS and NSE to directly
measure the local structure and relaxation dynamics of polymers
grafted to a spherical nanoparticle core. Near the nanoparticle
surface, a high concentration of polymer leads to stretched
polymer chains and slower dynamics than portions of the chains
farther away. Looking to the future, these measurements provide
greater insight into polymer nanocomposites, and may lead to
additional ways to tune the properties of such materials for a
variety of applications.
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FIGURE 3: (a) NSE measurements of the CPB region (open points/dashed lines)
and SDPB region (closed points/solid lines). (b) Relaxation times of the CPB and
SDPB regions as a function of scattering variable q. The inset shows the data on
a double logarithmic scale.
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P

olymeric oil additives have been commonly used in making
“all season” engine oil since 1949. These large molecules
(at a typical loading in oil of less than 10 wt %) undergo
structural transformations with temperature and increase the
oil viscosity relatively more at higher temperatures. This viscosity
modification behavior is commonly attributed to polymer coil
expansion with increasing temperature, as first proposed by Selby
in 1958 [1]. Therefore, the oil viscosity variation decreases over
the engine working temperature range, resulting in less wear
for the metallic parts of the engine at elevated temperatures and
easier engine startup at cold temperatures. Moreover, all-season
oils containing polymeric viscosity modifiers do not necessarily
require seasonal oil changes. In the past decades, polymeric oil
additives with various compositions and architectures have been
produced. Among these, poly(alkylmethacrylate)s (PAMAs) offer
improved properties over a wide temperature range but are more
expensive and thus are limited to high performance engine oils.
Olefinic copolymers (OCPs) represent a breakthrough in terms
of low cost and satisfactory performance. However, linear OCPs
are susceptible to chain breakage under high shear conditions
in an automobile engine, resulting in shorter lifetimes. Graft
polymers combining PAMAs and polyolefins are of particular
interest due to their typically high molar mass and low sensitivity
to mechanical degradation, i.e., improved shear stability,
resulting in improved performance.
In this work, we prepared a series of well-defined graft polymers
with polyolefin backbone and PAMA side chains using controlled
polymerization and studied their viscosification behavior in base
oil by rheological measurements (the detailed description of
polymer synthesis, characterization, and viscosity modification
behavior can be found in the published work) [2]. Essentially, we
have found that the graft polymers are promising candidates as
viscosity modifiers. For instance, the graft polymer with the best
viscometric behavior in our library, denoted as P9 (overall molar
mass of 660 kg/mol), performs very similar to the optimized,
state-of-the-art polymeric additive at a significantly reduced
loading (Figure 1).
To unravel the mechanism for the viscosity modification of
the graft polymers, we measured the conformation of P9 in
dilute solutions of deuterated dodecane (a surrogate aliphatic
base oil) at varying temperatures using small angle neutron
1
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FIGURE 1: Zero shear viscosity vs temperature of the lubricant oil modified by
the graft polymer P9 (0.8 %) and the optimized, state-of-the-art polymer additive
(3.4 %), as indicated inside the graph. The solid lines are drawn as guides to the
eye. The cartoons indicate the structure of the graft polymers at high (individually
dispersed) and low temperatures (small aggregates).

scattering (SANS) at NIST. As shown in Figure 2, there exists a
shoulder in the lower scattering vector (q) regime in each SANS
curve, reflecting the internal structure of the graft polymer.
Also, in this q regime, the shape of the intensity trace changes
with temperature, indicating some thermally-driven change
in polymer structure. At high q, the scattering intensity, I(q),
scales approximately as q–2, suggesting Gaussian chain statistics.
Additionally, as the temperature decreases, the scattering
intensity at lower q increases monotonically.
To better understand the molecular-level thermal response, we
first fit the SANS data using a graft polymer form factor coupled
with the random phase approximation (RPA, the full details of
the model can be found in the reference) [2]. All the SANS traces
at different temperatures are reasonably well represented by
the proposed model, with three fitting parameters (the radius
of gyration of one side chain, R g,A, the backbone, R g,B, and
the effective Flory−Huggins interaction parameter, χeff). First,
it is found that χeff decreases with increasing temperature,
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while both R g,A and R g,B increase with temperature. These
results collectively suggest the P9−dodecane system displays
upper critical solution temperature (UCST) phase behavior and
therefore the graft polymer coil expands as the temperature is
elevated. Although this apparently agrees with the mechanism
proposed by Selby, these results are not entirely consistent
with those from dynamic light scattering (DLS) and pulsed field
gradient NMR (PFG-NMR). As shown in Figure 3a, the hydrodynamic radius of P9 in dodecane decreases significantly with
increasing temperature. For instance, there is a drop of ≈ 30 nm
when the temperature is raised from 40 °C to 100 °C. This
suggests that the RPA model might not be the most appropriate
one to describe the SANS data. In fact, the extracted χeff from
the fittings and the extrapolated reciprocal forward scattering
intensity do not show a linear dependence on the reciprocal
temperature. This likely indicates there might be some other
changes in the solution properties with temperature.
One possibility is that there could be chain clustering at lower
temperatures, which diminishes on heating. To examine this,
we refit the SANS data by taking chain aggregation into account.
Here, the graft polymers are assumed to interact athermally with
the solvent over the temperature range studied. As shown in
Figure 2, the SANS data are also well represented by this model,
with the fitting parameters (R g,A, R g,B, and nagg) summarized
in Figure 3b. First, there is indeed a monotonic increase in nagg
(the number of graft polymer chains in one scattering object
or cluster) as the temperature is reduced, consistent with the
clustering hypothesis. Specifically, if the copolymers are assumed
to be individually dispersed at 100 °C, they form clusters
containing an average of ≈ 6 chains at 25 °C. On the other hand,
R g,B increases with temperature (≈ 30 % from 25 °C to 100 °C),
again reflecting the UCST phase behavior. In contrast, surprisingly,
R g,A becomes progressively smaller as the temperature increases.
On the basis of these results, a possible picture emerges: at
higher temperatures, the copolymer chains are individually
dissolved, but as the temperature decreases, chains aggregate
into small clusters. As the graft polymers could act as surfactants,
i.e., the PAMA side chains prefer to be embedded inside the

cluster while the polyolefin backbone provides a miscible interface
with the nonpolar oil, and the PAMA side chains could stretch
to avoid contacts with the oil molecules as well as the polyolefin
backbone. Accordingly, R g,A increases as the polymer chains
become more clustered (i.e., as the temperature is reduced).
Importantly, the chain aggregation hypothesis provides a
consistent overall picture of the SANS, DLS and PFG-NMR results.
On basis of this, a new mechanism for improved performance of
graft polymers as viscosity modifiers can be proposed: progressive
chain clustering at lower temperatures leads to gradual reduction
in the net viscosity enhancement due to polymer clustering,
which ultimately gives a smaller increase in oil viscosity at
reduced temperatures.

M A T T E R

FIGURE 3: (a) The hydrodynamic radius (R h) of 2 mg/mL P9 in dodecane measured
by DLS and PFG-NMR as a function of temperature. The inset cartoons indicate the
aggregation state of the graft polymer, i.e., well-dispersed at high temperatures
vs clustering at lower ones. (b) Extracted parameters from Figure 2, radius of
gyration (Rg,A and Rg,B) and the degree of polymerization normalized by that at
100 °C (nagg/nagg,100 °C) as a function of temperature.

S O F T

FIGURE 2: (a) The SANS scattering intensity I (q) as a function of the scattering
vector q for 2 mg/mL P9 in deuterated dodecane at varying temperatures. The
incoherent scattering background has been subtracted, which was obtained from
the fits and is comparable to the scattering level of the solvent. The symbols are
experimental data, and the solid lines represent best fits to a graft copolymer
form factor taking the polymer clustering into account. (b) The same data as in
(a) plotted in the Kratky format, i.e., I (q)q2 vs q. The data are vertically shifted
for clarity, as indicated inside the graph.

In summary, we have developed a new class of lubricant additives based on graft polymers with polyolefin backbones and
PAMA side chains. These graft polymers were demonstrated to
be excellent candidates as viscosity modifiers. Size measurements
by DLS and PFG-NMR indicated that the dominant mechanism of
coil expansion upon increasing temperature cannot explain the
viscosity improving behavior of these graft polymers in oil [3, 4].
Instead, the SANS results suggest that the chain clustering with
decreasing temperature should reduce the overall hydrodynamic
volume of the system, thus weakening the temperature dependence of the base oil viscosity. Finally, we highlight that the
tunable chemistry given by this synthetic approach combined with
the new mechanism revealed from the SANS experiments open
the door to further optimization to meet all the requirements
of viscosity modifiers, including permanent shear stability, and
high-temperature high-shear (HTHS) behavior, which will greatly
benefit the design of next-generation polymeric oil additives.
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Clustering and percolation in
suspensions of carbon black
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igh-structured” carbon blacks, named for their large
specific surface area, modify the electrical and mechanical
characteristics of composites at vanishingly small volume
fractions [1]. Recently, these particles have also been used
in electrochemical flow applications [2]. In these emerging
technologies, high-structured carbons facilitate electrochemical
charging/discharging by maintaining an electrically percolated
network under flow. While these technologies show promise for
the scalable storage of renewable energy, their commercial success
is challenged by pumping losses due to the large viscosity of typical
working fluids [3]. While the origin of these undesirable rheological
properties was not entirely understood, it was proposed that they
arise due to the formation of a persistent mechanical network.
Further, this mechanical network is thought to be critical to
electrical transport through the electrically insulating fluids.
To understand the link between the electrical and rheological
properties of these slurries, a detailed microscopic mechanism
was needed [4].
Carbon black filled materials exhibit a complex microstructural
hierarchy. Neutron scattering is ideal for characterizing this
structure as it provides access to a wide range of length scales.
Therefore, we used neutron measurements to probe the structure
during important rheological and electrical transitions as a
function of volume fraction [5-7]. Prior to the small angle neutron
scattering experiments, dynamic light scattering experiments
(DLS), ac conductivity measurements, and viscoelastic testing
were performed on a model high-structured carbon black,
KetjenBlack EC-600JD, suspended in propylene carbonate. The
results of these experiments are summarized in Figure 1. The
DLS measurements probe the aggregation state of equilibrated
samples after significant gentle dilution. If the particles were
colloidally stable, then these experiments would show only the
presence of primary aggregates leading up to the gel boundary.
Instead, DLS reveals the formation of agglomerates that are stable
against sedimentation and dilution. The formation of agglomerates
occurs at a critical volume fraction, (ϕfc ), where the weak surface
charge on the primary aggregates is insufficient to maintain
colloidal stability. Above ϕfc , a second population of large carbon
agglomerates appears that is stable against dilution. While the
formation of agglomerates is typical of gelation processes near
the phase boundary, the suspensions do not settle with time
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FIGURE 1: Top: relative intensity distribution of primary aggregates (closed
triangles) and clusters (open triangles), Middle: ac conductivity measured at
ƒ = 20 kHz, and Bottom: elastic modulus, G’, measured at ƒ = 1 Hz and γ0 = 0.002
vs. effective volume fraction of carbon black suspended in propylene carbonate.
Vertical lines designate important transitions evident from the various techniques.
From left to right: the fluid-clustered fluid phase transition, ϕfc , the electrical
percolation threshold, ϕe , and the mechanical percolation threshold, ϕg . Lines
are added to guide the eye.

and maintain fluidity. We therefore assert that these agglomerates
are clusters with re-entrant stability formed with a preferred
particle size (6 µm) whose concentration increases linearly with
total carbon concentration above ϕfc .
Impedance spectroscopy measurements were performed to
characterize the electrical properties of the suspension. The
ac conductivity, σAC, measured at ƒ = 20 kHz is plotted versus
volume fraction and represents the sum of the ionic and electronic
contributions to the electrical transport in the samples. The onset
of electrical percolation is characterized by the critical volume
fraction, ϕe, where the electrical conductivity of the suspension
exceeds that of the ionic conductivity of the solvent. ϕe is greater
than ϕfc where irreversible clusters form. Further, the power-law
scaling of conductivity with increasing volume fraction indicates
that the origin of the electrical transport is the disordered
hopping of electrons between carbon particles.
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Finally, at a critical volume fraction, ϕg, the suspensions obtain
a measurable elastic modulus, G ’, indicating that macroscopic
gelation has occurred. Critically, the gelation boundary does
not align with the onset of electrical percolation, suggesting
that these two processes may not be directly linked.
While the macroscopic measurements imply that the electrical
network is not the same as the stress bearing network, the
dynamic measurements do not unequivocally rule out other
structural transitions at higher volume fraction near the gel
boundary. Carbon black suspensions prepared at elevated
concentrations are opaque and therefore not suitable for
DLS. Thus, ultra-small angle neutron scattering (USANS) and
small angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements were
performed. Figure 2a shows the combined desmeared USANS
and SANS scattering intensity normalized to volume fraction for
samples below and above the gel boundary. The form factor of
the primary aggregates, P (Q), is also in Figure 2a. These data
confirm that no structural transitions occur on the length scale
of these clusters upon gelation. This is further emphasized by
normalizing the scattering intensity to the primary aggregate
form factor yielding the static structure factor S (Q) (Figure 2b).
The fact that S (Q)>>1 at low-Q confirms that the primary
aggregates are not in an equilibrium aggregation state, despite
indications from DLS that samples were in the fluid phase.
Therefore, the low-Q scattering must arise from large clusters
present in the sample that form at concentrations well below
the gel boundary.

M A T T E R
S O F T

FIGURE 2: a.) Scattering intensity in absolute scale normalized to volume
fraction vs. Q for samples spanning the gel boundary, b.) The static structure
factor, S(Q), vs. a normalized wavevector 2QRH where RH = 165 nm - it is
evident that the primary aggregates are not in thermodynamic equilibrium, and
c.) Schematic of structural transitions evident in suspensions of carbon black
in propylene carbonate.

These USANS/SANS measurements confirm that the origin
of the macroscopic rheological behavior is the formation of
a re-entrant clustered fluid phase consisting of micron-sized
agglomerates which arrest to form a system spanning stressbearing network as shown in Figure 2c. However, the onset
of gelation occurs at higher concentrations than the onset
of clustering and electrical percolation. We are therefore
left to conclude that the mechanical bonds that comprise
the network are inter-cluster bonds and it is these bonds
that are responsible for the deleterious increase in viscosity
observed in electrochemical slurries. Interestingly, the electrical
measurements show no indication of a change in the charge
transport pathways when these inter-cluster bonds are formed.
Therefore, we conclude that the stress-bearing network is not
intrinsically linked with the network responsible for electrical
transport. These results emphasize the diminished role that
physical connectivity plays in determining the charge transport
characteristics in such materials. Further, they suggest that while
the clusters are responsible for the mechanical properties, the
electrical properties arise instead from the aggregate and cluster
dynamics (i.e., Brownian motion). These results emphasize the
critical and yet unrecognized role that colloidal properties play
in determining electrical transport in suspensions comprised
of conducting particles and suggest new strategies for the
design of slurry-based electrodes with optimized rheological
performance [8].
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Viscoplastic fracture transition of a biopolymer gel
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elatin is a thermoreversible gel, acting as an elastic
solid at low temperatures and transitioning reversibly
into a fluid at higher temperatures. The transition is key
to its use in controlling the thickness and texture of foods, as
a binding agent in paper products, and in soft gel capsules for
vitamins and pharmaceuticals. However, in the case of gelatin
based capsules, predictable fracture mechanics are required to
facilitate a swelling-induced burst within the gastrointestinal
system, delivering the active encapsulants. The capacity to tune
the fracture energy with molecular structure could open gelatin
applications to higher and lower temperature markets where
performance reliability is currently prohibitive. Recent work [1]
has suggested that gelatin fracture process is viscoplastic, a
rate based inelastic regime dominated by disentanglement
rather than chain scission. Using data from Small Angle Neutron
Scattering (SANS), contact mechanical testing (CMT), and
Cavitation Rheology (CR), we measure a transition from elastic
to viscoplastic regimes as a function of the number density of
mesh linkages. Understanding and manipulating this transition
provides a route to enhance and better control performance
through molecular structure.
Recently, we have reported data [2] from SANS that quantifies
the mesh size, ξM, of the gel in the sold state that is the basis of
elasticity. Using complimentary samples, The elastic modulus,
E, is measured with CMT. With measured values of E, a simple
relationship allows the extraction of the fracture energy, Gc,
that describe the relevant mechanical state of the material from
CR measurements. The result is a correlation of mesh size to
fracture energy that reveals two regimes, below and above
the entanglement concentration, ϕE.

The samples are mixtures of gelatin, derived from bovine hide,
in deuterium oxide (D2O). Gelatin powder, mixed with D2O
for contrast in the SANS measurement, is heated at 70 °C for
several hours to achieve a homogeneous mixture. In the case
of mechanical measurements, the solution is poured into a
cylindrical mold and maintained under constant humidity until
measurements are conducted. In the case of SANS, the solutions
are syringed into titanium demountable cells with 1 mm path
length and measured within hours of cooling. Gelatin/water
ratios varied from 5 % to 40 % by mass gelatin.
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FIGURE 1: In (a), the measured correlation length, ξ, extracted from models of
the SANS data as a function of the gelatin concentration by mass percentage, ϕ.
Indicated in the plot are fits based on an expected slope of -0.75 below the
entanglement concentration, consistent with theories of chains in good solvents,
and -1.0 above the entanglement concentration that represent chains in a “theta”
solvent. Schematics of the mesh are provided depicting structure (b) above and
(c) below the entanglement concentration.

SANS was performed on the nSoft Small Angle Neutron
Scattering instrument. Configurations used two wavelengths,
λ, and two detector distances to measure the required range of
momentum transfer, |q | = 4π/λ sin θ, where 2θ is the scattering
angle. Using standard data reduction methods, the scattered
intensity as a function of q is converted to differential cross
section which is a measure of the probability of scattering from
the average nuclei in a sample. Differential cross section is an
intrinsic property of a material, and the form of the scattering
reveals correlations in spatial structure. Here, in Figure 1, the
correlation length extracted from SANS data reveals a transition
in scaling near the estimated entanglement concentration of
the fluid gelatin, ϕe.
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FIGURE 2: Comparison of the measured fracture energy (Gc) and the elastic
modulus (E ) of gels composed of gelatin and deuterium oxide. Two regions are
highlighted, below (blue) and above (pink) the entanglement concentration, ϕE.

CMT measures the modulus by compressing the gel with a
cylindrical punch. In this case, the punch has a diameter (2a)
of 3 mm, and compresses at a fixed displacement rate. The
stiffness in the limit of a semi-infinitely thick gel is obtained
from the slope of the force, p, versus displacement, δ. The
slope is then equated to the elastic modulus, E, by the equation
Δp/Δδ – 2 Ē a, where Ē = E/(1-ν2) and ν is Poisson’s ratio.
The elastic modulus is key to understanding the fracture
energy obtained by CR. Here, a syringe needle imposes a
hydrostatic pressure, Pf, to create a bubble of radius r at a
constant volumetric compression rate to cause neucleation of
a cavity. At low energies, this process measures the elasticity
and interfacial tension of the gel. Above a critical pressure, the
pressure results in fracture. At this point, the fracture energy,
Gc, is obtained from the relationship Pf = (πGcE /3r)1/2.

M A T T E R

In conclusion, for soft gel capsules, (GcE )1/2 can be used as a
descriptor of the rupture resistance due to this applied pressure.
Although the highest gelatin content resulted in the highest
measured value for the rupture resistance, our results indicate
that viscoplasticity is a significant factor that can be tuned by
modifying the elastic and fracture properties of the gel via
addition of viscous fluids. As an example, the entanglement
concentration is a tunable parameter with molecular weight,
allowing the fracture energy to be adjusted for the needs of
a specific application.

S O F T

Using the measured values of E from CMT, the cavitation
rheology data leads to values of Gc as a function of gelatin
concentration (see Figure 2). Unsurprisingly, the data in
Figures 1 and 2 show that the fracture energy of solid gelatin
is strongly dependent on the volume fraction of the gelatin
content. What is striking is the enhancement in the fracture
energy as the entanglement concentration is approached,
followed by a sharp dropoff at higher concentrations. While
not shown here, the modulus, E, continues to increase with
increasing concentration. Our study further indicates that
this point represents a transition from fracture dominated by
mechanical entanglement to a regime based on chain scission.
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SANSDrop: a continuous approach to
high-composition resolution structural
characterization of multicomponent formulations
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e have been developing microfluidic and millifluidic
approaches to characterize colloidal systems with the
goal of high resolution in composition [1, 2]; important
for characterizing a multicomponent formulation space and
for searching for behaviors that occur abruptly in composition
space. The use of droplet-based approaches results in small,
discrete samples prepared in series with small, but controllable,
variation in the composition between droplets. This approach
has the advantages of using smaller amounts of material,
limiting depletion to solid container walls, isolation of individual
samples from each other and continuous flow.
Figure 1 demonstrates the generation of a train of droplets of
varying composition in a continuous fluid. Here, the continuous
fluid is a nonpolar oil (mineral, fluorinated or silicon oil) while
the sample or droplet phase is an aqueous solution of varying
composition. Droplets are millimeters in cross-section, set by the
inner diameter of the tubing or capillary, and tens of millimeters
in length, set by the relative flow rates of the dispersed and
continuous phases. Overall flow rates are chosen so that the
velocity of the droplets is mm to cm per minute, providing
exposure times of minutes at a fixed point downstream. The
neutron beam is shaped using a 6.3 mm x 1 mm horizontal slit;
experiments were performed at a wavelength of 8 Å and sampleto-detector distances of 4.6 m. Scattering data are collected
in event mode. Intensity is collected in 5 s bins and reported
as neutron counts per bin.
Figure 2 shows results of a contrast variation experiment. In
this case, streams A and B are the same concentration of silica
nanoparticles (1.9 vol% Ludox HS-40) in D2O or H2O. The
scattering and transmission are shown on the left, beginning
with a region of steady flow (high H2O), continuing through the
gradient to another region of steady flow (high D2O). The red
points show plateaus from droplet scattering; the downward
spikes are from the continuous phase oil spacers. A red dashed
vertical line indicates the point of minimum scattering (the
contrast match point for the particles). The figure on the right
shows the comparison with macroscopic samples (5 discrete
samples). The droplet data have not been corrected so they do
not scale exactly, but the agreement is impressive demonstrating
the higher compositional resolution that can be achieved with
this technique. Note that this procedure exchanges resolution
in intensity (now low) for resolution in composition (now high).
A second feasibility study investigated the structure of an
electrostatically stabilized nanoparticle system with added
1
2
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FIGURE 1: Droplet based approach to formation of a concentration gradient.
Droplets produced in a glass capillary (25 cm long, 2 mm ID x 3 mm OD) providing
2 min of exposure time per droplet. Typical flow profiles for a linear gradient shown.
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FIGURE 2: Results of a contrast variation experiment. Feed streams contain 1.9 vol%
Ludox in heavy and light water. The contrast match point is found using scattered
intensity and composition determined from flow rate calculations and verified with
transmission. Results are compared to corrected data taken on five macroscopic
samples.

surfactant near a phase boundary. A large composition space
was mapped and searched for regions of increased scattering
from flocculation. These regions show significant structural peaks
consistent with previous work [3], demonstrating the ability of the
technique to quickly find regions of interest with limited sample
and a consistent search [2].
In this preliminary study, we demonstrate that droplet-based
continuous methods are compatible with SANS; intensity
resolution is sacrificed for composition resolution providing a
method to rapidly scan large regions of phase/structural behavior.
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In-situ ultrasound sample
environment for small
angle scattering studies
M E A S U R E M E N T

Y. Xi,1 D. S. Li,1,2 Y.-T. Lee,1 and L. D. Pozzo1

U

An example application comes from the sono-crystallization
of conjugated polymers, which is proposed to originate from
nucleation sites induced by ultrasound fields. Figure 2 shows
the effect of ultrasound on the polymer structures. Nanofibers
are generated after ultrasound application. A clear increase in
the intensity is observed from the SANS data at low-q range
(0.003 Å-1 < q < 0.01 Å-1), indicating the formation of nanofibers
after 2 h of ultrasound application. USAXS also characterizes a
lower q range (0.0001 Å-1 < q < 0.0006 Å-1) corresponding to
larger dimensions of the polymer structures. It is found that the
scattering intensity increases as quickly as 5 min after insonation
and the power law exponent decreases with extended sonication
time. The increase in intensity can be rationalized by the formation
of nucleation sites during sonication.
In summary, an in-situ ultrasound sample environment has been
designed to allow for structural characterization using X-ray and
neutron scattering experiments. With our newly developed sample
environment [4, 6], the effect of acoustic frequency, pressure, and
exposure time can be easily studied over a wide length scales from
0.1 nm to 1000 nm.
1
2

FIGURE 1: Schematic of the in-situ ultrasound sample environment.

A D V A N C E S

A schematic of the new sample cell is shown in Figure 1. The
sample is placed between two identical high intensity focused
ultrasound (HIFU) transducers that are alternated to avoid
sonophoresis depletion or enrichment of the sample due to the
acoustic radiation force. A polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) broad
range receiving transducer is placed orthogonal to the main
acoustic field to detect and record cavitation signals. The cavitation
probability reflects the likelihood that one acoustic pulse will result
in at least one cavitation event. This allows for sample monitoring
above and below cavitation thresholds. Transparent windows allow
monitoring of structural changes using neutron or X-ray scattering.

I N

ltrasound is an important technique that has been widely
utilized in various research fields, including biomedical
imaging, disease treatments, as well as food processing and
quality control [1-3]. In chemical laboratories, it also serves as a
routine procedure for cleaning, emulsification and resuspension
using sonication baths or ‘horn’ sonicators. [4]. More recently,
cavitation induced by ultrasound has also been used to promote
cystallization and chemical reactions [5, 6]. Yet, in many of these
applications, the underlying physical mechanisms that are at play
are not fully understood. In this work, a new sample environment
has been developed to enable in-situ scattering characterization of
structural evolution under well-characterized ultrasound fields.

FIGURE 2: USAXS and small angle neutron scattering profiles of 10 mg/ml P3HT
in DCB with various sonication time.
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Spectral Compton imaging of prompt γ rays
from neutron capture in bulk material

A D V A N C E S

I N

M E A S U R E M E N T

H. H. Chen-Mayer,1 D. J. Turkoglu,2 B. K. Riley,3
H. Chen,4 E. Draeger,5 and J. P. Polf4

T

he instrument for Prompt Gamma Activation Analysis
(PGAA) at NGD makes use of the characteristic gamma rays
emitted immediately following neutron capture events. The
spectral analysis of these prompt gamma rays, typically in the
0.1 MeV to 10 MeV energy range yields quantitative compositional
information of a bulk sample. However, this analysis currently lacks
position information. We explore a novel tomographic approach
to PGAA that is both quantitative and spatially resolved, based
on coincidence measurements of Compton-scattered gamma rays
in multi-detector arrays (Fig. 1a). The image reconstruction was
performed by CORE software [1] based on a modified Stochastic
Origin Ensemble technique to generate 3D images using selected
gamma emission lines, enabling elemental identification with
location information.
The PGAA instrument at NGD (Fig. 1b) [2] is equipped with a
high purity germanium (HPGe) gamma-ray spectrometer. For
this demonstration, a Compton camera (CC) was placed on
the opposite side of the sample chamber (Fig. 1b) at the same
detector-to-sample distance of 60 cm. The CC is based on
pixelated CdZnTe detector technology [3] with two 8-module
planes. Quantitative determination of H mass (proportional to the
counts of the H peak) was performed by incrementing the number
of wax disks placed in the neutron beam (1 to 6) and integrating
the intensity of the 2.2 MeV peak which is due to the neutron
absorption of H. In the Compton imaging mode, quantitative
assessment was made with CORE tomographic reconstructions
using an energy window around the 2.2 MeV emission line of
H. The central slices of the reconstructed volumes containing
the sample are shown in the inset of Fig. 1c. As expected, the
intensity increases with the number of wax disks.
The reconstructed image has a full width at half-maximum
of 5 mm with 1 mm resolution, in good agreement with the
disk size of 4 mm in diameter. While spatial resolution has not
yet been demonstrated experimentally with spatially discrete
distributions, simulations were conducted using the Monte Carlo
code GEANT4 to evaluate the feasibility. A stack of alternating
disks of Ti and H (in the form of water) of 2 cm in diameter
and 0.5 mm thick was placed perpendicularly to a set of two
detector planes made with CdZnTe material. Prompt gamma rays
produced by a beam of incident neutrons were tracked, and all
interactions inside these two planes are recorded. The 5.5 mm
spacing of the disks is fully resolvable, as are the individual H
1
2
3
4
5
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FIGURE 1: (a) Principle of Compton imaging with a two-stage pixelated detector:
Compton cones are generated by the energy and location of the scattered gamma
rays to determine the origin of the emission. (b) Top view of the NGD-PGAA
instrument, with simulated neutron (red) and partial gamma field (green-blue)
and detector locations shown. (c) Tomographically reconstructed images of the
wax disks (inset) and H peak intensity obtained from the images vs HPGe count
rate for the incremented number of wax disks. The uncertainty due to counting
statistics is less than 1%.

and Ti disks when each specific emission window is considered
separately for the reconstruction.
Gamma rays from neutron absorption in H were used to
demonstrate that quantitative 3D elemental imaging on a
length-scale of several mm is achievable. Monte Carlo simulations
were performed for a simple 4-plate stack of H and Ti, yielding
promising results. These studies will facilitate improvement of
the reconstruction process and provide ground work for a future
optimized design of a Compton camera for PGAA imaging [4].
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Precision counting of a cold neutron beam

The Alpha-Gamma device was originally conceived to address a
question in fundamental physics. A free neutron decays into a
proton, an electron, and an electron antineutrino with a lifetime
of 14.7 minutes. This lifetime can be predicted by the Standard
Model of Particle Physics; therefore, precise measurements of this
fundamental quantity can be used to test the Standard Model.
In our beam-based measurement of the neutron lifetime, decays
originating in a well-defined length of the beam are counted by
counting the decay protons while simultaneously measuring the
density of neutrons in that length of beam. The neutron lifetime is
proportional to the neutron density divided by the rate of production of protons. To measure the density of neutrons in the beam,
a flux monitor was constructed. In this device, a small fraction of

1
2
3
4
5

the neutron beam is absorbed by a thin lithium-6 deposit leading
to a measurable response for each neutron that is proportional to
one over its velocity (the overall response is therefore proportional
to neutron density). In 2012 the Alpha-Gamma device was used
to recalibrate the flux monitor thereby allowing us to re-evaluate
the lifetime and reduce its uncertainty [3]. The relative uncertainty
achieved in that calibration was 0.07 %, which is about 50 times
smaller than the state of the art.

I N

In the U.S., the neutron standard is a spherically shaped
radioactive source of neutrons called NBS-1 that is comprised
of a small sealed capsule containing one gram of radium (RaBr2)
surrounded by a shell of beryllium 4 cm in diameter. The radium
gives this source its 1600-year half-life, the sealed capsule insures
that only gamma-rays escape the radium to enter the beryllium
(alpha particles cannot penetrate the seal), and the beryllium
converts a fraction of these gamma-rays into neutrons. This
source emits about one million neutrons per second having
energies ranging from 0 MeV to about 0.7 MeV. A device
called a manganese bath (Mn bath) is used to compare the
neutron emission rate of NBS-1 with other radioactive neutron
sources [2]. If the neutron emission rate of NBS-1 is known (it
is currently known to 0.85 % relative uncertainty), then the
comparison provides the emission rate of the unknown source.

FIGURE 1: The experimental setup for calibrating the Mn bath on beam line
NG-6M. In the first step, the Alpha-Gamma device calibrates the flux monitor;
in the second step the Alpha-Gamma device is operated in pass-through mode,
the calibrated beam passes into the bath, and its response is registered.

A D V A N C E S

T

he Neutron Physics Group operates the Alpha-Gamma
device on the monochromatic beam line NG-6M at the
NCNR. It is a neutron detector that is designed to count the
number of cold neutrons impinging on a thick boron target with
sub-0.1 % relative uncertainty [1]. In the U.S., the NIST Radiation
Physics Division is responsible for maintaining calibrated standards
for each of the common forms of ionizing radiation. Whether it
be neutrons, photons, electrons, or alpha particles, the ability to
quantify the number of ionizing particles passing a point in space
per unit time (flux) is an essential function in radiation physics.

M E A S U R E M E N T

M. S. Dewey,1 E. S. Anderson,2 D. M. Gilliam,1 G. L. Greene,3,4 A. B. Laptev,5
J. S. Nico,1 W. M. Snow,2 and A. T. Yue1

The calibrated flux monitor will be used to monitor and measure
the flux of a neutron beam injected into a small portable Mn bath
(see Fig. 1). This will serve to calibrate the bath. The calibrated
bath will then be used to re-calibrate the national neutron standard NBS-1. The goal of the project is to reduce the uncertainty
in NBS-1’s emission rate by a factor of three. This technique for
re-calibration does not rely on knowledge of any nuclear cross
section. It is based solely upon the counting of ionizing particles
with standard particle detectors. To our knowledge, this capability
is unique in the world.
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Peering inside heterogeneous pore
surfaces with neutrons

A D V A N C E S

I N

M E A S U R E M E N T

W.-S. Chiang,1,2,3 D. Georgi,1 T. Yildirim,2 J.-H. Chen,1 and Y. Liu2,3

S

urface heterogeneity is the variation of the structural
or compositional properties on the surface and can
significantly influence material properties. Although
surface heterogeneity is ubiquitous in both natural and
man-made materials, non-invasively probing it in bulk
heterogeneous materials is still very challenging using existing
techniques. Many techniques require flat and smooth surface
and involve destructively pre-processing samples. It is especially
difficult to probe the variation of compositional properties
of the curved surface of pores that are deeply buried inside
heterogeneous porous materials. A new scattering method,
the Generalized Porod’s Scattering Law Method (GPSLM) [1],
has recently been developed to obtain quantitative information
on the variation of the surface properties of porous materials
by combining the well-known Porod’s scattering law with the
contrast variation method that is commonly used in smallangle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments. GPSLM can be
directly applied to bulk materials without destructive sample
preparation procedures providing an ensemble average of
the surface properties of all pore surfaces within a sample. In
particular, it gives the surface heterogeneity of the scattering
length density (SLD), which is only related to the density
and molecular formula of the components on the surfaces.
GPSLM also shows that the average SLD obtained by the
contrast variation method in the Porod’s scattering region is
the surface averaged SLD instead of the volume averaged SLD.
This model-independent method requires no assumption of
the size, shape, polydispersity, etc. for the pores.
We have applied GPSLM to kerogens isolated from natural
shale rocks with different maturity [1]. Kerogens are the organic
components of shale rocks whose pores are believed to be the
main location of shale gas. It is important to know the variation
of the pore surface in kerogens since it potentially influences
the distribution of natural gas in shales. Figure 1(a) shows the
typical image of Focused Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscope
(FIB-SEM) for kerogen and Figure 1(b) demonstrates the 2D cross
section of heterogeneous porous materials, where solid matrices
with different SLDs are drawn in different colors and the pores
in between the solid matrices can be filled with fluid having an
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FIGURE 1: (a) FIB-SEM image of typical kerogen sample, (b) illustration of the
2D cross-section of a heterogeneous porous material, (c) the surface-averaged
SLD, ρA vs. H/C ratio and (d) and the surface heterogeneity, ∆H vs. H/C for three
kerogen samples with different maturity.

SLD of ρf . Changing ρf alters the contrast between the pores and
the matrices and can be achieved by loading gas with different
pressures or mixing hydrogenated and deuterated solvents with
different ratios. With GPSLM, the surface-averaged SLD (ρA),
the second moment of SLD (ρ2M 2), the mean square deviation
of surface SLD from ρA, i.e., the surface heterogeneity parameter
(∆H 2), and the surface to volume ratio (S/V) are quantitatively
extracted for heterogeneous kerogen samples. Figure 1(c)
and Figure 1(d) plot ρA and ∆H 2, respectively, as a function of
hydrogen/carbon (H/C) ratio. The H/C ratio is determined from
Prompt Gamma-Ray Activation Analysis (PGAA) and it decreases
with increasing maturity of the kerogens. Figure 1(c) shows that
ρf decreases with H/C while ∆H2 increases with H/C. This is the
first time that the surface heterogeneity of kerogens has been
quantitatively determined.
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Measurement of applied stress during
shear deformation
M E A S U R E M E N T

T. Gnäupel-Herold and J. Milner

T

The device allows a great level of control over the orientation of
principal axes through suitable magnitudes of vertical compression or tension superimposed to shear modes. One such application is the deformation with large magnitudes of shear strain.
Such deformation modes exhibit significant changes in the orientation of the principal axes of both stress and strain. However,
while the orientation of the principal strain axes is easily available
from DIC virtually no data exist yet on the orientation of the
principal stress axis system. The measurement of this orientation
dependence requires both the rotation capability of the shear
device and the spatial resolving power of neutron diffraction.

FIGURE 1: Generalized shear device dedicated for neutron diffraction allowing
both general shear (horizontal actuation) and uniaxial deformation (vertical) as
well as any combination of both. The rotational degree of freedom allows determination of the planar stress tensor as well as tracking of rotation of principal axes.

A D V A N C E S

DIC inherently captures the tensor character of strain, however,
the determination of the stress tensor with neutron diffraction
needs multiple specimen orientations, and all of this must be
done while continuously deforming specimens made from some
of the highest strength steels available. For this purpose, we
have developed a device specifically for deployment on the BT-8
diffractometer that combines a rotational degree of freedom
with two 40 kN actuators capable of any combination of uniaxial
deformation (tension and compression) with shear deformation
(Figure 1). Note that the ability to rotate the specimen during
deformation is only useful in connection with the use of
diffraction for stress determination. The angular range of rotation
(135°) is both sufficient and necessary to uniquely identify the
orientation of the principal stresses in all possible deformation
modes. Examples for deformation modes important to the
understanding of sheet metal forming are shown in Figure 2.

I N

he optimization of sheet metal forming processes depends
to a large degree on better materials data on stress and
strain during multiaxial straining. However, the strain
response to multi-axial stresses is generally not homogeneous [1],
i.e., standard test methods that rely on sample averages cannot
be used. Additionally, non-homogeneous deformation invariably
induces residual stresses in the sample. These limitations can
be overcome if regions with quasi-homogeneous strains can
be identified and used for measurements of both stress and
strain. Such data can be obtained from neutron diffraction
measurements for stress determination in combination with
digital image correlation (DIC) for the simultaneous measurement
of plastic strain. There is also an important commonality between
the two methods – both provide the spatial resolution necessary
for the selection of a quasi-homogeneous measurement area.
The combination of the two allows for the determination of
the multiaxial yield function for a given straining mode.

FIGURE 2: Deformations modes (top) with their respective von Mises strain
maps (bottom) obtained by digital image correlation. Neutron exposed areas
for stress measurements are indicated by the black circles (≈ 6 mm diameter).
All multiaxial modes show pronounced inhomogeneity due to edge effects as
indicated by large color gradients.
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N E U T R O N

S O U R C E

O P E R A T I O N S

Neutron Source Operations

Reliability and Availability of the Reactor
The reactor operated for 182 days during FY 2018, achieving
a reliability of 97.5 %. There were three unplanned shutdowns
which resulted in 3.5 days lost, two days due to instrumentation
failures for the cold source and one day due to a spurious
instrument scram. Some of the lost time was made up by
extending the reactor cycles.

New Underwater Saw for Shim Arms and Fuel
During FY 2018 Reactor Operations took delivery of a new
underwater saw assembly. The new assembly is designed such
that it can be permanently stationed in the fuel storage pool.
The old assembly could not be permanently stored in the pool
because the materials could not withstand exposure to water
for longer than a couple of weeks. The function of the assembly
is to remove the heads for used-up shim arms and separate

FIGURE 1: Fuel saw assembly with Scott Slaughter looking on. The chip
management system is on the left front side.
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the fueled regions from the non-fueled regions of spent fuel
elements prior to shipment. Using the new assembly, we will be
able to accomplish this task with considerably less effort. Key
in the design effort was the establishment of proper saw-chip
management, with the aim to keep the storage pool as clean
as possible. The new assembly has been successfully tested with
dummy fuel elements and will be used during the next spent
fuel shipment.

Monitoring of Reactor Heavy Water
The NBSR’s heavy water, D2O, which serves as both the primary
coolant and neutron moderator, has historically been replaced
when its tritium concentration exceeds 2 Ci/L. This has occurred
approximately every ten years. The reason for replacing the D2O is
a regulatory limit stating that the tritium concentration should not
exceed 5 Ci/L.

FIGURE 2: Fuel saw assembly submerged in test tank, which was designed
to mimic the storage pool. Scott Slaughter is handling a dummy fuel element.

A major milestone in the liquid deuterium cold source project
was achieved in September 2017 with the commissioning of
the new cryogenic helium refrigerator. The bankruptcy of the
manufacturer delayed this accomplishment by about three years,
as it fell upon the NCNR to gather the major components from
various subcontractors and complete the installation. The final
step was the installation and startup of the turbine ex pander.
The new refrigerator has been operating since January cooling
the existing liquid hydrogen cold sources. This larger refrigerator
is needed in anticipation of the larger cooling requirements of
the future LD2 source.

O P E R A T I O N S

Cryogenic Refrigerator

S O U R C E

Since the most recent replacement of the primary D2O in
October 2004, the tritium concentration has been measured at
least once per year by Health Physics. Figure 3 shows measured
tritium concentrations as well as non-linear regression analysis
that projects the concentration until the year 2055. Although
strategies were explored for reducing the tritium concentration
without replacing the entire primary inventory, the projection of
the concentration asymptotically approaches a value (4.65 Ci/L)
that is lower than the 5 Ci/L limit. Additionally, analyses indicate
that year-to-year values of personnel doses from tritium and
effluent stack release of tritium are dependent on the nature of
maintenance work rather than being correlated with the tritium
concentration. For these reasons, the decision was made to
delay – and possibly forego – the replacement of the ≈ 45,600 L
of D2O, saving a multi-million-dollar expense while reducing
possible exposure risks.

cycle length: The reactivity of the NBSR is maximized with 100 %
D2O, while a degradation in purity to a mass fraction of 99.9 %
results in reduction in reactivity that is equivalent to ≈ 2 days of
operation. Because ingress of light water would make the NBSR
inoperable below a mass fraction of 97.0 % D2O due to lost
reactivity, a positive pressure differential is maintained from the
primary side to the secondary side of the main heat exchangers to
prevent a light water leak into the primary D2O. Although slowed
by Helium cover gas, deuterium exchange with hydrogen in moist
air could result in a very slow degradation in purity and reactivity.
A recent recalibration of the densitometer is part of a new effort
being made to monitor the long-term trend of the reactor D2O
purity. The purity of the primary D2O was recently measured to
be a mass fraction of 99.826 %.

N E U T R O N

FIGURE 3: Tritium
concentrations
versus year.

The D2O purity, or mass fraction D2O, is another important factor
to consider when assessing the “health” of the reactor D2O. The
D2O purity affects reactivity, the determining factor for the NBSR

FIGURE 4: Danyal Turkoglu of Reactor Operations and Engineering prepares to
begin a high precision density measurement using a U-Tube-Oscillation type
densitometer. This instrument is located in the scientific laboratories of the NCNR.
It was used to cross calibrate the instrument in use by Reactor Operations with
the help of Liz Kelley of the Neutron Condensed Matter Science Group.

FIGURE 5: The new cold source refrigerator, located in C200.
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O P E R A T I O N S

Upgrade to Conventional Reactor Systems
Of all the work that was performed during the Fall 2017 reactor
shutdown, two projects stood out has having been prepared for
many years prior to fruition. These are the replacement of the
primary cooling pump system and the replacement of the shim
arm drive mechanism. Both projects were completed on schedule.
Because of the work areas, these projects had the potential to
be major drivers of the total radiological dose to the personnel
involved in the work. Due to careful work planning, the total
radiological dose remained below prediction. Below are two
pictures of the completed assemblies.

N E U T R O N

S O U R C E

Conceptual designs for the LD2 cryostat, condenser enclosure,
transfer lines and support plug are complete. A pair (one spare)
of 6 kW plate-and-fin type deuterium condensers have been
delivered, tested and mounted inside their vacuum and helium
containments. The deuterium gas management system (16 m3
ballast tank and deuterium charging manifold) was installed in
2014. A contract for Phase 1 (engineering design/analysis of
vessel prototypes) of the fabrication of the cryostat assembly
was awarded in 2017, and Phase 2 (test prototypes, final design
and fabrication) will commence this summer. The target date for
installation is 2022.

FIGURE 6: Shim arm mechanism positioned in place. The mechanism is reproducibly attached (with pinned connections) against a tooling plate that is welded
to the biological shield. Skip welds in the left foreground and the back plane
perform the permanent connection of the tooling plate to the biological shield.
This construction will make it far easier to reconstruct the assembly in case
of repair, because all hardware is permanently oriented against a reproducible
datum. All necessary mechanical degrees of freedom have been fixed this way.

FIGURE 7: New primary cooling pump assemblies. The new pumps are physically
larger than the old pumps and as a result run cold to the touch, while the old
pumps operated at ≈ 45 °C. What appear to be stainless-steel spool pieces
(with the lifting lugs) are in fact the new nozzle check valves, which operate on
flow (or lack thereof) alone as opposed to the old check valves, which operated
on external air pressure.
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VSANS on NG-3
The VSANS instrument has been commissioned and scientific
experiments are now routinely completed. Over the last year a
number of additional components were installed and tested. In
May, the rear detector having high spatial resolution (0.9 mm
fwhm) was installed. The detector uses a neutron scintillator
with an intensifier and a Peltier-cooled CCD camera. Test
measurements indicate the camera background is much higher
than expected and dominates the weaker scattering from our
test samples. A median filter applied to the 2D images is found
to remove much of the intensifier background without distortion.
Further testing of operating conditions are planned to attempt
to further lower the observed background and thus extend the
usable range of the detector.
The multi-hole collimators and MgF2 lenses and prisms for the
18 converging beam collimation system were installed and

aligned. Testing showed that the parasitic background from the
new focusing optics is quite low and comparable to that seen
with standard circular pinholes. The two-bounce highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) monochromator was installed and found
to produce a beam with wavelength resolution of 1 % fwhm,
much higher wavelength resolution than what is available on the
other SANS instruments at the NCNR. Three-inch-thick steel roofs
and walls were installed around the vacuum vessel containing the
beam collimation optics to lower the gamma ray background thus
allowing the high flux/ low wavelength resolution “white beam”
option of 40 % fwhm to be used. The radio frequency neutron
spin flipper was installed and thus allows full beam polarization
analysis experiments. Other neutron shielding modifications in the
optics sections have been added to lower instrument background,
which is now similar to that found on the other SANS instruments.
The data reduction software is operational, allowing processing
of Nexus data files containing all nine 2D detector histograms.
The software can also process data taken in event mode where
individual neutrons are time and location stamped.

F A C I L I T Y

Installations and Upgrades

D E V E L O P M E N T

Facility Development

Currently, most VSANS experiments are run in a mode where
the front and middle detector carriages are positioned to cover a
single q-range much larger than what can be routinely accessed
on the 30 m SANS instruments. In situ measurements of sample
kinetics are now routine. White beam or HOPG wavelength
selection options are routinely chosen to produce either higher
beam flux or higher q-resolution than is available on the other
SANS instruments.

CANDOR

FIGURE 1: A back view of the housing for the high-resolution detector being
installed on VSANS.

There has been exciting progress toward the completion of the
CANDOR instrument on NG-1 with the design, installation, and
testing of several major assemblies. The primary instrument
is essentially complete. This includes all of the components
necessary for beam polarization including a 2 m long double
V polarizer and an RF flipper. Another highlight is that the
sample stage is fully operational, providing a highly accurate
rotating base for the 4 m long detector arm. The sample
stage also hosts a unique twin chain solution for compact
cable management. The detector arm floor was poured and
covered with anodized aluminum plates and the detector arm
itself is installed and rotates smoothly around 150 degrees.
Some of the assemblies have been installed on the detector
arm including a 600 mm long removable diverging glass guide
that can be replaced with a neutron spin filter to provide
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polarization during analysis. A 2.5 m long stationary
diverging guide has also been installed. Both the removable
and stationary diverging guides are encased in stainless-steel
shielding. The data acquisition system NICE is functional and
has begun testing. In the coming months, the prototype
detector will be installed and tested before the final shielding
is installed making CANDOR ready for its first neutrons.
Over this past year significant effort has been expended towards
the simulation, design, and fabrication of a cryogenic detector
for the CANDOR spectrometer. The energy analyzing HOPG
crystals are to be cooled to ≈ 4K, largely eliminating the constant
background in the detectors arising from thermal diffuse
scattering. The scintillator-based neutron detectors will reside in
a dry gas volume at constant, but non-cryogenic temperatures.
Simulations guided the design of the cryogenic portions of
a two-array prototype detector, which are expected to be
assembled and tested in Q4 2018.
Development of the balance of the detector continues with
contacts in place and in-house work to support the construction
of both the two-array prototype and eighteen-array full detector.
A single CANDOR detector array consists of 54 highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite crystals set at different takeoff angles to
diffract neutrons into 6LiF:ZnS(Ag) neutron counters. The
scintillator manufacturer has produced many small production

FIGURE 3: Danny Ogg (L) and Doug Ogg (R) installing part of the detector arm
at CANDOR.

runs of the 1.5 mm-thick neutron counters, which now
consistently demonstrate > 93 % sensitivity for 3.27 meV (5 Å)
neutrons. Front end electronics, including silicon photomultiplier
carrier boards, preamps, lightbox passthroughs, and associated
cabling have been designed and built to support the two-array
prototype. The data acquisition electronics, high speed digitizers
with field programmable gate arrays configured to process
incoming waveforms with a pulse shape discrimination algorithm,
have been procured and are undergoing testing and integration
into the instrument control software.

Electronics Updates
Over the course of 2018, the RFO electronics group has pursued
upgrades to the air pad control system and double focusing
monochromator (DFM) for the BT-7 triple axis spectrometer. The
changes to the air pad controls enhanced stability and reliability.
The new DFM controls are now based on the facility standard
“VIPER” motor controls and demonstrate a speed up over the
previous controls by nearly a factor of ten, dramatically reducing
the time required for variable incident energy scans. A similar
upgrade is planned for the MACS spectrometer in 2019.

Helium Spin Filters

FIGURE 2: Cross section view of the cryogenically cooled energy analyzing
detector for CANDOR. Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite crystals are cooled to
4K. The ultrathin neutron detectors, residing in pockets alongside the HOPG
arrays, are in a dry gas at non-cryogenic temperatures along with the front-end
electronics for the detector.
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The 3He team has two primary missions, (i) development of new
polarized neutron measurement capabilities including CANDOR
(Chromatic Analysis Neutron Diffractometer or Reflectometer)
and NSE (Neutron Spin Echo) instruments; (ii) service of the
polarized neutron scattering experiments on NCNR instruments
including the BT-7 thermal triple axis spectrometer, the smallangle neutron scattering instruments (SANS), the Multi-Axis
Crystal Spectrometer (MACS), and Polarized 3He And Detector
Experiment Station (PHADES). It is notable that the NCNR runs
the first SANS program in the U.S. that routinely operates with
full polarization analysis, the first thermal triple axis spectrometer
that routinely utilizes 3He spin filters for polarization analysis,
and MACS provides the highest polarized cold neutron flux with
the largest scattering coverage for polarization analysis. During

D E V E L O P M E N T
the past year, the NCNR’s spin filter program serviced 24 user
experiments, for a total of 79 days of beam time, 191 bar-liters
of polarized 3He gas, and 140 polarized 3He cells.

can be studied using IMNSE. A very compact 3He polarizer and
analyzer are being developed to fit into the limited space near the
sample on NSE, and several 3He NSE cells are being fabricated.

For MACS, our focus has been on deploying infrastructure toward
a routine, high flux wide angle polarization analysis capability and
on expanding the capability to a wider incident energy range.
Collaboration with the Sample Environment team has led to the
development of a new cryostat dedicated for polarized MACS
beam experiments that makes use of the horseshoe cell developed
earlier for improvement of polarized neutronic performance and
reliable operation.

For BT-7, the 3He team has developed a new 3He polarizer that
has yielded an improvement of the relaxation time of the 3He
polarization by a factor of 2.5. This has allowed polarized beam
experiments on BT-7 to operate for 2 days without swapping the
cells and a significant improvement in the time-averaged neutron
polarization and transmission for user experiments. The University
of Maryland and the 3He team at the NCNR have made substantial
progress in developing a compact CRYOPAD device for studies of
complex magnetic structures and excitations.

For CANDOR, the 3He team has designed and optimized a
magnetically shielded solenoid to maintain the 3He polarization
on CANDOR. A nuclear magnetic resonance system is seamlessly
integrated into CANDOR’s data acquisition systems for all polarized beam experiments. A radio-frequency flipper was modeled,
designed, and characterized to provide a large cross-sectional
incident beam on CANDOR with one of the highest flipping efficiencies (better than 99.9 %).
For NSE, the 3He team is exploring a new measurement capability,
intensity modulated neutron spin echo (IMNSE) spectroscopy.
IMNSE was demonstrated for applications in magnetic samples at
ILL approximately 30 years ago, but never for soft matter applications. In a standard NSE setup, spectrometers are unable to
separate coherent and spin incoherent nuclear scattering. IMNSE
allows the separation of these NSE signals. Collective dynamics
and single particle dynamics for chain-chain correlations in lipids,
diffusion of gases within porous materials, and dynamics at the
pre-peak of glass-forming liquids are some of the science that

F A C I L I T Y

FIGURE 4: The 3He team and SURF student Hannah Burrall are testing a new polarizer for the intensity modulated neutron spin echo spectroscopy. In the picture
Hannah is holding the compact 3He polarizer that is inserted into the vacuum tube.

Data Acquisition Software
The New Instrument Control Environment (NICE) is a Java-based
data acquisition package that incorporates a highly versatile
scripting capability to enable end user adaptations to be coded
under all the major scientific programming languages. This year,
much of the effort has focused on the two instruments in development, VSANS and CANDOR. NICE is currently operating the
VSANS instrument full time, including external user experiments.
The user interface has been streamlined to better support VSANS
specific functionality. Support has been added for the high-resolution detector, and Nexus-compliant VSANS files are written and
can be reduced and analyzed by the Igor-based data reduction
software. In addition, event mode data can be collected and
reduced as planned.
For CANDOR, nearly all of the NICE module has been written.
NICE is able to operate all of the instrument that has currently
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been installed. Components that are in the process of installation
are currently simulated and can be controlled as if they were
present.

58

New features have been added to NICE to improve upon how
the users can interact with instruments. A “trajectory wizard”
is now available and in use on all reflectometers, including
CANDOR. The wizard is a new system for setting up generalized
reflectometry experiments where a user can create an entire
series of measurements by entering a few pieces of information
about their sample and the type of measurement they wish
to perform. Also, a custom commands GUI feature has been
added that makes command line features available visually in
an interface which is customizable by instrument scientists.
This allows new users to quickly use advanced features in NICE.

Data Analysis Software
Funded jointly by the NSF and EPSRC, the CCP-SAS project is
focused on developing an easy-to-use open-source modeling
package that enables users to generate physically accurate
atomistic models, calculate scattering profiles and compare
results to experimental scattering data sets in a single
web-based software suite. SASSIE-web is available to the
international scattering community. Workshop and training
sessions at scattering centers and scientific meetings have
expanded outreach and impact. SASSIE-web instances have
been implemented on several domestic and international
high-performance supercomputing centers. To date, over
forty-eight manuscripts using our software products on a
variety of structural biology and soft-matter problems have
been published. With over six hundred registered users, the
goals of the next year are to extend and enhance the user
experience and work on providing stand-alone versions of
the software.

NIST CENTER FOR NEUTRON RESEARCH

FIGURE 5: The integrated polarized MACS setup with the newly developed
dedicated cryostat is being tested for safe and reliable operation and performance
evaluation on MACS.

The current BTAC members are:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pinar Akcora (Stevens Institute of Technology)
Andrew Allen (NIST Materials Measurement Division)
Jeffrey Allen (Michigan Technological University)

Steven May (Drexel University)
Martin Mourigal (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Lilo Pozzo (University of Washington)

Partnerships
The NCNR may form partnerships with other institutions to
fund the development and operation of selected instruments.
Partnerships are negotiated for a fixed period and may be
renewed if there is mutual interest and a continued need.
These partnerships have proven to be an important and
effective way to expand the research community’s access
to NCNR capabilities.

Collaboration with NIST
Some time on all instruments is available to NIST staff in
support of our mission. This time is used to work on NIST
research needs, instrument development, and promoting
the widespread use of neutron measurements in important
research areas, particularly by new users. As a result of these
objectives, a significant fraction of the time available to NIST
staff is used collaboratively by external users, who often take
the lead in the research. Access through such collaborations
is managed through written beam time requests. In contrast
to proposals, beam time requests are reviewed and approved
internally by NCNR staff. We encourage users interested in
exploring collaborative research opportunities to contact
an appropriate NCNR staff member.

Collin Broholm (The Johns Hopkins University)
Leslie Butler (Louisiana State University)

Research Participation and Productivity

Mark Dadmun (University of Tennessee)

The NCNR continued its strong record of serving the U.S.
research community this year. Over the 2018 reporting year,
the NCNR served 2742 researchers. (Research participants
include users who come to the NCNR to use the facility
as well as active collaborators, including co-proposers of
approved experiments, and co-authors of publications
resulting from work performed at the NCNR.)

Thomas Epps (University of Delaware)
Kushol Gupta (University of Pennsylvania)
Hubert King (ExxonMobil)
Valery Kiryukhin (Rutgers University)
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Raul Lobo (University of Delaware)

A N D

Jennifer Lee (National Institutes of Health)

S C I E N C E

Most of the beam time on NCNR instruments is made available
through a competitive, peer-review CHRNS proposal process.
The NCNR issues calls for proposals approximately twice a
year. Proposals are reviewed at several different levels. First,
expert external referees evaluate each proposal on merit and
provide us with written comments and ratings. This is a very
thorough process where several different referees review each
proposal. Second, the proposals are evaluated on technical
feasibility and safety by NCNR staff. Third, we convene our
Beam Time Allocation Committee (BTAC) to assess the reviews
and to allocate the available instrument time. Using the
results of the external peer review and their own judgment,
the BTAC makes recommendations to the NCNR Director
on the amount of beam time to allocate to each approved
experiment. Approved experiments are scheduled by NCNR
staff members in consultation with the experimenters.

Ramanan Krishnamoorti (University of Houston)

T H E

Proposal System

•
•
•
•
•
•

S E R V I N G

T

he mission of the NIST Center for Neutron Research
is to assure the availability of neutron measurement
capabilities to meet the needs of U.S. researchers from
industry, academia and other U.S. government agencies.
To carry out this mission, the NCNR uses several different
mechanisms to work with participants from outside NIST,
including a competitive proposal process, instrument
partnerships, and collaborative research with NIST.

C O M M U N I T Y

Serving the Science and Technology Community
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FIGURE 1: Research participants at the NCNR from 1986 - 2018.

2018 NCNR Proposal Program
In response to the last two calls for proposals for instrument
time, we received 817 proposals, of which 373 were approved
and received beam time. The following table shows the statistics
for several instrument classes. The oversubscription, i.e., the
ratio of days requested on all proposals to the days available,
was 2.5 on average.

Instrument class
SANS and USANS

Proposals
322

Days
requested
1111

Days
allocated
421

Reflectometers

114

819

316

Spectrometers

324

2184

796

33

91

66

Diffraction
Imaging
Total

24

130

102

817

4335

1701

Users Group
The NCNR Users Group (NUG) provides an independent forum
for all facility users to raise issues to NCNR management, working
through its executive officers to carry out this function. The
members of the NUG Executive Committee for 2018 are Megan
Robertson (University of Houston), Michael Crawford (University
of Delaware), Julie Hipp (University of Delaware, student/postdoc
member), Carlos López-Barrón (ExxonMobil), Dmitry Reznik
(University of Colorado), Rafael Verduzco (Rice University),
and Igor Zaliznyak (Brookhaven National Laboratory).
Beginning this year, the NUG now regularly solicits user feedback
via an email survey form that is sent to users approximately one
week after the completion of their experiment. Issues identified
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by the NUG executive committee are regularly discussed with the
NCNR and CHRNS management teams with a focus on resolving
those requiring immediate action. The NUG also conducted
a comprehensive user survey in the fall of 2015. There were
more than 450 responses the majority of whom are CHRNS
users. Overall the results, which are posted on the NUG website
(www.indiana.edu/~lens/nug/nug.php), showed improvement
relative to those from 2011 in 5 of the 6 general categories.
Working closely with NUG, the NCNR and CHRNS management
teams developed a comprehensive response/action plan designed
to make the user experience more productive and enjoyable (Refer
to ncnr.nist.gov/news/Response_to_survey_FINAL_19jul2016.pdf).

Panel of Assessment
The major organizational components of NIST are evaluated
annually for quality and effectiveness by the National Research
Council (NRC), the principal operating agency of both the
National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy
of Engineering. A panel appointed by the NRC convened at
the NCNR on July 10-12, 2018. The panel members included
Tom C. Lubensky (University of Pennsylvania, chair), Simon
Billinge (Columbia University), Susan Coppersmith (University
of Wisconsin, Madison), Aaron Eberle (ExxonMobil Chemical
Company), Paul Fleury (Yale University), Dale Klein (University
of Texas), Tonya Kuhl (University of California, Davis), Peter
Moore (Yale University) and Thomas Russell (University of
Massachusetts, Amherst). Their findings are summarized in
a report published in December 2018. The report entitled
“An Assessment of the National Institute of Standards and
Technology Center for Neutron Research: Fiscal Year 2018” is
available at https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25282/an-assessmentof-the-center-for-neutron-research-at-the-national-institute-ofstandards-and-technology. A new panel is expected to convene
at the NCNR in 2021.

Interagency Collaborations

A consortium that includes NIST, the ExxonMobil Research
and Engineering Company, and the Industrial Partnership for
Research in Interfacial and Materials Engineering (IPRIME) led by
the University of Minnesota, operates, maintains, and conducts
research at the 30m SANS instrument located on NG-7. Twentyfive percent of the beam time on this instrument is allocated to the
general scientific community through the NCNR’s proposal system.
Consortium members conduct independent research programs
primarily in the area of large-scale structure in soft matter. For
example, ExxonMobil has used this instrument to deepen their
understanding of the underlying nature of ExxonMobil’s products
and processes, especially in the fields of polymers, complex fluids,
and petroleum mixtures.

The Smithsonian Institution’s Nuclear Laboratory for Archaeological
Research is part of the Anthropology Department at the National
Museum of Natural History. It has had a longstanding and
productive partnership with the NCNR, during which time it
has chemically analyzed over 43,100 archaeological artifacts
by Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA), drawing
extensively on the collections of the Smithsonian, as well as on
those of many other institutions in this country and abroad.
Such chemical analyses provide a means of linking these diverse
collections together in order to study continuity and change
involved in the production of ceramic and other artifacts.

T H E

Formed in August 2012, the nSoft Consortium allows member
companies to participate with NIST in the development of
advanced measurements of materials and manufacturing
processes and develop their own expertise in state-of-the-art
measurement technologies to include in their analytical research
programs. nSoft develops new neutron-based measurement
science for manufacturers of soft materials including plastics,
composites, protein solutions, surfactants, and colloidal fluids.
Members receive access to leading expertise and training
support in neutron technology and soft materials science at
NIST. Contact: Ron Jones, nSoft Director, rljones@nist.gov,
301-975-4624.

S E R V I N G

The nSoft Consortium

The Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA), maintains laboratory facilities at the
NCNR providing agency-wide analytical support for food safety
and food defense programs. Neutron activation and low-level
gamma-ray detection techniques yield multi-element and
radiological information about foods and related materials and
provide a metrological foundation for FDA’s field investigations
and for radiological emergency response planning.

C O M M U N I T Y

NG-7 SANS Consortium

T E C H N O L O G Y

Partnerships for Specific Instruments

An ongoing partnership and collaboration between General
Motors and NIST, which also includes Honda Motors through GM’s
partnership with Honda, continues to yield exciting results using
neutron imaging. Neutron imaging has been employed to visualize
the operation of fuel cells for automotive vehicle applications.
Neutron imaging is an ideal method for visualizing hydrogen,
the fuel of electric vehicle engines. These unique, fundamental
measurements provide valuable material characterizations that will
help improve the performance, increase the reliability, and reduce
the time to market introduction of the next generation electric car
engines. 25 % of the time on the BT-2 Neutron Imaging Facility
is made available to the general scientific community through
peer-reviewed proposals.

A N D

CHRNS is a national user facility that is jointly funded by the
National Science Foundation and the NCNR. Its primary goal
is to maximize access to state-of-the-art neutron scattering
instrumentation for the research community. It currently operates
six neutron scattering instruments at the NCNR, enabling users
from around the nation to observe dynamical phenomena
involving energies from ≈ 30 neV to ≈ 10 meV, and to obtain
structural information on length scales from ≈ 1 nm to ≈ 10 µm.
A more detailed account of CHRNS activities may be found on
p. 62 of this report.

NIST / General Motors – Neutron Imaging

S C I E N C E

The Center for High Resolution Neutron
Scattering (CHRNS)
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T

he Center for High Resolution Neutron Scattering is a
national user facility that is jointly funded by the National
Science Foundation through its Division of Materials Research
(grant number DMR-1508249) and by NIST. The CHRNS agreement
was renewed for five years beginning on September 1, 2015. The
primary purpose of this partnership is to maximize access for the
scientific community to transformative neutron scattering instrumentation. The core mission of CHRNS is fourfold: (i) to develop
and operate neutron scattering instrumentation, with broad
application in materials research, for use by the general scientific community; (ii) to promote the effective use of the CHRNS
instruments by having an identifiable staff whose primary function
is to assist users; (iii) to conduct research that advances the
capabilities and utilization of CHRNS facilities; and (iv) to contribute to the development of human resources through educational
and outreach efforts. The scientific community provides essential
input for new directions for CHRNS through a variety of mechanisms including post-experiment feedback and user surveys, the
most recent of which was administered by the NCNR User Group
(NUG) in the fall of 2015. The NUG Executive Committee also led
a discussion for neutron users at the recent American Conference
on Neutron Scattering (ACNS) held on June 24-28, 2018 in
College Park, MD. A 2 ½ minute video, Getting Great Data with
CHRNS, highlights and summarizes CHRNS’ focus on advancing
neutron scattering measurement capabilities and its prominent
role in expanding, educating, and diversifying the community of
researchers who use neutron methods. View the video on the
NCNR website at https://www.ncnr.nist.gov/staff/dimeo/CHRNS_
Animation_Final.mp4.

Scattering Instruments
The portfolio of instruments supported by CHRNS continues
to evolve to ensure that the scientific capabilities exceed or
are comparable to the best worldwide. Combined, CHRNS
instruments can provide structural information on a length scale
of ≈ 1 nm to ≈ 10 µm, and dynamical information on energy
scales from ≈ 30 neV to ≈ 10 meV. During FY 2018 CHRNS
continued to support operation of the High Flux Backscattering
Spectrometer (HFBS), the Neutron Spin-Echo (NSE) spectrometer,
and the Multi-Angle Crystal Spectrometer (MACS), which boasts
the world’s highest monochromatic cold-neutron flux and is
now the premier instrument in the world for investigations
of quantum magnetism. During the past year the instrument
computer and drivers for the data acquisition on HFBS were
upgraded to enhance reliability. In addition, event-mode data
collection capabilities were developed and tested on MACS
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to facilitate time-dependence measurements. A new sample
post was installed in the 10 T magnet to expand the accessible
temperature range (> 40 K) for field-dependent MACS
experiments. On NSE routine tuning and maintenance operations
have continued. Preliminary tests and feasibility studies for the
implementation of a modulated intensity option using 3He cells
have been undertaken with promising initial results.
Significant additions to the CHRNS facility include two innovative instruments, Very Small Angle Neutron Scattering (VSANS)
instrument and Chromatic Analysis Neutron Diffractometer
or Reflectometer (CANDOR). These instruments are currently
being commissioned and installed, respectively, while the NG-B
30m Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) instrument and
the Ultra-Small Angle Neutron Scattering (USANS) instrument
are simultaneously being phased out of the CHRNS suite. The
versatile VSANS instrument is now functional and has many
capabilities that match or exceed those of the NG-B 30m SANS.
In parallel with user experiments, commissioning continues
with the installation and testing of additional components. The
apertures for the converging beam configuration and shielding
of the pre-sample vessel were installed in the spring. The
graphite monochromator, prisms for gravitational correction,
and lenses for beam focusing were added and are now available.
The third detector bank, with the high precision, scintillation
detector, enabling the full Q range down to 0.0002 Å-1, was
recently installed and is currently being tested. With the addition
of this detector, VSANS will cover extensive nano-to-meso
length scales in a single measurement, eliminating the need
for combined experiments on USANS and SANS in many cases.
Time on the VSANS instrument has been offered in the last two
calls for proposals and many successful experiments have been
completed.
Since most components of the primary CANDOR instrument
have arrived, installation is advanced despite delays introduced
by detector design modifications involving cryogenic cooling of
the analyzer crystals to reduce background and by the failure of
a contractor to deliver electronic components of the detector
system. The scintillation detectors are being tested, and the
software for data acquisition and data reduction is also being
tested. First neutrons are expected in the first quarter of 2019.
We project that CANDOR will be included in the second call for
proposals in 2019. When operational, CANDOR will be the only
instrument of this type in the world with data rates provided by
the multiplex detector that exceed those available elsewhere in
the world by perhaps an order of magnitude or more.

FIGURE 2: SURF student Hannah Burrall tests the new solenoid for NSE.

Research

Scientific Support

The wide ranges of instrument capabilities available in CHRNS
support a very diverse scientific program, allowing researchers
in materials science, chemistry, biology, geosciences, and
condensed matter physics to investigate materials such as
polymers, metals, ceramics, magnetic materials, colloids,
fluids and gels, rocks, and biological molecules. The research
community can obtain access to the state-of-the-art CHRNS
instrumentation using the NCNR’s proposal system. Proposals
to use the CHRNS instruments are critically reviewed on the
basis of scientific merit and/or technological importance. In the
previous Call for Proposals (call 37), 301 proposals requested
CHRNS instruments, and 167 of these proposals received beam
time. Of the 1394 days requested for the CHRNS instruments,
517 were awarded. Roughly half of the users of neutron
scattering techniques at the NCNR employ CHRNS-funded
instruments, and approximately one third of NCNR publications
(see the “Publications” section on p. 70), over the current
one-year period, are based on research performed using these
instruments. This report contains several highlights of CHRNS
publications. See the labeled highlights in the table of contents.

CHRNS provides scientific support in three critical areas: sample
environment, chemical laboratories and the production and
delivery of polarized neutron beams. The accomplishments in
each of these areas during FY 2018 are summarized below.
The laboratory staff continues to equip and maintain
user laboratories and routinely assists users with sample
preparations. The staff ensures that users have the tools,
supplies and training they need for a successful experiment.
In FY 2018 the Guide Hall Laboratory became available to
users, providing CHRNS users an easily accessible laboratory
to handle slightly activated materials.
The CHRNS Sample Environment team provides users
with the equipment and training needed to make neutron
measurements under external conditions of temperature,
pressure, magnetic field, humidity, and fluid flow. CHRNS
users have access to a variety of flow systems, rheometers,
gas-loading systems, two superconducting magnets with
fields of up to 11 Tesla, a new leak detector, and other
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FIGURE 1: VSANS staff, Cedric Gagnon, Elizabeth Kelley, Grethe Jensen and
Yun Liu, in front of their new instrument.

FIGURE 3: Participants and instructors in the 2018 CHRNS Summer School “Methods and Applications of Small Angle Neutron Scattering and Neutron Reflectivity.”
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FIGURE 4: The 2018 SURF students.

complex equipment to control parameters such as pressure,
humidity, and electric fields. During FY 2018 the team set up
and operated a diverse range of complex sample environment
equipment for more than 170 experiments. This total includes
42 experiments involving rheometers and shear cells, and 19
experiments that required access to mK temperatures, 12 of
which simultaneously required magnetic fields up to 11.5 T.
In addition, CHRNS has commissioned a new orange cryostat
with a specially designed tail that is fully compatible with
the use of 3He spin filters on MACS. With complementary
capabilities provided by a dedicated closed cycle refrigerator,
MACS users regularly perform polarization experiments
from the mK regime to room temperature. A new cylindrical
silicon tailpiece (made from a single boule of silicon in lieu
of aluminum) has been developed for use on closed cycle
refrigerators in conjunction with a SANS electromagnet. The
tailpiece allows for sample rotation in applied magnetic fields
and reduces the background substantially. Improvements to
the Liquid Injection Pressure System (LIPS) provide greater
stability of pressures up to 400 MPa, and better temperature
control in the range -20 °C ≤ T ≤ 100 °C. LIPSS was used for
7 experiments on the CHRNS NG-B 30m SANS during FY 2018
and is available for usage on any upcoming SANS or USANS
investigations.
CHRNS also enables polarized neutron scattering experiments
on MACS and SANS instruments by providing of recordbreaking 3He spin analyzer cells with specialized geometries.
During FY 2018, the 3He Spin Filter team served a range of user
experiments on both MACS and SANS. It is notable that CHRNS
runs the only SANS program in the U.S. that routinely operates
with full polarization analysis, and spin polarization and analysis
will soon be available on VSANS following the recent installation
of the guide field and RF flipper. The 3He team focused on
deploying infrastructure toward a routine, high flux wide angle
polarization analysis capability on MACS and on expanding the
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capability to a wider incident energy range. MACS now provides
the largest scattering angle coverage for polarization analysis.
For NSE, the 3He team is exploring a new measurement capability,
intensity modulated neutron spin echo (IMNSE) spectroscopy.
IMNSE was demonstrated for applications in magnetic samples
at ILL about 30 years ago, but never for soft matter applications.
The IMNSE technique allows the separation of coherent and
spin incoherent nuclear scattering, which is not possible in the
standard NSE setup. Hence collective dynamics and signal particle
dynamics can be simultaneously investigated for chain-chain
correlations in lipids, diffusion of gases within porous materials,
dynamics at the prepeak of glass-forming liquids. A very compact
3He polarizer and analyzer are being developed to fit into the
limited space near the sample on NSE, and several compatible
3He NSE cells are currently being fabricated.
In the future, CANDOR will produce spin-polarized incident
beams using a double-V supermirror polarizer (efficiency of
> 95 %), along with an RF spin flipper (efficiency of 99.5 %)
and will be spin-analyzed by a 3He spin filter. The 3He team has
designed and optimized a magnetically shielded solenoid to
maintain the 3He polarization on CANDOR. The team has also
developed a 3He nuclear magnetic resonance system that is able
to be seamlessly integrated into CANDOR’s data acquisition
systems for all polarized beam experiments. The 3He team has
modelled, designed, and characterized a radio-frequency flipper
to flip a large cross-sectional incident beam on CANDOR with
one of the highest flipping efficiencies (better than 99.9 %).

Education and Outreach
CHRNS sponsored a variety of educational programs and activities
tailored to specific age groups and professions. The twentyfourth annual summer school, held on June 19-23, 2018 was
entitled “Methods and Applications of Small Angle Neutron

Scattering and Neutron Reflectivity.” Forty-two graduate and
postdoctoral students from 32 universities and five industrial
researchers participated in the school. Guest lecturers were
Dr. Ingrid Hallsteinsen from the Advanced Light Source, Prof.
Alexis Navarre-Sitchler from the Colorado School of Mines,
and Dr. Ron Jones, Director of the nSoft consortium.
CHRNS co-sponsored several other workshops throughout
the year including the second Fundamentals of Quantum
Materials Winter school at the University of Maryland
(January 8-11, 2018), the fifth Neutron Day at the University
of Delaware (November 8, 2017) and the second biennial
International Society for Sample Environment training course
at NIST (November 13-17, 2017).
CHRNS staff scientists participated in teaching courses at nearby
universities including the University of Maryland and University
of Delaware. Some of the courses involve scattering lab practicals performed at the NCNR using CHRNS instruments. In the
fall of 2017, Yun Liu (CHRNS staff member) and Yimin Mao were
co-lecturers for an advanced graduate course entitled “Advanced
Characterization of Soft Matter” at the University of Maryland.
The course focused on both theories and experimental works of
studying structure and dynamics of soft matter materials using
scattering techniques (light, X-ray and neutron scattering). During
that same semester, Boualem Hammouda taught an Honors
Seminars Course entitled “Science in Current Events” at the
University of Maryland for freshmen and sophomores.
As part of its expanding education and outreach effort, CHRNS
offers to university-based research groups with BTAC-approved
experimental proposals the opportunity to request travel
support for an additional graduate student to participate in
the experiment. This support is intended to enable prospective
thesis students, for example, to acquire first-hand experience
with a technique that they may later use in their own research.

Announcements of this program are sent to all of the university
groups whose experimental proposals receive beam time from
the BTAC. Recipients of the announcement are encouraged
to consider graduate students from under-represented groups
for this opportunity. The program is also advertised on the
NCNR’s website at https://www.nist.gov/ncnr/arrange-visit-ncnr/
financial-assistance#graduate.
As in previous years, CHRNS participated in NIST’s Summer
Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) program. In 2018
CHRNS hosted 19 SURF students, including seven returning
interns, one of whom previously participated in the SHIP
program. The students participated in research projects such
as exploration of the rheological properties of dense lipid
vesicle solutions, characterization of adjuvant-protein interactions in vaccines, fabrication of crosslinked silica-based
nanoporous networks, Monte-Carlo exploration of focused
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FIGURE 5: The 2018 SHIP interns.

FIGURE 6: Scott Hanna (center) from Winston Churchill High School works
with mentors Richard Azuah (left) and Tim Prisk (right) on a DCS measurement.
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neutron guide geometries, development of a virtual training
simulator for reactor operators using a HoloLens technology.
They presented their work at the NIST SURF colloquium in
early August 2018 in sessions moderated by program officers
from the National Science Foundation. The colloquium also
featured an invited talk by Paul Neves from the University of
Maryland on SANS characterization of skyrmions in chemically-substituted Cu2OSeO3. It is notable that Mr. Neves recently
received a scholarship from the Barry Goldwater Foundation,
in part, for his CHRNS SURF research, which he described in a
recent NIST blog (https://www.nist.gov/blogs/taking-measure/
surfing-susceptometers-skyrmions-making-neutron-maniac).
CHRNS initiated a Research Experiences for Teachers (RET)
program in 2010. For the summer of 2018, the program hosted
two teachers from Montgomery County, MD. Scott Hanna from
Winston Churchill High School studied the microscopic dynamics
of liquid and solid hydrogen using DCS under the guidance of
Tim Prisk and Richard Azuah. Munna Chakrabarti from Watkins
Mill High School investigated the rheological properties on an
insulin analogue using SANS with mentor Grethe Jensen. Both
Mr. Hanna and Dr. Chakrabarti highlighted their research in
oral presentations in August.
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Elementary, Middle, and High School Activities
The Summer High School Intern Program (SHIP) is a very
successful, competitive NIST-wide program for students who are
interested in performing scientific research during the summer.
CHRNS hosted seven interns from local high schools. The
students studied the environmental factors that contribute to
glass aging and alteration, explored segmentation techniques for
analysis of neutron images of meteorites, developed reinforcement learning algorithms for efficiently obtaining crystallographic
measurements, and automated a slit rheometer for SANS and a
neutron spin flipper. The results of the students’ summer investigations were highlighted in a NIST-wide poster session, as well as
in a well-attended symposium at the NCNR. Isabella DeClue from
Montgomery Blair High School was honored to receive a 2nd
place poster award from NIST’s chapter of Sigma Xi.
A large number of specialized tours for middle school, high
school, and university students were also offered throughout
the year. At local schools CHRNS staff members also give
science-based talks or lead hands-on demonstrations at local
schools, participate in STEM events, and even volunteer as
robotics coaches.

Rebecca Dally of the University of California,
Santa Barbara was awarded the American
Physical Society’s GMAG Dissertation Award
for her work exploring magnetism in a series of
transition metal oxides with intertwined spin
and orbital degrees of freedom. The award
carries with it a cash prize as well as an invited
talk at the annual March Meeting of the
American Physical Society in Los Angeles in
2018. Rebecca did much of her research at
the NCNR. She has recently joined the
NCNR as a post-doctoral researcher.
University of Maryland graduate student
Stephanie Gnewuch won the Margaret C.
Etter Student Lecture Award in Neutron
Scattering at the American Crystallographic
Association National meeting for her work on
the synthesis and characterization of transition
metal phosphates. The award was presented
at the ACA meeting in Toronto, July 2018.
Stephanie is a frequent user of the NCNR.
She also was an SURF student during her
undergraduate studies.
Yuyin Xi was selected for the Graduate
Excellence Award in polymer science from
the American Chemical Society at their
meeting in San Francisco, CA. Yuyin is
currently a post-doctoral researcher at
the NCNR.

Thomas Gnäupel-Herold is a recipient of
the 2018 Henry Marion Howe Medal by
ASM International. The Henry Marion Howe
Medal, established in 1923, honors the authors
whose paper has been selected as the best of
those published in Metallurgical Transactions.
Thomas and his coauthors, Eric A. Lass,
Mark R. Stoudt, Maureen E. Williams,
Michael B. Katz, Lyle E. Levine, Thien Q. Phan,
and Daniel S. Ng, (all from NIST) were
recognized for their article entitled "Formation
of the Ni3Nb δ-Phase in Stress-Relieved Inconel
625 Produced via Laser Powder-Bed Fusion
Additive Manufacturing."
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Dr. Kate A. Ross, Assistant Professor,
Department of Physics of Colorado State
University is the winner of the 2018 Lee
Osheroff Richardson Science Prize for
North and South America. Kate is recognized
for her research towards elucidation of exotic
magnetic ground states and ground state
selection in quantum frustrated magnets,
using neutron scattering techniques at low
temperatures and in high magnetic fields.
Kate is a user of NCNR facilities and is the
author of an article in NIST’s “Taking
Measure” blog.
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2018 Awards

Paul Neves, an undergraduate at the
University of Maryland, was awarded a Barry
Goldwater Scholarship, which encourages
students to pursue advanced study and careers
in the sciences, engineering and mathematics.
Paul also received a best poster award for his
sample environment development work at the
9th International Workshop on Sample
Environment at Scattering Facilities. Paul has
spent several years working at the NCNR both
as a SURF student and during the school year.
Prof. Norm Wagner from the University of
Delaware (and long-time user and associate
of the NCNR) received the 2018 Sustained
Research Prize by the Neutron Scattering
Society of America for his “seminal and
sustained contributions to our understanding
of soft condensed matter physics using
neutron scattering.”
Dmitry Pushin from the University of
Waterloo (and long-time user and associate of
the NCNR & PML) received the 2018 Science
Prize from the Neutron Scattering Society of
America for the “invention and application, in
particular to neutron holography, of the five
blade, decoherence-free interferometer.”
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Bradley D. Olsen, Associate Professor in the
Department of Chemical Engineering at MIT,
has been awarded the 2018 John H. Dillon
Medal from the American Physical Society,
"for significantly expanding our understanding
of the physics of polymers, including the
self-assembly of block copolymers incorporating a fully folded protein, the influence of
polymer shape on diffusion; for engineering
novel gels; and for updating the theory of
the modulus of a network." Brad’s research
makes extensive use of NCNR facilities.
University of Minnesota Regents Professor
Timothy Lodge has received the 2018
Paul J. Flory Polymer Education Award
from the American Chemical Society (ACS)
Division of Polymer Chemistry, honored for
his outstanding achievements in promoting
undergraduate and graduate polymer
education. He has mentored more than
160 undergraduate and graduate students
in his research laboratory and taught more
than 30 undergraduate and graduate courses
in polymer science. Tim is also a long-time
user of the NCNR.
Prof. Sam Werner (long-time user and
associate of the NCNR & PML) received the
Clifford G. Shull Prize in Neutron Science
by the Neutron Scattering Society of America.
This prize is to recognize outstanding research
in neutron science and leadership promoting
the North American neutron scattering
community. Sam is recognized for his
contributions to the “observation of the
fundamental quantum-mechanical nature
of spins through the effects of rotation
and the gravitational field, using neutron
interferometry, including the observation
of the Aharonov- Casher effect, for his
extensive work with neutron scattering on
the magnetic properties of transition metals
and their alloys, for his critical role in the
NSSA, particularly as its Founding President,
and for his wide and lasting influence on the
neutron community, including nurturing of
many neutron scientists.”
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Alannah Hallas, from Rice University, received
the 2018 Prize for Outstanding Student
Research from the Neutron Scattering Society
of America for her “exploration of new families
of quantum pyrochlore magnets and elucidating their phase behavior and excitations
using forefront neutron scattering techniques.”
Much of her award-winning research was
performed at the NCNR.
Michael Hore, Assistant Professor of
Macromolecular Science and Engineering and
former NCNR post-doc, has received a Young
Investigator Award from the American
Chemical Society’s Polymer Materials Science
and Engineering Division (PMSE). This award
recognizes scientists who have made significant
contributions to their fields within polymer
science and engineering. See an article
describing some of his work on page 38
of this report.
Wesley Fuhrman, a graduate student in the
physics department at Johns Hopkins University
and a frequent NCNR user, was recognized as a
Schmidt Science Fellow for his outstanding
research into topological insulators. The
fellowship, which is endowed by former
Google CEO Eric Schmidt, includes a $100,000
award. See an article describing some of his
work on page 20 of this report.
Jeff Lynn, NIST Fellow, will receive the
Albert Nelson Marquis Lifetime
Achievement Award by Marquis Who’s
Who, as announced in the Chicago
Evening Post.

Scott Dewey of the PML was named an
American Physical Society Fellow in
recognition of “absolute measurements in
neutron physics and ultra-high-resolution
gamma spectroscopy.”

Pat Connelly of the NCNR won the Eugene
Casson Crittenden Award “for exceptional
service to the NCNR user community, instrument scientists, and NIST laboratories that
enables precision neutron measurement
programs.” Pat is an engineering technician
who works behind the scenes in the
NCNR’s machine shop.

Hui Wu of the NCNR won the Department of
Commerce Bronze Medal “for producing an
entirely new route to synthesizing hydrogen
storage materials for fuel cells based on the
complex chemistry of amines and boranes.”
Hui is an instrument scientist on the NCNR’s
powder diffractometer.
PML’s Eli Baltic is a Eugene Casson
Crittenden Award winner for “technical
excellence and leadership in the development
and operation of NIST neutron imaging
facilities and advancing core metrology
programs.”
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NCNR’s Don Pierce received the 2018 Sigma
Xi Award for Outstanding Service in
Support of NIST Scientists. Don was recognized
for his outstanding contributions to the
development of neutron instruments at NIST
and his sustained high-level service to NIST
and NIST scientists.

The NCNR’s Boualem Hammouda won the
Department of Commerce Bronze Medal
“for development of the expansive SANS
Toolbox, which has benefitted many hundreds
of NCNR facility users and is freely available
via the web.”
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Dr. Rolf L. Zeisler was selected to receive the
2018 Hevesy Medal Award in recognition of
his work for the development and application
of nuclear analytical methods to biosciences as
well as environmental studies, and for the
promotion of certified reference materials
at the highest level of metrological science.
Unfortunately, Rolf passed away before he
could accept this award.
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Instruments and Contacts

I N S T R U M E N T S

A N D

C O N T A C T S

(name, tel. 301-975-xxxx, email)

High resolution powder diffractometer (BT-1):
• J. K. Stalick, 6223, judith.stalick@nist.gov
• H. Wu, 2387, hui.wu@nist.gov
• Q. Z. Huang, 6164, qing.huang@nist.gov
• C. M. Brown, 5134, craig.brown@nist.gov
Engineering diffractometer (BT-8):
• T. Gnäupel-Herold, 5380, thomas.gnaeupel-herold@nist.gov
VSANS instrument (NG-3) (CHRNS):
• C. Gagnon, 2020, cedric.gagnon@nist.gov
• G. Jensen, 4591, grethe.jensen@nist.gov
• Y. Liu, 6235, yun.liu@nist.gov
• E. Kelley, 8584, elizabeth.kelley@nist.gov
• J. G. Barker, 6732, john.barker@nist.gov
30-m SANS instrument (NG-B) (CHRNS):
• B. Hammouda, 3961, hammouda@nist.gov
• S. Krueger, 6734, susan.krueger@nist.gov
• C. Gagnon, 2020, cedric.gagnon@nist.gov
• P. D. Butler, 2028, paul.butler@nist.gov
10-m SANS instrument (NG-B) (nSoft):
• R. Jones, 4624, ronald.jones@nist.gov
• K. Weigandt, 8396, kathleen.weigandt@nist.gov
• T. Martin, 8866, tyler.martin@nist.gov
USANS, Perfect Crystal SANS (BT-5) (CHRNS):
• M. Bleuel, 5165, markus.bleuel@nist.gov
• P. D. Butler, 2028, paul.butler@nist.gov
30-m SANS instrument (NG-7):
• S. Teixeira, 4404 susana.marujoteixeira@nist.gov
• Y. Mao, 5250, yimin.mao@nist.gov
• J. G. Barker, 6732, john.barker@nist.gov
• J. R. Krzywon, 6650, jkrzywon@nist.gov
Polarized Beam Reflectometer/Diffractometer (NG-D):
• B. J. Kirby, 8395, brian.kirby@nist.gov
• J. A. Borchers, 6597, julie.borchers@nist.gov
• C. F. Majkrzak, 5251, cmajkrzak@nist.gov
MAGIK, Off-Specular Reflectometer (NG-D):
• B. B. Maranville, 6034, brian.maranville@nist.gov
• J. A. Dura, 6251, joseph.dura@nist.gov
• C. F. Majkrzak, 5251, cmajkrzak@nist.gov
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Neutron reflectometer-horizontal sample (NG-7):
• S. K. Satija, 5250, satija@nist.gov
• G. Yuan, 5098, guangcui.yuan@nist.gov
HFBS, High-flux backscattering spectrometer (NG-2)
(CHRNS):
• M. Tyagi, 2046, madhusudan.tyagi@nist.gov
• T. Prisk, 5010, timothy.prisk@nist.gov
NSE, Neutron spin echo spectrometer (NG-A) (CHRNS):
• A. Faraone, 5254, antonio.faraone@nist.gov
• M. Nagao, 5505, michihiro.nagao@nist.gov
MACS, Multi-angle crystal spectrometer (BT-9) (CHRNS):
• J. A. Rodriguez-Rivera, 6019, jose.rodriguez@nist.gov
• Y. Qiu, 3274, yiming.qiu@nist.gov
Double-focusing triple-axis Spectrometer (BT-7):
• Y. Zhao, 2164, yang.zhao@nist.gov
• Z. Xu, 8097, zhijun.xu@nist.gov
• J. W. Lynn, 6246, jeff.lynn@nist.gov
SPINS, Spin-polarized triple-axis spectrometer (NG-5):
• G. Xu, 4144, guangyong.xu@nist.gov
Triple-axis spectrometer (BT-4):
• W. Ratcliff, 4316, william.ratcliff@nist.gov
FANS, Filter-analyzer neutron spectrometer (BT-4):
• T. J. Udovic, 6241, udovic@nist.gov
DCS, Disk-chopper time-of-flight spectrometer (NG-4):
• N. Butch, 4863, nicholas.butch@nist.gov
• W. Zhou, 8169, wei.zhou@nist.gov
• C. M. Brown, 5134, craig.brown@nist.gov
Cold neutron depth profiling (NG-5):
• J. Weaver, 6311, jamie.weaver@nist.gov
Cold-neutron prompt-gamma neutron activation analysis
(NG-D):
• R. L. Paul, 6287, rpaul@nist.gov
• H. H. Chen-Mayer, 5595, heather.chen-mayer@nist.gov
Thermal-neutron prompt-gamma activation analysis (VT-5):
• R. L. Paul, 6287, rpaul@nist.gov

Cold Neutron Imaging Station (NG-6):
• D. Hussey, 6465, daniel.hussey@nist.gov
• E. Baltic, 4842, eli.baltic@nist.gov
• D. Jacobson, 6207, david.jacobson@nist.gov
• J. LaManna, 6809, jacob.lamanna@nist.gov
Neutron interferometer (NG-7):
• M. Huber, 5641, michael.huber@nist.gov
• S. Hoogerheide, 8582, shannon.hoogerheide@nist.gov
• D. Pushin, 4792, dmitry.pushin@nist.gov
Quantum-based neutron interferometer facility (NG-7):
• M. Huber, 5641, michael.huber@nist.gov
• S. Hoogerheide, 8582, shannon.hoogerheide@nist.gov
• D. Pushin, 4792, dmitry.pushin@nist.gov
Fundamental neutron physics station (NG-C):
• S. Hoogerheide, 8582, shannon.hoogerheide@nist.gov
• M. S. Dewey, 4843, maynard.dewey@nist.gov

Theory and modeling:
• J. E. Curtis, 3959, joseph.curtis@nist.gov
• T. Yildirim, 6228, taner@nist.gov
Neutron test station (PHADES):
• R. Erwin, 6245, ross.erwin@nist.gov
• K. Krycka, 8685, kathryn.krycka@nist.gov

Instruments under development:
CANDOR, White-beam reflectometer/diffractometer:
• A. Grutter, 4198, alexander.grutter@nist.gov
• D. Hoogerheide, 8839, david.hoogerheide@nist.gov
• F. Heinrich, 4507, frank.heinrich@nist.gov
• C. F. Majkrzak, 5251, charles.majkrzak@nist.gov

C O N T A C T S
A N D

Thermal Neutron Imaging Station (BT-2):
• J. LaManna, 6809, jacob.lamanna@nist.gov
• D. Jacobson, 6207, david.jacobson@nist.gov
• E. Baltic, 4842, eli.baltic@nist.gov
• D. Hussey, 6465, daniel.hussey@nist.gov

Fundamental neutron physics station (NG-6):
• NG-6M: M. S. Dewey, 4843, mdewey@nist.gov
• NG-6M: H. P. Mumm, 8355, hans.mumm@nist.gov
• MDM (NG-6A): M. Huber, 5641, michael.huber@nist.gov
• MDM (NG-6A): T. Gentile, 5431, thomas.gentile@nist.gov
• α−γ: H. P. Mumm, 8355, hans.mumm@nist.gov
• α−γ: A. Thompson, 4666, alan.thompson@nist.gov

I N S T R U M E N T S

Other activation analysis facilities:
• N. Sharp, 3926, nicholas.sharp@nist.gov
• R. L. Paul, 6287, rpaul@nist.gov

SPINS-II:
• L. Harriger, 8360, leland.harriger@nist.gov

2018 ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
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Please visit our website: http://www.ncnr.nist.gov

For general information on the facility:

For a paper copy of this report:
Steve Kline
301-975-6243
steven.kline@nist.gov

Rob Dimeo
301-975-6210
robert.dimeo@nist.gov
Dan Neumann
301-975-5252
dan.neumann@nist.gov

Julie Keyser
301-975-8200
julie.keyser@nist.gov
Mary Ann FitzGerald
301-975-8200
maryann.fitzgerald@nist.gov
Becky Ogg
301-975-8200
rebecca.ogg@nist.gov

For information on performing
research at the facility:
Yamali Hernandez
301-975-5295
yamali.hernandez@nist.gov

NIST Center for Neutron Research
National Institute of Standards and Technology
100 Bureau Drive, Mail Stop 6100
Gaithersburg, MD 20899-6100 USA
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For information on visiting the
facility and/or user access questions:

Facility address:

C E N T E R

F O R

R E S E A R C H

Copies of annual reports, facility information, user information,
and research proposal guidelines are available electronically.

N E U T R O N

C O N T A C T S

NIST Center for Neutron Research Contacts

NIST CENTER FOR NEUTRON RESEARCH

NIST CENTER FOR NEUTRON RESEARCH
National Institute of Standards and Technology
100 Bureau Drive, MS 6100
Gaithersburg, MD 20899-6100
www.ncnr.nist.gov

